
Chapter 2

APPENDIx 2.10.7
K.-' PENETRATION TEST AS PER 10 CFR 71.71(C)-(10)

1. INTRODUCTION

The penetration test is carried out using a 6 kg (13 lb.), 3.2 cm (1 25 in.) diameter bar with hemispherical
end dropped from 1 meter (40 in.) height onto the exposed surface of the F-294 package. The analytical
assessment of the penetration test is presented herein.

2. ANALYSIS

Figure 2.10.7-Fl is reproduced from Figure 2 of Shiehs paper Ref.[26].It shows the non-dimensional
incipient puncture energy Ve = [Vc I(u, t3)/ ] and punch displacement U. = BAt as functions of d/t for various
values of d/D for both stainless steel and carbon steel plates not backed by lead. R. S. Shieh recommends
that the use of these curves in puncture-safe design of circular flat steel cask plate should be made only
after reducing the puncture energy absorbing capacity by 30% to allow a margin of safety for inaccuracy,
uncertainties etc.

V. =(VJ(% t)] .... . Equation I
UC . ....... E.........uption 2

where
V. = non-dimensional incipient puncture energy parameter.
V. = incipient puncture energy inlb.
au = ultimate strength of steel psi
t = thickness of steel plate or shell
d = punch diameter, in.
D = diameter of the plate or shell

2.1 PUNCTURE ANALYSIS OF TOP FIRESHIELD

Equations I and 2 are applied to the top fireshield case. The parameters are:
Cy- cs,, ultimate strength of steel psi = 65,000 psi for AISI 1020 steel
t =thickness of steel plate or shell =0.5 in.
d = punch diameter, in= 1.25 in
D = diameter ofthe plate or shell= 30 in.
d/t = 1.25/0.5 = 2.5
d/D = 1.25130 = 0.0416

From Figure 2.10.7-Fl, at d/t 2.5 and dfD= 0.0416 (rounded up to 0.07), V. 5.5
Therefore

V. = (1000/o - 30%) * Vc, u t3
= 0.7 * 5.5 '* 65,000 * 0.53
= 0.7 * 44,687 n.-lb.
=31,280in.-lb.

The energy available to puncture
E.r.j~bb, = weight of the puncture bar drop height

= 13 lb. * 40 in.
= 520 inAb.

As the computed incipient puncture energy (31,280 in.-lb.) required for the top fireshield plate
(0.5 in. thick) to puncture is much greater than the energy available (520 in.-lb.) to puncture, the
top fireshield plate shall not be punctured.
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2.2 CARBON STEEL 1/4 IN. TIHCK PLA TE

Equations 1 and 2 are applied to the 1/4 in. thick carbon steel plate case. The parameters are
au = ultimate strength of steel psi = 65,000 psi for AISI 1020 steel
t = thickness of steel plate = 0.25 in.
d =punch diameter, in. = 125 in.
D = diameter ofthe plate or shell = 30 in.
d/t = 1.25/0.25 = 5.
d/D = 1.25/30 = 0.0416

From Figure 2.10.7-Fl, at d/t = 5. and d/D- 0.0416 (rounded up to 0.07), V4 = 26
Therefore

Vc = (100/o 300/) * Vc*a*
= 0.7 * 26 * 65,000 * 0.253
= 0.7 * 26,406 inAb.
= 18,480 in.-lb.

The energy available to puncture
pEa..u = weight of the puncture bar drop height

= 13 lb. *40 in.
= 520 iA-lb.

As the computed incipient puncture energy (18,480 in.-lb.) required for the 0.25 in. thick plate to puncture
is much greater than the energy available (520 in.-lb.) to puncture, the 0.25 in. thick plate shall not be
punctured.

23 0.25 IN THICK SHELL OF CYLINDRICAL FIRESHIELD

No empirical puncture data for steel shell, not backed by lead, exist today.

Therefore it is assumed that curvature of the shell shall offer as much resistance to puncture as the flat
plate as the shell is stiffer for same d/t, d/D ratios.

The full-scale F-294 test packaging was subjected to five (5) puncture pin tests for the hypothetical
accident conditions of transport tests. This is presented in Chapter 2, Appendix 2.10.12. The puncture pin
is 6 in. diameter and 26 in. in height. The initial impact energy is 21,482 lb. x 36 in. height = 733,352 in.-
lb. The cylindrical fireshield was subjected to two (2) puncture tests. In the worst case, the double shell of
the cylindrical fireshield was torn and the amount of opening was 21 in2.

In the normal conditions of transport penetration test for the F-294, the initial impact energy for a bar
(13 lb. weight) dropped from a 40-inch free height onto an F-294 package is only 520 in.-lb.

As 520 in.-lb. impact energy (for normal conditions) is so small in comparison with the impact energy of
773,352 in.-lb. (for accident conditions), it is concluded that the 0.25 inch thick shell of the cylindrical
fireshield will not puncture when subjected to the penetration test

3. SUMMARY

3.1 THESUB-COMPONENTSTHATSURROUND THEF-294CONTAINERARE:

1. top fireshield (integral with the crush shield)
2. cylindrical fireshield
3. bottom skid

As both top and bottom carbon steel plates are 0.5 in. thick, they will resist puncture, when F-294
package is subject to the penetration test.
As the cylindrical fireshield shell is 0.25 in. thick, it will resist puncture when the F-294
package is subject to the penetration test.
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Figure 2.10.7-Fl
Non-dimensional Incipient Puncture Energy V. and Punch Displacement U.

as Function of d/t for Various Values of diD
(Reproduced from Fig. 2 of Shieh's paper Ref. [26])
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Figure 2.10.7-F2
F-294 Subject to Penetration Test
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APPENDIX 2.10.8
COMPRESSION TEST AS PER 10 CFR 71.71 (c)-(9)

1. INTRODUCTION

As the F-294 package weight of 21,000 lb. is greater than 5000 kg (11,000 lb.), 10 CFR 71.71 (c)-(9) does
not apply to the F-294. The Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material (IAEA TS-R-1) do
require that the F-294 package withstand a compressive load unifonmly applied to the top and bottom of the
package for a period of 24 hours, equal to the greater of:

i) five times the weight of the package;

5 * 21,000 lb. = 105,000 lb., OR
ii) the equivalent of 13 kilopascals (2 lbWin 2) multiplied by the vertically projected area of the

package;
Vertically projected area = 78 in. 78 in.

= 601 m2
Therefore,

Load 2 lbfm2 * 6064 in2 = 12,128 lb.
Therefore, the applied load shall be 105,000 lb.
An analytical assessment is presented for demonstration of F-294's ability to withstand the compressive
load equal to 5 x the weight of the F-294 package.

2. ANALYSIS

2.1 COMPRESSIVE STRESS IN THE OUTER SHELL OF THE CONTAINER

The problem can be simplified by making a conservative assumption that all the compressive load is
borne by 0.5 in. thick stainless steel outer shell of the container only, with no support credited for the
external cooling fins and the lead shielding. See Figures 2.10.8-Fl and 2.10.8-F2 respectively.

The stainless steel shell is treated as a thin-walled circular pipe, of length 24 in. and OD = 36 in., under
longitudinal compression. the formula for critical unit compressive stress crs, given by Roark (Iable XVI,
Case 25 of Ref.[4]), for ends unrestrained, is

a, =0.3*E*t/r
where

(y< = unit compressive stress, psi
E = Modulus of Elasticity, psi
t = wall thickness of shell or pipe, inches
r = mean radius of pipe, inches
o6 =0.3*28* 106*0.5/17.5

= 0.24 * 106 psi
The formula is most accurate for very long tubes but is applicable if the length is several times greater
than 1.72 4 (rt) = 1.72 1 (17.5 * 0.5) = 5.1 in., which is the length of a half-wave of buckling

The compressive load capability P. is then
PC =a,*A

=0.24* o 60*g*35*0.5
= 13.19* 106 lb.
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The critical buckling load P, of 13.19 * 1O6 lb. is well above the actual applied load of 105,000 lb.
It is therefore concluded that the F-294 container will easily sustain compressive loads of 5 times
its own weight, applied on top and bottom for 24 hours at room temperature or 380C ambient

2.2 COMPRESSIVE STRESS IN THE EXTERNAL COOLING FINS

Material of fins = ss3O4L
Number of fins = 36
Size of fins = 0.375 in. minimum thickness x 4 in. width
Compressive stress at top of the fins, ac

Cac =5* W/A&,
5 * 21,000/[36 * 0.375 * 4]

= 1,944 psi
The compressive stress is well within the yield stress 25,000 psi for ss3O4L.

2.3 COMPRESSIVE STRESS IN THE FLANGES OF CHANNELS OF THE SKID

Material of the channel = ASTM A-36
Channel section = 3.5 * 8 * 78 in.
compressive stress, a. = 5 * WIA&,

= 5 * 21,000/[4 * 78 * 3]
= 112 psi

The compressive stress is well within the yield stress of 36,000 psi. of the channel material.
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Figure 2.10.8-Fl
F-294 Package under Compression
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Figure 2.10.8-F2
Container Shell under Compressive Load
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APPENDIX 2.10.9
ANALYTICAL ASSESSMENT OF F-294 PACKAGE SUBJECT TO 30-FT DROP TEST
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1. INTRODUCTION

Y../ The F-294 package can be dropped in any of the four basic free drop orientations, as per Figure 2.10.9-F1.
The drop orientations are identified as

Orientation #1.1 -End Drop - Top
Orientation #1.2 - End Drop - Bottom
Orientation #2 - Side Drop
Orientation #3.1 - Corner Drop - Top
Orientation #3.2 - Corner Drop - Bottom
Orientation #4 - Oblique Drop - Side Corner

To cushion the impact during a 30-ft drop test, the F-294 package has a top crush shield. The crush
shield assembly is as shown in Figure 2.10.9-F2. There are seven fins in each of four quadrant segments;
28 fins in total spaced around the circumference. Eight of the 28 fins have extension legs located on
the assembly within the container side cooling fins. This method assists in trapping the crush shield
assembly within the container assembly, thereby ensuring that the crush shield will not "fly away"
upon impact.

Within the crush shield assembly is a top fireshield sub-assembly consisting of "KAOWOOL" insulation
sandwiched between two carbon steel plates. The fins of the crush shield are joined to a ring collar and a
donut ring. The crush shield assembly sits flush on the container top fins and is bolted at eight locations
(two fasteners per location) to the container top fins; four on the mounting pads on top of the container
and four on the side container fins adjacent to the lift lug fins. There are eight top fasteners and eight side
fasteners connecting the crush shield to the container top fins.

In addition, the external fins on the container, the fixed skid, the shipping skid - all these serve as
energy absorbing devices during a 30-ft drop test Depending upon the drop orientation, only some
of the energy absorbing devices come into play.

The analytical structural assessment of the F-294 package and, in particular, the energy absorbing elements
of the package, subjected to 30-ft drop test for end, side, comer drop orientations are presented here. The
methodology for performing the energy absorption by the fins is based on Davis as per Ref. [18]. Table
2.10.9-Tl outlines the flowchart describing the logic behind fin energy absorption calculations.
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Table 2.10.9-T1
Flow Chart: Methodology for Fin Impact Energy Absorption Calculations

(Block Chart of Fin Analysis)

Step Begin

Identify type of fin; classify type #1 fin; assume x%/6 crush

Step 2 ;:Fin geometrical parameters: width or loaded length (b), thickness (t), height (h)

SteP 3 5.'u'From Davis Fin data/figures, for a specific fin height (h) and fin loading angle (0°, 10°), select multiplier
(na) proportional to x%/o crush). Select a

Step 4 Calculate static plastic moment (nip); nipw 7 bt214, where , - static yield stress value of the fin material

Step Energy absorbed by a fin loaded at loading angle (0, 10° etc.) ea - na x mn

Step 6 Total energy absorbed by type #1 fins: eta = number of type #1 fins x ea

Sep 7 If there is more than one type of fin, repeat steps I through 6 for each different type of fin.

Step S Compare total aggregate energy absorbed (Zeta) by all fins of the package versus the 30-ft free drop
energy of the package (eo)

Step 9GIf eta > eo, then x% crush as per 1st step is incorrect (too high);
If eta < eo, then x% crush as per 1st step is incorrect (too low);
If x% > 45%, go to step 10; otherwise use a better value of x% and repeat steps 3 through 9

Step 10 Check point

;Step Now estimate the peak force resulting from fin impact

XL;)> For each type of fin, and each fin loading angle, for each fin ratio [hit], from Davis data/figures select
peak force per linear inch of fin parameter (ft-lbJin)

Stpl3 C;*p, peak force per fin f x loaded length of fin (b)

Stp14, Total aggregate peak force of all fins pa= lp

Step115 Estimate G-load; G-load = patwf-294, where wf.294 is weight of F-294 container

Step 16 Stop

_Step 1) End
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Figure 2.10.9-Fl
F-294 Drop Test Orientations
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Figure 2.10.9-F2
F-294 Crush Shield Impact Limiter
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2. SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF DROP TEST IN END, SIDE AND
CORNER ORIENTATIONS

Table 2.10.9-T2 summarizes the impact data of the F-294 package subject to 30-ft free drop test.

In top end drop, 7.74 x 106 in-lb. of energy is absorbed by the crush shield and the container fins. This
represents 104% of the 30-fl drop energy. None of the energy is absorbed in the cask shell and lead
shielding ;consequently resulting in almost minimal lead slump. We conservatively assigned a value of
0.4 in. max lead slump. The G-load = 200 g's at the impact point. The crush shield displaces down by
about 1.8 in.

In side drop # 1, 8.875 x 10' in.-lb. of energy is absorbed. This represents 1 10% of the 30-ft drop energy.
36% of 30-fl drop energy is absorbed in the cask shell and lead resulting in lead slump of 0.6 in. max.
The G-load range is 100 g's -520 g's at the impact point.

In side drop #2, 9.178 x 106 in.-lb. of energy is absorbed. This represents 121% of the 30-ft drop energy.
36% of 30-fl drop energy is absorbed in the-cask shell and lead resulting in lead-slump of 0.6 in. max.
The G-load range is 100 g's -500 g's at the impact point.

In top comer drop, 7.9 x 1o6 in.-lb. of energy is absorbed. This represents 104% offthe 30-ft drop energy.
41% of 3-ft drop energy is absorbed in the cask top corner; resulting in lead displacement of 1.125 in.
max. The G-load range is 315 g's -338 g's at the impact point.

In bottom corner drop, 7.8 x 106 in.-lb. of energy is absorbed. This represents 103% of the 30-ft drop energy.
The 10% of 30-f drop energy shall be absorbed by the cask shell and lead, resulting in negligible lead
displacement The G-load range is 104 g's-530 ges at the impact point.

In bottom end drop, 7.9 x 10' in.-lb. of energy is absorbed by the crush shield and the container fins.
This represents 104% of the 30-ft drop energy. None of the energy is absorbed in the cask shell and lead
shielding ;consequently resulting in almost minimal lead slump. We conservatively assigned a value of
0.4 in. max lead slump. The G-load = 334 g's at the impact point.

The impact energy absorption elements of the F-294 package will crush about 1.8 to 5.0 in. The F-294
package willbe subjectedto G-loads at the impactpoint in therange 100 5 G < 530. At locations away from
the impact point the deceleration G-loads shall be lower in magnitude compared to G-loads at the impact
point; such a measure is given in section 8. Therefore, the deceleration loads to which sub-components are
subjected are known. The estimated energy absorption range suggests that sufficient absorption capability
exists and the crush shield design is adequate. The top corner drop appears to be the "worst' drop test
orientation.

It is demonstrated that the structural integrity of the F-294 container will be maintained when the F-294 package
is subjected to 3fl drop test; the outer stainless steel jacket swrounding the lead shielding shall not be breached.
In the absence of actual post-drop deformation data of F-294, Figure. 2.10.9-F3 provides a postulated
displacement at three distinct vectors (horizontal, vertical, 33° radial form vertical) around the F-294 container
which can be used for post-accident shielding evaluation in Chapter 5.

The retention of the crush shield and the cylindrical fireshield has also been examined in section 9 and
demonstrated to be sound.

The determination of the maximum damaging drop test orientation of the F-294 transport package is
presented in Chapter 2, Appendix 2.10.1 1.
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Table 2.10.9-T2
Summary of Impact Data of F-294 Package Subjected to 30-Ft Free Drop

InAfital.Eney - I
Desgignted Dp E3 (.' EA '-.l.)Rto Fo-rc G-LodsDsac supo
Orientatol reton n b)x1' x1 ' EA`,E.` 1Ib 0 J) g's In dslaem

1.1 Top End 7.56 7.74 102% 4.2 200 3.825 in. 0.4 in.
D rop _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _

1.2 Bottom 7.56 7.9 104% 3.9 400 1.8 in. 0.4 in.End

2.1 Side 7.56 8.875 110% 10.8 520 2 to 4 in. 0.6 in.
Drop #1___

2.2 Side 7.56 9.178 121% 9.9 500 2 to 4 in. 0.6 in.
Drop #2 _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

3.1 Tor nrP 7.56 7.9 104% 7.1 338 5 in. 1.125 in.
com7er
Bottom

3.2 Coe 7.56 7.8 103% 10.6 530 2 to 4 in. 0. in.
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Chapter 2

Figure 2.10.9-F3
F-294 - Postulated Displacement of Lead at Designated Locations after 30-ft Drop Test
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Chapter 2

3. TOP END DROP

3.1 MODE OF IMPACT

See Figure 2.10.9-F4
1. The top collar of the cruish shield impacts the unyielding surface first
2. The fins of the crush shield start buckling in a double hinge manner, restrained against by the

mounting pad on top container fins.
3. As the container top fins are marginaily less stiff than the crtih shield fins, the contai top fins

will absorb part of the impact and the balance shall be absorbed by the crush shield fins until all
the potential energy Eo is fully absorbed. The container fins will start "buckling" coincidentally
with the crush shield fins.

3.2 POTENTIAL ENERGYDUE TO 30-FTDROPHEIGHT OF THE PACKAGE

The potential energy due to 30-ft drop height of the package, Eo
Eo WF.254 * H

=21,000*30* 12
= 7,560,000 in.-lb.

where
WF 294 = weight of F-294 package, 21,000 lb.
H = drop test height = 30 feet

3.3 GEOMETRICAL DATA FOR IMPACTLIMITING FINS

See for geometrical data.

3.4 ENERGYABSORBED BY0.5IV. THICK CRUSHSHIELD FINS

3.4.1 Fin Type #1 Parameters

"--I

0

S

S

S

a

Effective height, h
Thickness, t
Loaded length, b
material
% of crush

=9.in.
= 0.5 in.
=6in.
= CR C1020
= 22.5%

3.4.2 Energy Absorbed Per Fin at Zero Degree Loading Angle
EARiNTMOryp = N *M

= 10.5 * cry * bt2 /4
= 10.5 * 46,000 * 6 * (0.5)2 /4
= 181,125 in.-lb. per fin

where
EAFNm eel
N

= Energy absorbed per fin in.-lb.
= Empirical parameter relating [absorbed energy/plastic moment] to
[deformation/original height] for a mild steel fin.

= 10.5 from Figure 2.10.9-F6.1.
= Plastic Moment in.-lb.
= cy * bt2 /4
= yield stress of C1020 steel = 46000 psi.

IN/TR 9301 F294. Revision 4 -Appendb2.10.9 Page 12- .A4y 2003
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Chapter 2

3.4.3 Energy Absorbed by 28, 0.5 in. Thick Fins of the Crush Shield (EA,)
-

EA, = 28 * 181,125
= 5.0568 * 106 in-lb.

3.5 ENERGYABSORBEDBY0.375IN.THICECONTAINERFINS

3.5.1 Fin Type #2 Parameters

* Effective height, h 8. in.
* Thickness, t = 0.375 in.
* Loaded length, b =8 in.
* material = ss3O4L
* % of crush =22.5%

3.5.2 Energy Absorbed per fin at Zero Degrees Loading Angle

EAFINT PE#2 =NEMp

= 10* (Jy * bt2 /4
= 10 * 25,000 $ 8 * (0.375)2/ 4
= 70,266 in.-lb. per fin

where
EAnNPT#2

N
=Energy absorbed per fin in.-lb.
= Enpirical parameter relating [absorbed energy/plastic moment] to

[deformation/original height]for a mild steel fin.
= 10. fiom Figure 2.10.9-F6.1, for 8 in. fin height, 22.5% cnish
= Plastic Moment in.-lb.
= yie str o4 : s 2
= yield stress of ss304L steel =25000 psi.

K>

CFY

3.5.3 Energy absorbed by 24, 0.375 in. thick fins of the container fins (EA 2)

EA2 = Number of fins x FAm Tm a

= 24 * 70,266
= 1.686 * 106 in.-lb.

3.6 ENERGYABSORBEDBY 0.5 N. THICKCONTAINERFINS

3.6.1 Fin Type #3 Parameters

* Effective height, h 8. in.
* Thickness, t = 0.5 in.
* Loaded length, b = 8 in.
* material = ss3O4L

* % of crush =22.5%

3.6.2 Energy Absorbed Per Fin at Zero Degrees Loading Angle

EAsm "j3 =N*Mp
= l0*y*bt2 /4
= 10 * 25,000 * 8 * (0.5)2 / 4
= 125,000 in.-lb. per fin
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where
EAm1rTYPE#3 = Energy absorbed per fin in.-Ib.
N = Empirical parameter relating [absorbed energy/plastic moment]

to [deformation/original height] for a mild steel fin.
=10 from Figure 2.10.9-F6.1, for 8 in. fin height, 22.5% crush

MP = Plastic Moment in.-lb.
=ay * bt2 /4

TY = yield stress of ss3O4L steel = 25,000 psi.

3.6.3 Energy Absorbed by 8, 0.5 in. Thick Fins of the Container (EA3 )

EA3 = Number of fins x EAFRN E #3

= 8 * 125,000
= 1.0 * 106 in-b.

3.7 TOTAL ENERGYABSORBED, EAT

EAT = EA, + EA2 + EA3
= (5.0568 + 1.686 + 1.0) * 106 inAb.
= 7.7428 * 106 in.-lb.

The total energy absorbed, by the crush shield fins and the container fins, is computed to be EAT = 7.7428
* 106 in.-lb., without taking credit of the reinforcing structural members. As the total computed energy
absorbed EAT (7.7428 * 106 in.-lb.) 2 Eo (7.56 * 10' in.-lb.), the initial required potential energy of the
F-294 package, the F-294 in the top end drop orientation has been demonstrated to have the full capability
of absorbing all the required energy due to 30-ft free drop test for top end drop orientation.

The resulting total deformation (crush) = 3.825 in. In other words, the crush shield is displaced in towards
the container by distance of 3.825 in. The 3.825 in. displacement results from:

* deformation of the crush shield is 22.5% of 9 in. = 2.025 in. PLUS
* deformation of the top container fins 22.5% of 8.0 in = 1.8 in.

The estimate of resulting G-loads is given in the following section.

In the above computation, only the non-braced fins were individually considered and their energy summed
to arrive at the cumulative energy absorbed by the crush shield or the container fins. In reality, the crush
shield fins are joined by a number of structural members (i.e., donut ring, etc.). The contribution of the
braced fins is quantified by a factor, FlcoMPOmwEoNcomposmr which is estimated in section 5.4.

3.8 ESTIMATE OFPEAXKFORCEAND G-LOADS

Data from Ref. [18] is used to estimate peak force; also see Figure 2.10.9-F7.1.

3.8.1 Crush Shield

[height of fin/thickness of fin] = 9.0/0.5 = 18
From Figure 2.10.9-F7.1, peak force, PI = 10,000 lb. per in. of loaded length of fin per fin.
Total peak force, FP1 = peak force * loaded length per fin * number of fins

=P1 xbx28
= 10,000 * 6 * 28
= 1.68 * 106 lb.
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3.8.2 Container top fins (0.375 in. thick)

[height of finthickness of fin] = 8.0/0.375 = 21.3
From Figure 2.10.9-F7.1, peak force, p2 = 8,000 lb. per in. of loaded length of fin per fin.
Total peak force, FP2 = peak force * loaded length per fin * number of fins

= P2 x b x 24
= 8,000 8 * 24
= 1.536 106 lb.

3.8.3 Container top fins (0.5 in. thick)

[height of fin/thickness of fin] = 8.0/0.5 = 16
From Figure 2.10.9-F7. 1, Peak force = 15,000 lb. per in. of loaded length of fin per fin.
Total peak force, FP3 = peak force * loaded length per fin * number of fins

=P 3xbx8
=15,000 8*8 8
=0.96 106 lb.

3.8.4 Cumulative Total Peak Force

The cumulative sum of discrete peak forces is:
ZFP = FP1 + FP2 + FP3

= (1.68 + 1.536 + 0.96) e 106 lb.
= 4.176 * 106 lb.

3.8.5 Estimate of G-loads

It is possible to estimate G-loads based on peak forces calculated using DAVIS method - Ref [18]. The
cumulative Peak force EFP = 4.176 * 106 lb., exclusive of stiffening factors due to stiffening structural
members.
Therefore

GI = XFP1WF?'
=4.176 * 106 bJ 21,000 lb.
= 199 g's.

Another method of estimating G-load is based on the linear method as per Ref [33]. This method assumes
the package is cushioning with linear elasticity and no bottoming out

G2 2W/s
where

H =droptestheight 30 feet= 360 in.
s =total crush distance-

= crush shield + container fins
= 22.5% * 9 in. + 22.5% * 8 in.
= 2.025 + 1.8
= 3.825 in.

G2 = 2 * 360/3.825
=188 g's

=N'T 930 i24 eiin4-pedx21. ae1-~20
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3.8.5.1 Summary of G-load Range

Based on above calculations, during the hypothetical 30-ft drop test and specifically in the top end drop
orientation, the F-294 Package shall be subjected to a G-load range of 188 g's S G-load < 199 g's at
the impact point At locations away from the impact point but within the container, the G-loads are reduced
See Transnucleaire Ref. [37] for Dupont 15 ton flask in Appendix 2.10.10.

At 120 cm. from the impact zone of 25 cm., the G-loads were 50% or lower. Based on this, the G-loads on
F-294 the cavity end plate, a distance of 80 cm. from the impact point, are in the range of 0.6 x 200 g's =
120 g's. This G-load data shall be used to evaluate stresses on the cavity end plate.

3.9 LEAD SLUMP IN THE TOP END IMPACT

An end drop of a cask in which lead is not bonded to the steel shell will cause the lead to settle, thus crating
a void in the end opposite the point of impact (see Figure 2.10.9-F8). An analysis of such an impact, based
on the energy absorbed by the lead (as a result of its deformation) and by the outer steel shell (as a result of
its circumferential strain from internal lead pressure) has been made [Ref. [25]].

The change in the lead volume in an impact may be estimated from equation:

AV = RWHI(tscrs + RaPb) . . . . . . . . . . . . . Equation 1
For negligible changes in the outer radius, R, and the inner radius of lead, r, the change in the height of the
lead column, AH, is

AH = AV / [71(R 2 - r2)] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Equation 2
combining equations 1 and 2 yields

AH = RWHI['X((R 2 - r2)(tsas - RaYpb)] . . . . . . . . . . Equation 3
where

AH = amount of lead slump, in.
R = outer radius of lead cylinder = 17.5 in.
r = inner radius of lead cylinder = 6.25 in.
ts = thickness of ss304 shell = 0.5 in.
H = drop test height = 30-ft = 360 in.
WF294 = weight of the F-294 container = 21,000 lb.
Cas = dynamic flow stress of steel = 50,000 psi
aPb = dynamic flow stress of lead = 5,000 psi

As noted earlier, equation 3 is based on an unbonded lead condition since neither the support provided by
steel shells nor the possibility of collapse of the inner shell by buckling is taken into account. For an end
impact of a cylindrical cask having non-buffered ends (without any shock absorbers), the amount of lead
slump is:

AH = RWH/[2t((R2 - r2 )(tsas - Rapb)]

= 17.5 x 21,000 x 360/[in(I7.52 - 6.252) (0.5 x 50,000 + 17.5 x 5,000)]
= 17.5 x 21,000 x 360/839.5 x 112,500
=1.4 in.

In the end impact, all (1000/%) of the potential energy attributed to 30-ft drop height of the package has
been shown to be absorbed by 1) the crush shield and 2) the fins on the container (see Appendix 2.10).
Consequently, there is no unabsorbed energy remaining; therefore, neither the container lead shielding nor
the container shells are called upon to absorb impact energy.
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Therefore, the estimate of lead slump AH = 1.4 in. based on the cask without shock absorbers, absorbing
all the PE due to 30-ft as impact energy, is grossly conservative. In addition the lead shielding is normally
bonded to the steel shell, which fiuther mitigates the lead shlmp.
For purposes of shielding calculations in post-hypothetical accident conditions situation, the effective
Ind,,,,e = 25% of 1.4 = 0.375 in. is arbitrarily selected; the factor of 25% is an allowance for
uncertainties in the calculations.

Figure 2.10.9-F4
F-294 In Top End Drop Orientation

30- .FVo0T

Unlutu&6 cA.
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Figure 2.10.9-FS
Geometrical Data of the Crush Shield Fin # in the Top End Drop
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Figure 2.10.9-F6.1
Parameter [Absorbed Energy/Plastic Moment] versus Parameter

[Deformation/Original Height] for Fin impacting at 0°
(Data appended fiom Ref. (18])
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Figure 2.10.9-F6.2
Parameter [Absorbed Energy/Plastic Moment] versus Parameter

[Deformation/Original Height) for Fin impacting at 100
(Data appended from Ref. [18])
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Figure 2.10.9-F6.3
Parameter [Absorbed Energy/Plastic Moment] versus Parameter

[Deformation/Original Height] for Fin impacting at 200
(Data appended from Ref. [18])
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Figure 2.10.9-F6.4
Parameter [Absorbed Energy/Plastic Moment] versus Parameter

[Deformation/Original Height) for Fin impacting at 300
(Data appended from Ref. [18])
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Figure 2.10.9-F6.5
Parameter [Absorbed Energy/Plastic Moment] versus Parameter

(Deformation/Original Height] for Fin impacting at 40°
(Data appended from Ref. [18])
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Figure 2.10.9-F7.1
Parameter [Peak forcel versus Parameter [height/thickness] for Fin Impacting at 0°

(Data appended from Ref. [18])
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Figure 2.10.9-F7.2
Parameter [Peak Forcel versus Parameter [heightlthickness] for Fin Impacting at 100

(Data appended from Ref (18])
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Figure 2.10.9-F7.3
Parameter [Peak forcel versus Parameter [heightlthicknessl for Fin Impacting at 200

(Data appended from Ref. [18])
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Figure 2.10.9-F7A
Parameter [Peak forcel versus Parameter [height/thickness] for Fin Impacting at 300

(Data appended from Ref. [18])
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Figure 2.10.9-F7.5
Parameter [Peak force] versus Parameter [height/thickness] for Fin Impacting at 400

(Data appended from Ref. (18])
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Figure 2.10.9-F8
Lead Slump In the Top End Drop
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4. SIDE DROP

There are two mutually peipendicular side drops to consider side drop #1 (see Figure 2.10.9-F9) and side drop
#2 (see Figure 2.10.9-FlO). Side drop #1 is orthogonal to side drop #2. Side drop #1 analysis is presented
in section 4.1; side drop #2 analysis is presented in section 4.2.

4.1 SIDE DROP #1

4.1.1 Mode of Impact

First stage (primary) impact. See Figure 2.10.9-FIl.
The entire 78-inch length of the 8 x 3 structural channel of the shipping skid and the ends of two I-beams
impact the unyielding surface first. The four gusset plates within the channel will crush and the I-beam
will deform. The bolts (connecting the shipping skid to the fixed skid) will be sheared; consequently the
shipping skid will be detached from the balance of the package assembly. The balance of the package
will rotate around the CG for the secondary impact.

Second stage (secondary) impact. See Figure 2.10.9-Fl 1.

After the F-294 container rotates, the side of the crush shield impacts the unyielding surface at
approximately 150. As the secondary impact progresses the top of the cylindrical fireshield impacts
the unyielding surface. As the impact progresses, the container top fins are crushed.

Third stage (tertiary) impact. See Figure 2.10.9-Fl 1.

After the container has absorbed as much energy as it is capable of in 1st and 2nd stages, the container
shall be subjected to secondary rebound. The height of the secondary rebound shall be proportional to
the elastic portion of the energy absorbed by the container during 2nd stage. After the secondary rebound,
the remaining momentum causes the container to rotate about CG and impact on the bottom end of the
cylindrical fireshield, followed by the fixed skid, and finally the side external fins of the container. Any
remaining unabsorbed energy shall be absorbed by the cask shell and lead until the container comes to rest.

Energy absorption, G-loads for each stage shall be carried out.

4.1.2 Potential Energy of F-294 Package

The potential energy due to 30-ft drop height of the package, E0
Eo = WF-m * H

= 21,000 * 30 * 12
= 7,560,000 in-lb.

4.1.3 Energy Absorption, G-Loads for 1st Stage

There are two (2) energy absorption structural elements that can be analyzed. These are
1. Four gusset plates between two channels of the shipping skid.
2. I-beams

4.1.3.1 Energy Absorption by Four Gusset Plates of the Shipping Skid

See Figure 2.10.9-F12.
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i) Fin Parameters
* Effective height, h = 19.5 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.75 in.
* Loaded length, b = 8 in.
* material =ASTMA-36
* % of crush =45%
* fin loading angle =00

ii) Energy absorbed by one fin at 0° loading angle.
EA N*Mp

=9 *cy* be2/4
= 9 * 36,000 * 8* (0.75)2 / 4
= 364,500 in.-lb. per fin

where
EA = Energy absorbed per fin in.-lb.
N = Empirical parameter relating [absorbed energy/plastic moment] to

[deformation/original beight]for a mild steel fin.
= 9 fiom Figure 2.10.9-F6.1, for 9-in, fin height, 45% crsh. Note: data for 19.5 in. height

fin does not exist; so 9-in. fin height data is extrapolated and
N =9.
Mep = Plastic Moment in.-lb.

= (y * bt2 /4
cry = yield stress of ASTM A-36 steel = 36000 psi.

iii) Energy absorbed by 4, 0.75 in. thick fins
EAamus = 4 * 364,500---X :

= 1.458 * 106 fin-l

4.1.3.2 Energy Absorption by Two I-beam Overhang

This energy absorption is an approximation as the effect of cross I-beams is difficult to account for.
Each I-beam overhang member is treated as a discrete fin - one web fin and two flange fins.

A Web Fin
See Figure 2.10.9-F12.

* Effective height, h = 1in. (actual height =17 in.)
* Thickness, t = 0.25 in.
* Loaded length, b =4 in.
* material = ASTM A-36
* %ofcrush* =22.5%
* loading angle = 00 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

This implies only bending (single hinge failure mode) of fin only.
MP = Ybt2 /4

= 36,000 x 4 x (0.25)2/4
= 2,250 in.-lb.

N =9 (Figures 2.10.9-F6.1 & 6.2 at 22.5%, 10 in. fin height)

EAWEB FN = N xM
=9 x 2,250
= 20,250 in-lb.
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B Two Flange Fins
See Figure 2.10.9-F12.

* Effective height, h = 10 in. (actual height = 17 in.)
* Thickness, t = 0.375 in.
* Loaded length, b = 4 in.
* material = ASTM A-36
* % of crush* = 22.5%
* loading angle = 00 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

* This implies only bending (single hinge failure mode) of fin only.
MP = ayr Wt2 /4

= 36,000 x 4 x (0.375)2/4
= 5,060 in.-lb.

N = 9 (Figures 2.10.9-F6.1 & 6.2 22.5%, 10 in. height)
EAFoGEF =Nx M

= 9 x 5,060
= 45,540 in.-lb. per flange per I-beam

As there are two flange fns per I-beam,

EAFLANGE =2 x 45,540 = 91,080 in.-lb.
Therefore, per I-beam end, the energy absorption is

EAI&BEAM = EAFLNGE + EAWED MN

= 91,080 + 20,250 in-lb.
= 111,330 in.-lb. per I-beam end

As there are two I beam ends impacting at the same time,

EA4 BEAM ENDs = Number of I-beam ends x EA4 BEAM

=2x 111,330
= 273,200 in.-lb.
= 0.223 x 106 ia-lb.

4.1.3.3 First Stage: Energy Absorbed by Two Structural Elements

The total energy absorbed by four gussets and two I-beam ends is
PEAT, igt Al = MEAGUSSET + EAI-BEM ENDS

= (1.458 + 0.223)* 106 ina-lb.
= 1.681 x 106 ia-lb.

4.1.3.4 Ratio of First Stage Energy Absorbed/Initial Potential Energy

EAT. iststagEO = 1.681 x 1067.56 x 106

= 22.2%

It is estimated that 22.2% of the initial potential energy of F-294 package subjected to 30-ft free drop is
absorbed in the first stage of the drop.
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4.1.3.5 Estimate ofPeak Force and G-4oad

4.1.3.5.1 Gusset Plate
[Height of the fin/thickness of the fin]= 10/0.75 = 13.3
Peak force, P = 37500 lb. per in. per fin (Figure 2.10.9-F7.1)
Peak force in gusset plates, FP>,,

FPg3 = unit peak force x loaded length x number of fins
=Pxbx4
= 37,500 x 8 x 4
=1.2x106 b.

4.1.3.5.2 I-beam
Web of the I-beam

[Height of finthickness of web] =10/0.25 =40
From Fig 2.10.9-F7.1, Unit Peak force, P2 = 8,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin.

Flange ofthe I-beam
[Height of fin/thickness of flange] 10/0.375 - 26.7
From Fig 2.10.9-F7.1, unit peak force, P2 = 8,000 lb. per in. of loaded length per fin.

The container weight is acting over 4 in. web length and 4 in. of each flange width. The loaded length
of each I-beam = 4 + 2 x 4 = 12 in.

Peak force FP 1 -

FPI began = unit peak force x loaded length x number of I-beam ends
= 8,000 x 12 x 2
= 0.192 x 106 lb.

4.1.3.5.3 Channelface
A channel has two flanges and one web; each flange is 3.5 inch high x 0.5 in thick. The flanges are
considered "fins" for estimating peak forces.

[Height of fin/thickness of fin] = 3.5/0.5 =7
From Figure 2.10.9-F7. 1, Unit Peak force, PI = 75,000 lb. per inch of loaded length per fin
Effective loaded length of channel face

= [full span of channel
+ span over which container load acts]/2
= [78 + 48]/2
=63

Number of flanges per channel face impacting =2
Peak force, FPd,,, f.
FP 1, ,d = Unit Peak Force x loaded length x number of flanges per channel face

impacting
=8000 x 63 x 2

FPa.,,, = 9.45 x 106 lb.

4.1.3.6 Total Peak Force, EFP

np - FPV,=, + FP1- _ + FPd., A-
= 1.2 x 106 + 0.192 x 106+ 9.45 x 106 lb.
= 10.842 x 106 lb.
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4.1.3.7 G-load

It is possible to estimate G-load based on peak force calculated using DAVIS method - Ref. [18].

The cumulative Peak force De = 10.842 * 106 lb., exclusive of stiffening factors due to stiffening
structural members.
Therefore,

Gi = ZFP/WF29
= 10.842 * 106 lb21,000 lb.
=516 g~s

4.1.4 Energy absorption, G-loads for 2nd stage

There are three (3) energy absorption structural elements that can be analyzed. These are:
1. A top/side sector of the crush shield
2. A top/side sector of the cylindrical fireshield
3. A top/side sector of the container external cooling fins

4.1.4.1 Energy Absorption by Fins of Crush Shield

Refer to Figure 2.10.9-F13 for layout and numbering of crush shield fins.
How many fins are in the zone of impact? See Figure 2.10.9-F13. It is estimated from the graphical data,
that seven (7) fins (0.5 in. thick) come into play.
What is the loading angle for each fin?

9 = x cos a
where

0 = fin loading angle (0)
= angle between vertical axis and fin n

a = angle between impact pad and the longitudinal axis of the package.

Table 2.10.9-T3 lists the appropriate 0, loading angles for all the fins of the crush shield, as calculated in
the following example; e.g.,

For Fins #3 and #4 (i.e., 0.5 in. thick fin)
0= 3 x cos a
0= l0xcos 15°
0 = 9.5'

Table 2.10.9-T3
Fin Data for the Crush Shield Fins In Side Drop #1: 2nd Stage

Tye f MMns -Desgae N.ois Loadifig Anl, armte

0.5 in. #4 1 00 14

0.5 in. #3, #5 2 9.50 14

0.5 in. #2, #6 2 19.00 3

0.5 in. #1, #7 2 28.50 2.5
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i) Fin #4,

* Effective height, h = 8 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.5 in.
* Loaded lengt, b =9mn.
* material =C-1020
* % of crush =45%
* loading angle =0° (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 45%, for fin height of 8 in., fin inclination angle of 00, from Figure 2.10.9-F6.1,
the parameter (absorbed energy/plastic momentl N = 14.

EAFm#4 ==NxaCxbxe/4
= 14 x 46,000 x 9 x (0.5)2/4
= 0.362 x 106 in-lb.P

ii) Fins #3 and #5

* Effective heighth= 8 i
* Thickness, t = 0.5 i.
* Loaded lengtb, b = 9 in.
* material = C-1020
* % ofcrush =45%
* loading angle = 9.50 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 45%, for fin height of 8 in., fin inclination angle of 9.5°, from Figure 2.10.9-
F6.2, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N =14

EAnNsnx = 2x 14. xa-yxbxt2I4
= 2 x 14. x 46,000 x 9 x (O.5) 2 /4
=2 x 0.362 x 106
= 0.724 x 106 lnb.

iii) Fins #2 and #6
For Fins #2 and #6 (i.e., 0.5 in. thick fin)

e =PXCOS a
o = 20 x cos 150°:
0 =19.0
* Effective height, h = 8 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.5 in.
* Loaded lengt, b = 9 in.
* material = C-1020
* % of crush = 45%
* loading angle = 190 (angle of nclinaton the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 45%, for fin height of 8 in., fin inclination angle of 34°, from Figure 2.10.9-
F6.3, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 3

EAFm *#26 =2xNxoyxbxe/4
=2 x 3 x 46,000 x 9 x (0.5)2 /4
= 2 x 77,625
= 155,250 in.4b.
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iv) Fins #1 and #7
For Fins #1 and #7 (i.e., 0.5 in. thick fin)

8 = P x cos a
o = 30 x cos 15°
o = 28.50
* Effective height, h = 8 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.5 in.
* Loaded lengtb, b = 9 in.
* material = C-1020
* %ofcrush =45%
* loading angle = 28.50 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 45%, for fin height of 8 in., fin inclination angle of 9.5°, from Figures 2.10.9-
F6.4, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N =2.5

EAFH M #I = 2 x 2.5 x ay x b x t2 /4
=2 x 2.5 x 46,000 x 9 x (0.5)2/4
= 2 x 64,687 x 106
= 0.129 x 106 in.-l.

Therefore, the sum of energy absorbed by all the fins is:

EA..sbhidd fi = [EARINS#4 + EAiNS #3, #5 + E S#2#6 + ES#I,#7]

= [0.362 + 0.724+ 0.155 + 0.129] x 106 in-lb.
= 1.37 x 106 in.Ib.

4..4.2 Energy Absorbed by Top/Side Fins of the Container

Refer to Figure 2.10.9-F13 for layout and numbering of container fins.

There are three types of fins on the top of the container 1) 1.25 in. thick 2) 0.5 in. thick 3) 0.375 in. thick.
The container lift lug fin and the 0.5 in. thick fin adjacent to the lift lug fin do not come into play as they
are just outside the zone of impact. Lift lug fin is at 450 to the shipping skid. Refer to Figure 2.10.9-F13
for depiction of effective fin parameters etc.

How many fins are in the zone of impact? See Figure 2.10.9-F13. It is estimated from the graphical data,
that six fins (3/8 in. thick) come into play.

What is the loading angle for each fin?
8= B x cos a

where
8 = fin loading angle (0)
a = anglebetween fin 1 and finn
a = angle between impact pad and the longitudinal axis of the package.

Table 2.10.9-T4 lists the appropriate 0, loading angles for all the fins of the container, as calculated in
the following example;

For Fins #5 and #6 (i.e., 0.375 inch fin)
0=0xcosa
8=5xcos 150
9=50
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For Fins #4 and #7 (i.e., 0.375 in. thick fin)
= Px cos a

0 = 15 x cos 15°
0=14.50

For Fins #3 and #8 (i.e., 0.375 in. thick fin)
0 = Px cos a
0=25xcos 15°
O = 24.50

Table 2.10.9-T4
Container Fin Data for Side Drop #1: 2nd Stage

~-.Desigate#

0.375 in. fin 5,6 2 5° 17

0.375 in. fin 4,7 2 - 1450 10

0.375 in. fin 3,8 2 24.50 3

i) Fins #5 and #6

* Effective height h =6 iL
* Thickness, t = 0.375 in.
* Loaded lengt, b = 12 m.
* material = ss304L
* % of crush = 35%
* loading angle = 50 (angle of inclination to the unyielding srface)

Therefore, at crush of 45%, for fin height of 6 in., fin inclination angle of 5°, from Figure 2.10.9-F6.1
& F6.2, the parameter [absorbed enegy/plasticr moment], N =17.

EAFwns#5,s6 =2xNxoyxbxt2 /4
2 x 17 x 25,000 x 12 x (0375)2/4
2 x 179,000

=358,000 in.-lb.

ii) Fins #4 and #7

* Effective height h =6 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.375 im.
* Loaded length, b = 12 mn.
* material = ss3O4L
* %ofcrush =35%
* loading angle = 14.50 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surfice)

Therefore, at crush of 35%, for fin height of 6 in.,- fin inclination angle of 14.50, from Figures 2.10.9-F6.2
& F6.3, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 10.

EAnNs#4u7 =2xNxayxbxt2 4
= 2 x 10 x 25,000 x 12 x (0.375)2/4
= 2 x 105,000
= 210,000 in.-lb.
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iii) Fins #3 and #8

* Effective height, h= 6 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.375 in.
* Loaded length, b = 12 in.
* material = ss3O4L
* % of crush = 35%
* loading angle = 24.50 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 35%, for fin height of 6 in., fin inclination angle of 24.5°, from Figures 2.10.9-F6.3
and 2.10.9-F6A, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 3.

EA s #3As =2xNxayxbxe/4
= 2 x 3 x 25,000 x 12 x (0.375)2 /4
=2x31,000
= 62,000 in.-lb.

Therefore the sum of energy absorbed by all the fins is
EAcontaifin. = [EAifs s #6 + EAFMs#4, #7 + EARqNS 3, #8]

= [0.358 + 0.210 + 0.062] x 106 in.-lb.
= 0.63 x 1O6 n.-lb

4.1.4.3 Estimate of Peak Force, G-loads for 2nd Stage

4.1.4.3.1 Estimate ofPeak Force
Peak force is evaluated using Ref [18]. It should be noted that, during impact, this "peak" force is only
experienced by the F-294 package for an extremely short time (in the order of less than 100 milliseconds).

a) For crush shield fins (0.5 in. thick)

1. [height of fin/ thickness of fin]= 8/0.5 = 16

2. fin loading angle = 0O,9.5°,14.5°,24.5°

3.1 For fin #4 at fin loading angle = 0°, unit peak force PI = 12,500 lb. per in of loaded length per
fin (see Figure 2.10.9-F7.1)

3.2 For fins #3 and #5 at fin loading angle = 9.5°, unit peak force P2 = 37,000 lb. per in of loaded
length per fin (see Figure 2.10.9-F7.2). (9.50)

3.3 For fins #2 and #6 at fin loading angle = 14.5°, Unit peak force P3 = 20,000 lb. per in of
loaded length per fin (See Figure 2.10.9-F7.2 & F7.3).(240)

3.4 For fins #1 and #7 at fin loading angle = 24.5°, Unit peak force P4 = 8,000 lb. per inch of loaded
length per fin (see Figures 2.10.9-F7.3 and 2.10.9-R7.4).(24.50)

4. Loaded length of the fin = 9 in.
5. Total peak force experienced by the package due to impact of the crush shield;

XFPCRusHSH mmz= loaded length x a [unit peak force x number of fins]
=9 x [PI x 1 + P 2 x 2+ P3 x 2+ P4 x 2]
= 9 x [12,500 x 1 + 37,000 x 2 + 20,000x 2 + 8,000x2]
= 9 x [143,500]
=1.291x10 6Ib.
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b) For container fins (0.375 in. thick)

1. [height of fin/thickness of fin]= 6/0.375 = 16

2. Fin loading angle = 50, 14.50, 250

3.1 For fins #5 and #6 with fin loading angle= 5, unit peak force PI 20,000 lb. per inch of
loaded length per fin (see Figure 2.10.9-F7.3) (190)

3.2 For fins #4 and #7 with fin loading angle = 14.50, unit peak force P2 = 20,000 lb. per in of
loaded length per fin (see Figures 2.10.9-F7.2 and 2.10.9-F7.3) (28.50)

3.3 For fins #3 and #8 with fin loading angle = 24.50, unit peak force P3 = 8,000 lb. per inch of
loaded length per fin (see Figures 2.10.9-F7.2 and 2.10.9-F73) (28.50)

4. Loaded length ofthe fin = 12 in.

5. Total peak force experienced by the package due to impact of the 0.375-inch thick top fins
of the container; -

EFPo.375 Nms. CxONaWR = loaded length x Z:unit peak force x number of fins]
=12 x Px2 + P2 x 2+ P3 x2]
= 12 x [20,000x2 + 2x20,000 + 2x8,000]
= 12 x [96,000]
= 1.152x 1O6 ib.

The total peak force, XFP
MFP = FPCRUSH SHIELD + FPo.375 FIN CONTABNER

= [1.291 + 1.1521x 106 lb.
=2.416 x IO61 b.X

4.1.4.3.2 Estimate G-load duringpeak force duration

a) Based on Davis's method (Ref. [18]) of estimating peak forces, the G-load is
G = P/WF-2 94

= 2A X 106/21,000
= 114 ghs.

In the side corner drop orientation, the container is sutjected to a G-load of 114 g's.

4.1.5 Energy absorption, G-loads for 3rd stage

There are three (3) energy absorption structural elements. These are:
1. A bottom/side sector of the cylindrical firesbield
2. A bottom/side sector of the fixed skid
3. A bottom/side sector of the container external cooling fins.

Of these, 1) and 3) shall be considered herein.

4.1.5.1 Energy Absorption by External Cooling Fins on the Container

See Figure 2.10.9-F14.
;) Fins #5 and #6 Parameters

* Effective height, h =4 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.375 in.
* Loaded length, b = 32 in.
* material ss3O4L
* % of crsh 30%0-
* loading angle 50 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)
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Therefore, at crush of 30%, for fin height of 4 in., from Figures 2.10.9-F6.1 and 2.10.9-F6.2, the
parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 16

EARINS#5,6 =2 x N x M;
= 2x 16 x[ay x b x t/4]
= 2 x 16 x [25,000 x 32 x (0.375)2/4]
= 0.9 x 106 in.-lb.

ii) Fins #4 and #7

* Effective height, h =4 in.
* Thickness, t 0.375 in.
* Loaded length, b =32 in.
* material =ss3O4L
* % of crush =30%
* loading angle = 150 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 30%, for fin height of 4 in., fin inclination angle of 15°, from Figures 2.10.9-F6.2 and
2.10.9-F63, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 10

EARNS #4.#7 =2xNxoaxbxe/4
=2 x 10 x 25,000 x 32 x (0.375)2/4
= 2 x 0.281 x 106
= 0.562 x 106 in-lb.

iii) Fins #3 and #8
* Effective height, h =4 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.375 in.
* Loaded length, b = 32 in..
* material = ss3O4L
* % of crush =300/o
* loading angle = 25° (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 30%/o, for fin height of 4 in., fin inclination angle of 250, from Figures 2.10.9-F6.2
and 2.10.9-F6.3, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment), N = 3

EAFNS #3,#s = 2 x N x ay x b x t 2 /4

= 2 x 3 x 25,000 x 32 x (0.375)2/4
=2 x 0.084 x 106
= 0.168 x 106 in.-lb.

Cumulative energy absorbed by external cooling fins
MEARNS = EA NS #sg + EApNs4,P + EAjRs Ms

= (0.900+ 0.562 + 0.168) x 106 mn.-ib.
= 1.63 x 106 i.-lb.

4.1.5.2 Energy Absorbed by the Cylindrical Fireshield

In the second stage of the impact we had neglected to estimate the energy absorbed by the cylindrical
fireshield. In the third stage the cylindrical fireshield side is impacted. Second and third stage impact of the
fireshield shall be combined and analyzed here. (see Figure 2.10.9-F15).

A cylindrical fireshield is a cylindrical shell which is defomied by some amount in the side impact
A simple model is given here:
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Step 1
The radius RO decreases to R.

ihe strain is e = [Ro - R YRo
=-ARo

Step 2

The stress, a = fimcdon (e)

Step 3

The compressive stress a, = 1.6 x a

Step 4
The crushed area Ab = L x c

c = 2 [A (2Ro-A)]0 3

Therefore, Aa = Lx c
A.b = L x 2 i[A (2Ro - A)]"

Step 5
Mean crushed area A. ,h = AwJ2

Step 6
Mean Impact force

F. = (F x A. h

Step 7
Work done

U=F.xA

Step 8
G-load = FJWF-4 LESS SKID

Plugging in the data:

A =0.1in.
Ro = 23.75 in.
L =30.0in.
a = 32,000 + [23,000/20] x E (%)

we find
C = 0.1/23.75 = 0.00421
CY = 32,000 + [23,000/201 x £ (%)

= 32,000 + [23,000/20] x 0.421

= 32,000 + 484
= 32,484 psi

aC =1.6xa
= 1.6 x psi
= 51,974 psi
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c =2 [A (2Ro- A)]05'
= 2 [0.1 (2 x 23.75 - 0.1)105
= 4.35 in.

L =30 in.
Anh = L Lxc

30. x4.35
=130.5 in2

Agno. =Adnt2
= 130.5/2
= 65.35 in2

Mean Impact force
FC = a. x A.e wah

= 51,974 psi x 65.25
=3.391 x 106 lb.

Work done
U =F~xA

=3.391 x 106 1b.xO.1 in.
= 0.339 x 106 in.b.

Hence, it is estimated that for a small deformation of 0.1 in. over a length of 30 in., the energy absorbed
by the cylinder is 0.339 x 106in.-lb.

4.1.5.3 Peak Force and Gloads in the 3rd Stage

4.1.5.3.1 External Cooling Fins
[Height of the fin/thickness of the fin]= 4/0.375 = 10.6

Peak force, PI = 55000 lb. per in. per fin (Figures 2.10.9-F7.1 and 2.10.9-F7.2)

Peak force in cooling fins, FPFNs

Fin at 50

FPFIN#5.6 unit peak force x loaded length x number of fins
=Pl xbx2
= 55,000 x 32 x 2
=3.52x 10611b.

Fin at 150
Peak force, P2 = 35,000 lb. per in. per fin (Figures 2.10.9-F7.2 and 2.10.9-F7.3)

FPFnN#4,#7 = unit peak force x loaded length x number of fins
=P 2 xbx2
=35000x32x2
= 2.24 x 106 lb.

Fin at 25°
Peak force, P3 = 13,000 lb. per in. per fin (Figures 2.10.9-F7.3 and 2.10.9-F7.4)

FPFMN#3,#35 = unit peak force x loaded length x number of fins
=P 3xbx2
= 13,000x32x2
= 0.832 x 106 lb.
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4.1.5.3.2 Peakforces in the Cylindrical Fireshield

Mean Impact force, F. = ( x A... wh
=51,974 psi x 65.25
= 3.391 x 106 lb.

4.1.5.3.3 Total Peak Force, 1FP

XFP =FPooting 6n5 + Fcqfirica flWicd

=6.592X 106 + 3.391 x 106 1b.
9.983 x 106 .

4.1.5.3.4 G-load
It is possible to estimate G-load based on peak force calculated using Davis method (Ref. [18)).

The cumulative Peak force UFP = 9.983 * 106 lb., exclusive of stiffening factors due to stiffening structural

members.

Therefore
Gi = XFP/WF-294

= 9.983 * 106 20,020 lb.
= 500 g's.

4.1.6 Energy Balance, Peak Force, G-load so Far

4.1.6.1 Energy Balance

1st Stage
EAT,isg i = 1.681 x 106 incb.

2nd Stage

EA0.sh~wafi,,S = 1.37 x 106 in.-lb.
EA .s = 0.63 x 106 in.-lb.
EAT ,dd = not accounted for

3rd Stage

EAfj, =.63 x 106 in.-lb.
EAYL firsheld = 0.339 X 106 in.4b.

Total energy absorbed so far 5.65 x 106 in.-lb.

% absorbed = 5.65x 10617.56x106 = 74.7%

% not absorbed = 25.3%
The 25.3% of 30-ft drop energy shall be taken up be the cask shell and lead. This is presented in

section 4.1.5.

4.1.6.2 Peak Force and G-loads

1 st stage: Peak force = 10.842 x 106 lb., G-load = 516 g's.,

2 nd stage: Peak force = 2.1 x 106 lb., G-load = 100 g's.
3 rd stage: Peak force 9.991 X10 6 lb., G-load = 500 g's
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4.1.7 Energy Absorbed by Cask Shell and Lead. Estimate of Lead Movement or Slump

When the container without the fins is approximated to a cylindrical cask with flat end plates dropped in
side drop orientation, the container will absorb energy upon impact in three ways:

1. by deformation of end plates
2. by movement of lead
3. by deformation of cylindrical outer shell.

A relatively small amount of energy is absorbed in bending the steel shell at the point of impact and is,
therefore, neglected in this analysis. Such a model is presented in Figure 2.10.9-F16.

Shappert (Ref. [8], page 59) has provided a method of estimating the amount of lead movement for such a cask.
We shall apply formula as per Ref [8], page 59, to estimate lead movement in the F-294 container. It should be
noted that 75% of the energy absorption has been accounted for in section 4.1.4; consequently only the remaining
25% of the potential energy due to 30-ft height of the package is required to be considered. However, 25% factor
shall be increased to, say, 36% of 30-ft drop height energy to provide a conservative estimate of the lead slump.

The formula is:

WH/tsRULYs = [F,(0)][R/ts(Op,/as) + 2(R/L)(t./ts)] + F2 (0)

where
W = effective cask weight = 21,000 lb. - Wkid =21,000 - 980 = 20,020 lb.
H = effective drop height = 36% of 30 feet = 129.6 in.
F1 (0) = 0 - 1/2(sin20)
F2 (0) = sin8(2 - cosO) - 0
R = the outer shell radius= 18 in.
ts = the outer shell thickness = 0.5 in.
L = length of the shell = 50.25 - 6.0 = 44.25 in.
as = the dynamic flow stress of ss304 shell, psi = 50,000 psi
apb = the dynamic flow stress in lead = 5,000 psi
te = thickness of ss304 end plate = 0.5 in.
0 = the angle defined in Figure 2.7.1.2-ii)-F12, degrees.

Above formula is based on assumptions that the yield point stress of the ss304 end piece is the same
as that of the ss304 shell and that the end pieces are of equal thickness. In order to use above formula,
the angle 0 and the cask geometry must be known. The angle 8 may be determined from Figure 2.10.9-F17
(reproduced from Ref [8], Shappert, page 61), which is based on above formula. The maximum
displacement of shielding represented by the outer shell flattening, 8, may be calculated by 8 = R(1 - cosO)

Calculate Non-dimensional Resistance Parameter #1.
[Rfts(apacs) + 2(R/L)(te/ts)]
[18/0.5(5,000/50,000) + 2(18/44.25)(0.5/0.5)]
[3.6 + 0.8135]
[4.4135]

Calculate Non-dimensional Energy Parameter #2.
[WH/tsRUs]
[20,020 x 129.61(0.5 x 18 x 44.25 x 50,000)]
[0.1303]
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Use nomogrph as perFigure 2.10.9-F17, withPamaeter#I =4.4135 andparameter#2 =0.1303. Conectithe
line between the two pamete and read the value of 0 = 20. -

See Figure 2.10.9-Fl8.
6=R(1 - cosO)

I 18(1-cos(20 0))
6= 18(l -0.939)
6= 1.086 in.

Now 6 ts + Alad
where

ts = thickness of flattened ss304 shell = 0.5
Akd = amount of lead shielding displaced

AIed = 8-tS

= 1.086 - 0.5
= 0.586 in.

To summarize, in the side drop orientation, it is estimated that the amount of lead shielding displaced in
the F-294 container is 0.586 in., which represents approximately 1.5 half-value layers of lead shielding
for cobalt-60.

4.1.8 Summary

1. In side drop #1, the energy of 30-ft drop is absorbed as per Table 2.10.9-T5:
2. Peak force and G-loads

1st stage: Peak force =10.842 x 106 lb., G-load = 516 gas.
2nd stage: Peak force = 2.1 x 106 lb., G-load = 100 es.
3rd stage: Peak force = 9.991 x 106 lb., G-load = 500 g's

3. The estimated lead slump, based on the assumptions in section 4.1.5 is 0.6 in. which represent
1.5 half value layer for lead shielding of cobalt-60. This amount of lead shielding displacement is
shown in Figure 2.10.9-F3 at horizontal centerline.

4. The structural integrity of stainless steel shell is examined in section 4.3.

Table 2.10.9-TS
Energy Balance in Side Drop #1

Stage stnzctraren t Ene Asorb, % f0 tlo Eeg

1st shipping skid 1.681 22.2%

2nd cnush shield fins 137 18.1%

2nd containe fins.63 8.3%

3rd cylindrical fireshield 0.339 4.4%

3rd conaier fins 1.63 21.5%

3rd cask shell and lead 2.721 36.0%

Total 8.875 110.5%
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4.2 SIDE DROP #2

In Side Drop #1, the entire 78-inch length of the shipping skid channel and the ends of two I-beams impact
against the unyielding surface initially. Side Drop #2 (Figure 2.10.9-F9) is orthogonal to side drop #1.
In Side Drop #2, the ends of the skid channels impact against the unyielding surface and the fill length
of one I-beam impacts at the same time. Therefore, the first stage of the drop is different for side drop #1
and side drop #2; but the 2nd stage and the 3rd stage of the drop are identical for both side drop #1 and
side drop #2.

4.2.1 Mode of Impact

1st Stage
The sequence of events is as follows:

1. The ends of the four channel members impact first; the channels defonn. The impact is
transmitted to the cross I-beams, gussets, fixed skid, fixed skid gussets, bolts etc.

2. Due to high deceleration loads, the bolts will shear and the shipping skid will separate fiom
the balance of the package.

2nd Stage
As per previous description, see section 4.1.4

3rd Stage
As per previous description, see section 4.1.5

Energy absorption, peak force, G-loads in the 1st stage shall be re-examined. For stages 2 and 3, previous
data in sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.5 apply.

4.2.2 Energy absorption, G-loads for 1st stage

There are two (2) energy absorption structural elements that can be analyzed. These are:
1. Four gusset plates between two channels of the shipping skid.
2. I-beams.

42.2.1 Energy Absorption by Four Channel Members Overhang

This energy absorption is an approximation, as the effect of cross I-beams and gusset plates is difficult to
account for. Each channel member is treated as a discrete fin - one web fin and two flange fins.

A Web Fin
See Figure 2.10.9-F19.

* Effective height, h = 10 in. (actual height = 17 in.)
* Thickness, t = 0.43 in.
* Loaded length, b =8in.
* material = ASTM A-36
* % of crush* 22.5%
* loading angle =00 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

' This implies only bending (single hinge failure mode) of fin only.
MP =,ay be /4

= 36,000 x 8 x (0.43)2/4
= 13,310 in.-lb.

N = 9 (Figures 2.10.9-F6.1 and 2.10.9-F6.2 at 22.5%, 10 in. fin height)
EAWEB FN = N xM

=9x 13,310
= 120,000 ia-lb.
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B Two Flange Fins
See Figure 2.10.9-F19.

* Effective height, h = 10 in. (actual height = 17 in.)
* Thickness, t = 0.5 in.

* Loaded length, b = 3.5 in.

* material = ASTM A-36

* % of crush* 22.5%
* loading angle =00 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

* This implies only bending (single hinge failure mode) of fin only.
MP = (TY be 1/4

= 36,000 x 3.5 x (O.5)2/4
= 7,875 inlb.

N = 9 (Figures 2.10.9-F6.1 and 2.10.9-F6.2) 22.5%, 10 in. height)
EAFLNGOE , = N x Mp

9 x 7,875
= 70,875 ia.-lb. per fin

As there are two flange fins per channel end,
EAaLMGE = 2 x 70,875 = 141,750 in.-lb.

Therefore, per channel end, the energy absorption is
EAcwm = EApMGoE+ EAWEB -

= 141,750 + 120,000 inA-lb.
= 261,750 ia-lb. per channel end

K,....' As there are four channel ends impacting at the same time,
EAcmm ms = number of channel ends x EAo,

=4x261,750
=1.047 x 106 tia-lb.

EAT = £ EAaENDS
= (1.047)X 106

The ratio EAT/Eo = 1.047 x 106/7.56 x 10 = 13.8%

It is estimated that 13.8% of the initial potential energy of F-294 package subjected to 30-ft free drop test,
is absorbed in the 1st stage.

4.2.2.2 Energy Absorption by one I-beam

This energy absorption is an approximation. Each flange of the I-beam member is treated as a discrete fin -
2 flange fins

A Two Flange Fins
See Figure 2.10.9-F 19

* Effective height, h =4 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.375 in.
* Loaded length, b = 63 in.
* material = ASTM A-36

* %ofcrush* = 22.5%
* loading angle = 0° (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

* This implies only bending (single hinge failure mode) of fin only.
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MP = ay be2 /4
= 36,000 x 63 x (0.375)2/4
= 79,734 ia-lb.

N = 9 (Figures 2.10.9-F6.1 and 6.2 22.5%, 10 in. height)
EAFLANGE mN = N x Mp

= 9 x 79,734
= 717,609 iA-lb. per flange per I-beam

As there are two flange fins per I-beam,
EAFIRAGE = 2 x 717,609 = 1.435 x106 .i-lb.

Therefore per I-beam end, the energy absorption is
EAI&BEAM = EAnLAMGE

= 1.435 x106 ia-b.

4.2.3 Energy Absorbed by Two Structural Elements: 1st Stage
The total energy absorbed by four channel ends and one I-beam is

EATIa g. = Z EACHANNEL ENDS + EA4-BEAM
= (1.047 + 1.435)* 106 ialb.
= 2.482 x 106 i.-Ib.

Ratio of 1st stage energy Absorbed/Initial Potential Energy

EAT ,Is J/EO = 2.482 X 106/7.56 X 106
= 32.8%

It is estimated that 32.8% of the initial potential energy of F-294 package subjected to 30-ft free drop is
absorbed in the first stage of the drop. In the 2nd and 3rd stage, the energy absorbed has been computed
as per sections 4.1.2 to 4.1.5

4.2.4 Summary of Energy Absorbed in Side Drop #2
In the side drop #2, the energy of 30-ft drop is absorbed as per Table 2.10.9-T6.

Table 2.10.9-T6
Energy Balance In Side Drop #2

EegAbor'b 6di- -

1st Shipping skid 2.488 32.8%

2nd Crush shieldfins 1.37 18.1%

2nd Container fins 0.63 8.3%

3rd Cylindrical fireshield 0.339 4.4%

3rd container fins 1.63 21.5%

3rd cask shell and lead 2.721 36.0%

Total 8.875 121.1%
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4.2.5 Peak Force and G-loads

4.2.5.1 Channel Ends

(Height of finlthickness of fin]= 10/0.5=-20
From Figure 2.10.9-F7.1, Unit Peak force, PI = 12,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
Loaded length per channel end = 2 x flange length + web

=2 x 3.5 +8
= 15 in.

Number of channel ends = 4
Total loaded length = 4 x 15= 60 in.
Peak force, FP1 = unit peak force x loaded length x no. of fins

= 12,000 x 60
FP, = 720,000 lb.

4.2.5.2 I-beam

[Height of fin/thickness of fin] = 4/0.375 = 10.7

From Fig 2.10.9-F7.1, Unit Peak force, P2 = 60,000 lb. per in. of loaded length per fin.

The container weight is acting over 44 in. length. The bottom shipping skid length is 78 in. It is assumed
the loaded length of the I-beam is average i.e., (48 + 78t2 63 in. approximately.

Number of flanges on one I-beam =2
Peak force FP2 = unit peak force x loaded length x no. of fins

= 60,000 x 63 x 2
= 7.56 x 106 lb.

4.2.5.4 Total Peak Force, XFP and G-loads in First Stage

The cumulative peak force XRP is:
UFP = FP1 + FP2

= (0.72 + 7.56) x 106
= 8.28 x 106 lb.

Therefore the G-load, based on 1st Stage drop is
G-loadst... 1 = EFPstw I/WF-294

= 8.28 x 106 IbJ21,000 lb.
= 394 g's.

Therefore the shipping skid is subject to: 394 g's in the first stage of side drop #2.

Peak force and G-loads
1st stage: Peak force = 8.28 x 106 lb., G-load = 394 g's.
2nd stage: Peak force = 2.1 x 106 lb., G-load = 100 g's.
3rd stage: Peak force = 9.991 x106 lb., G-load = 500 g's
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4.3 IMPLICATIONS OFPEAKFORCEAND G-LOAD ON THEINTEGRITYOF
CONTAINER AND INTERNALS

4.3.1 Integrity of SS304L Shell Around Lead Shielding

Let us assume that the pairs of fins, 5 and 6, 4 and 7, and 3 and 8 impact at the following times:
Fins #5 and #6 t millisecond
Fins #4 and #7 t + 0.1 milliseconds
Fins #3 and #8 t + 0.2 milliseconds

There are three major issues to consider in order to examine the dynamic fracture of the stainless steel shell
under the cooling fin:

1. duration of impact
2. critical impact velocity
3. stress level

1. Duration of impact: see Figure 2.10.9-F20 extracted from Ref. [34]. Based on this data, it takes about
20 milliseconds loading period before the ss jacket is considered to be even yielded (plasticized). The
duration of the impact of fins #5 and #6 before fins #4 and #7 and fins #3 and #8 come to impact is of
the order of 0.1 millisecond.

2. Critical impact velocity: fracture of the fin is not likely as the critical impact velocities are in the range
of 200 ft/sec while the initial impact velocities are 44 ft/sec and less. See Figure 2.10.9-F21, the critical
impact velocities for metals, material appended from Refs. [41] and [43].

3. Stress level: Peak force on the cooling fins #5 and #6, based on Davis's data,
FPFnN#5&6 = 55,000 x 32 x 2

=3.52x 106 lb.
The average compressive stress on the shell due to peak force FPFIN#5&6.
The effective shell area A = 2 x 32 x 3.142 = 201 in2.
The average compressive stress ac = FPinNs&aA = 3,520,000/201 = 17,512 psi.
The static UTS of ss3O4L is 70,000 psi.

Therefore, the container stainless steel shell is not likely to fracture in the zone around the fin #5 and #6
and the shell. The safety factor = Static UTS/Applied Stress = 70,000/17,512 = 4.

Overall, based on three arguments (duration of time of impact, velocity of impact, and the resulting
compressive stress in the shell < static UTS), the fins or the ss shell will not fracture.
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Figure 2.10.9-F9
F-294 - Side Drop #1
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Figure 2.10.9-FlO
F-294 - Side Drop #2
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Figure 2.10.9-Fll
Mode of Impact - Side Drop #1
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Figure 2.10.9-F12
Impact of Shipping Skid
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-Figure 2.10.9-F13
Layout and Numbering of Fins - Side Drop #1: 2nd Stage
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Figure 2.10.9-F14
Zone of Impact - Side Drop #1: 3rd Stage
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: Figure 2.10.9-FIS
Cylindrical Fireshield - Side Drop #1
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Figure 2.10.9F16
Container Model for Estimating Lead Slump or Displacement in Side Drop
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Figure 2.10.9-F17
Nomograph for Determining Half Angle of Flat Developed (6) due to

Impact of a Cylindrical Cask with Axis Horizontal
(from Ref [8], p 61)
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Figure 2.10.9-F18
End View of the Deformation in a Steel-encased Solid Lead Cylinder
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Figure 2.10.9-F19
Impact of Shippliig Sidd - Side Drop #2, 1st Stage
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Figure 2.10.9-F20
Stress versus Strain for Three Rapid Load Tests on Type 302 Stainless Steel

(Data appended from Ref [34])
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Figure 2.10.9-F21
Critical Impact Velocities of Metals
(Data appended from Refs. [41] and [43])
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5. TOP CORNER DROP

5.1 MODE OF IMPACT

See Figure 2.10.9-F22

During a top corner drop test, the following impact scenario is depicted:

1st Stage 1st phase:
The top crush shield impacts the unyielding surface. The crush shield is normally restrained by the top
container fins. The impact forces are therefore transmitted through the crush shield fins into the container
top fins. The crush shield fins will crush until they have absorbed as much energy as they are capable of
before "bottoming".

2nd phase:
Next, the container top fins (3/8 in., 0.5 in. thick) will crush until they have absorbed as much energy as
they are capable of before "bottoming". The container lift lug fin (1.25 in. thick) will crush until "bottomed
out" (i.e., 30% crush or less).

3rd phase:
Next, the top sector of the cylindrical fireshield will impact.

4th phase:
Next, the top comer of the cask will impact and start absorbing impact energy.

2nd Stage
The container will bounce; the height depends upon the elastic energy stored in the 1st stage.

3rd Stage
The container will be subjected to rotation and drop again (secondary drop) and come to rest on its side.

5.2 ENERGYABSORPTION, G-LOADS FOR ISTSTAGE

There are energy absorption structural elements that can be analyzed. These are
1. crush shield fins
2. container fins
3. cylindrical fireshield top sector
4. cask top comer.

The energy absorbed by 1., 2., and 4. shall be presented here.

5.2.1 Energy Absorbed by the Fins of the Crush Shield

Refer to Figure 2.10.9-F23 for layout and numbering of crush shield fins.

How many fins are in the zone of impact? See Figure 2.10.9-F23. It is estimated from the graphical data,
that 10 fins (0.5 in. thick) come into play. Refer to Figure 2.10.9-F25 for representative fin parameters.

What is the loading angle for each fin?
0=f0xcosa

where
o = fin loading angle (0)

f = angle between fin 1 and fin n
a = angle between impact pad and the longitudinal axis of the package = 570
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Table 2.10.9-T7 lists the appropriate 0, loading angles for all the fins of the crush shield, as calculated in
the following example; e.g.,

For Fins #1 and #28 (i.e., 0.5 in. thick fin)
O= Ax cosa
0 = 15 x cos 570
0=8.20

For Fins #2 and #27 (i.e., 0.5 in. thick fin)
0=Px cosa
0 = 25 x cos 570
0= 13.6°

For Fins #3 and #26 (i.e., 0.5 in. thick fin)
0=Px cosa
0 = 35 x cos 570
0= 190

For Fins #4 and #25 (i.e., 0.5 in. thick fin)
8 = P x cos a
0 = 45 x cos 570
0=24.50

For Fins #5 and #24 (i.e., 0.5 in. thick fin)
0=Pxcosa
0 = 55 x cos 570
0=300

Table 2.10.9-17
Fmn Data for the Crush Shield Fins In Top Corner Drop Orientation

0.5in. 1,28 2 8.20 18 18/20=0.9

0.5 in. 2,27 2 13.60 14 1420 =0.7

0.5 in. 3,26 2 19.00 4.5 4.5/20 = 0.225

0.5 in. 4,25 2 24.50 3.5 3.50=0.175

0.Sin. 5,24 2 30.00 3.0 3J20=0.15

i) Fins #1 and #28
* Effective height, h 6 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.5 in.
* Loaded length, b = 11 in.
* material = ASTM A-36
e %ofcaush =45%
* loading angle = 820 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 45%, for fin height of 5 in., fin inclination angle of 8.20, from Figure 2.10.9-F6.2,
the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 18.
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Note: for 00 fin loading angle, at 45% crush, 5 in. fin, from Figure 2.10.9-F6.1, the parameter [absorbed
energy/plastic moment], No = 20.

EAMnS #1#28 =2xNxcyxbx e/4
=2x 18x46,000x 11 x(0.5)2 /4
=2x0.569x 106
= 1.138 x 106 in.-lb.

ii) Fins #2 and #27
* Effective height, h = 6 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.5 in.
* Loaded length, b =11 in.
* material = ASTM A-36
* % of crush 45%
* loading angle = 13.60 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 45%, for fin height of 6 in., fm inclination angle of 13.60, from Figures 2.10.9-
F6.2 and 2.10.9-F6.3, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 14.0

EAFINs#2,#27 = 2 x 14. x cry x b x e /4
= 2 x 14. x 46,000 x 11 x (0.5)2 /4
= 2 x 0.443 x 106
= 0.886 x 106 in.-lb.

iii) Fins #3 and #26
S

0

0

0

Effective height, h = 6 in.
Thickness, t = 0.5 in.
Loaded length, b = 11 in.
material = ASTM A-36
% of crush = 45%
loading angle = 190 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 45%, for fin height of 6 in., fin inclination angle of 190, from Figure 2.10.9-
F6.3, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 4.5

EAFws #3,#26 = 2 x N x oy x b x e/4
= 2 x 4.5 x 46,000 x 11 x (O.5)2/4
=2x0.142x 106
= 0.284 x 106 i.-Ib.

iv) Fins #4 and #25

* Effective height, h
* Thickness, t
* Loaded length, b
* material
* % of crush
* loading angle

=6 in.
= 0.5 in.
= 11 in.
= ASTM A-36
= 45%
= 24.50 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)
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Therefore, at crush of 45%, for fin height of 6 in., fin inclination angle of 24.5°, from Figures 2.10.9-
F6.3 and 2.10.9-F6.4, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 3.5

EANS#4XS =2xNxFxbx xt2 /4
=2 x 3.5 x46,000 x 11 x(0.5)2/4
=2x0.llOx 106
= 0.220 x 106 n-lb.

v) Fins #5 and #24

* Effective height,h= 6 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.5 in.
* Loaded length, b = 11 in.
* material = ASTM A-36
* % of crush = 45%
A loading angle = 300 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 45%, for fin height of 6 in., fin inclination angle of 300, from Figure 2.10.9-
F6.4, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 3.

EAFmNS., 4 =2xNxayxbxe/4
=2 x 3. x 46,000 x 11 x (0.5)2/4
= 2 x 0.0948 x 106
= 0.189 x 106 in.-lb.

Therefore the sum of energy absorbed by all the fins is
EAmh ied firs = [EAFJNS DI + EAUNS#2 + EAUS

+ EAF s #4$25 + EAFINS #5.#241

= [1.138 + 0.886 + 0.284 + 0.220 + 0.189] x 106 inb.
= 2.717 x 106 insb.

5.2.2 Energy Absorbed by Top Fins of the Container

Refer to Figure 2.10.9-F24 for layout and numbering of container fins.

There are three types of fins on the top of the container
1.25 in. thick
0.5 in. thick
0375 in. thick.

Refer to Figure 2.10.9-F25 for depiction of representative fin parameters etc.

How many fins are in the zone of impact? See Figure 2.10.9-F24. It is estimated from the graphical data,
that only one lift lug fin (1.25 in. thick) and two fins (1/2 in. thick) and 10 fins (3/8 in. thick) come into
play. Lift lug fin (1.25 in. thick) is designated fin #1; two 0.5 in. thick fins adjacent to the lift lug fin are
designated fin #2 and fin #36.

What is the loading angle for each fin?
Olixcosa

where
e = fin loading angle (0 )
J3 = angle between fin 1 and fin n
a = angle between impact pad and the longitudinal axis of the package.
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Table 2.10.9-T8 lists the appropriate 0, loading angles for all the fins of the container, as calculated in the
following example;

For Fin #1 (i.e., 1.25 in. thick lift lug fin)
0= o x cos a
0=0 x cos 570

For Fins #2 and #36 (i.e., 0.5 in. thick fin)
0= oxcosa
0= lOxcos 570

0= 5.4
For Fins #3 and #35 (i.e., 0.375 in. thick fin)

0= 3 x cos a
0 = 20 x cos 570
0=10.90

For Fins #4 and #34 (i.e., 0.375 in. thick fin)
0=1xcosa
0 = 30 x cos 570
0=16.40

For Fins #5 and #33 (i.e., 0.375 in. thick fin)
0 = 1 x cos a
0 = 40 x cos 570
0= 21.70

and so on.

Table 2.10.9-T8
Container Fin Data for Top Corner Drop Orientation

T1 tof n O .

1.25 in. Lift Lug fin 1 1 00 16.

0.5 in. fin 2,36 2 50 19.5

0.375 in. fin 3, 35 2 10.90 18.0

0.375 in. fin 4,34 2 16.40 10.0

0.375 in. fin 5,33 2 21.70 4.0

0.375 in. fin 6 ,32 2 27.20 3.25

0.375 in. fin 7,31 2 32.70 3.
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i) 1.25 in. thick fin parameters
* Effective original height h 4 in.
* Thickness,t = 125in.
* Loaded length, b = 5 in.
* material = ss304L
* % of crush* = 30%
* loading angle = 0° (angle of inclination the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 30%, for fin height of 4 in., from Figure 2.10.9-F6.1, the parameter [absorbed
energy/plastic moment], N = 16

EAFmi N x MP
=Nx [rxbx e/4]
= 16 x [25,000 x 5 x (1.25)2 /4]
= 0.781 x 106 iA-lb.

ii) Fins #2 and #36
* Effective height, h = S in.
* Thickness, t = 0.5 in.
* Loaded lengtlh, b = 10 in.
* material = ss3O4L
* % of crush = 45%
* loading angle = 5.4° (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 45%, for fin height of 5 in., fin inclination angle of 5.4° rounded up to 100,
from Figure 2.10.9-F6.2, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 19.5

EAFwss tz =2xNxryyxbxe/4
= 2 x 19.5 x 25,000 x 10 x (0.5)2 /4
=2x0.304x 16-
= 0.608 x 106 in.-lb.

iii) Fins #3 and #35

* Effective height, h =S in.
* Thickness, t = 0375 in.
* Loaded length, b = 10 i
* material = ss3O4L
* % of crush =45%
* loading angle = 10.90 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 45%, for fin height of 5 in., fin inclination angle of 10.90 rounded down to 10°,
from Figure 2.10.9-F6.2, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 18.

Mm #3$35 =2xNxcyxbxe/4
= 2 x 18 x 25,000 x lOx (0.375)2 /4
=2x0.158x 106

= 0.316 x 16 inlb.
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iv) Fini

0

s #4 and #34

Effective height, h = 5 in.
Thickness, t = 0.375 in.
Loaded length, b = 10 m.
material = ss3O4L
% of crush =45%
loading angle = 16.40 (an gle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 45%, for fin height of 5 in., fin inclination angle of 16.4°, from Figures 2.10.9-
F6.2 and 2.10.9-F6.3, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 10.

EAms #4,#34 =2xNxaqxxbxe/4
=2 x lOx 25,000 x 10 x (0.375)2/4
= 2 x 0.088x 106
= 0.176 x 106 in-lb.

v) Fins #5 and #33

* Effective height h = 5 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.375 in.
* Loaded length, b = 10 in.
* material = ss3O4L
* % of crush = 45%
* loading angle = 21.70 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 45%, for fin height of 5 in., fin inclination angle of 21.70, from Figures 2.10.9-
F6.3 and 2.10.9-F6.4, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 4.

EAms#s,#33 =2xNxcFyxbxt2 /4
= 2 x 4 x 25,000 x 10 x (0.375)2 /4
= 2 x 0.0351 x 106
= 0.0703 x 106 in.-lb.

vi) Fins #6 and #32

* Effective height h =5 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.375 in.
* Loaded length, b =10 in.
* material = ss3O4L
* % of crush =45%
* loading angle = 27.20 (angle of inclination to the unyielding srface)

Therefore, at crush of 45%, for fin height of 5 in., fin inclination angle of 27.20 rounded up to 300,
from Figure 2.10.9-F6.4, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 3.25

EAsNs#6#3 2 =2xNxyxbxxt2 /4
=2 x 3.25 x 25,000 x 10 x (0.375)2 /4
=2 x 0.028 x 106
= 0.056 x 106 i1n-lb.
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vii) Fins #7 and #31

* Effective height, h =5 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.375 in.
* Loaded length, b = 10 in.
* material = ss3O4L
* % of crush = 45%
* loading angle = 32.70 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 45%, for fin height of 5 in., fin inclination angle of 32.7° rounded down to 300,
from Figures 2.10.9-F6.4 and 2.10.9-F6.5, the parameter (absorbed energy/plastic moment], N =3.

EAms 7,#3 =2xN xoyxbx/4
2 x 3. x 25,000 x 10 x (O.375)2/4
2 x 0.0264 x 106

=0.0528 x 106 in.-lb.

Therefore the sum of energy absorbed by all the fins is

EA~ftif. = [EA s#1+ EAjnq,#2 + EA# #3,3 5 + EAus#4
+ EAm 5s#i, 33 + EAFs#in + EAmuqsnx3i]

=[0.781 +0.608+0316+0.176+0.070+0.056+0.0528]x ldiin.h
= 2.06 x 106 in.-,b.

5.3 TOTAL ENERGYABSORBED, EXCLUSIVE OFEFFECTS OFREINFORCING
STRUCTURA4L MEMBERS

Table 2.10.9-T9 lists the total energy absorbed.

Table 2.10.9-T9
Breakdown of the Energy Absorbed in the Top Corner Drop Orientation

Ite~ uegAb bingeinnte 1Z' Abs red In

Container top cooling fins (0.5 in. 1279x 106
and 0.375 in.)

2 Containerliftlugfin -0.781 x 106

3 Crush shield 2.717 x 10

El1,2,3 - EA=4.777x 10'

Without taking credit of the reinforcing structural members and other energy-absorbing elements (top
comer of the cylindrical fireshield, top fireshield, extensions of the crush shield fins), the total energy
absorption capability, assuming 45% crush of all fins except 30h/o crush for the lift lug fin, is 4.777 x 10'
in.-lb. In summary, it is computed that 63% (4.777 x W0M17.%6 x 10') of the 30--R drop energy will be
absorbed by the energy-absorbing elements in the impact in the top corner orientation. The total crush
distance is estimated to be 5 in. (i.e., 0.45 x 6 + 0.45 x 5).
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5.4 EFFECT OFREINFORCING MEMBERS ON THE IMPACTRESISTANCE

Calculations are presented here to arrive at a "modification factor" to account for the stiffness of a
composite section vis-a-vis the stiffness of a non-composite section of the crush shield structural members.
It is assumed that the stiffness of a structural member is proportional to its 2nd moment of area.

5.4.1 Load Spreading Structural Members

See Figure 2.10.9-F26. The structural members are:
* Top load spreader plate (Area Al) (sometimes designated upper donut ring)
* Ring coflar (Area A2)
* Top fireshield (Areas A3, A4, A5)
* Donut ring (Area A6) (sometimes designated lower donut ng)

As far as the crush shield is concerned, all of the above provide additional stiffness. However to simplify
the problem, only the top load spreader plate (Area Al) is considered to provide the additional stiffiess.

5.4.2 2nd Moment of Area of Fin Area AO About XX

See Figure 2.10.9-F27.
Ixx = [0.5 x 63/12] = 9 in4

2nd moment of area of load spreader plate of area Al about xx
IXX= Al x 12 = [0.5 x 3 x (3.25)2] = 15.8 in4

The fin area AO is defined as the NON-COMPOSITE section of the unit cell of the crush shield. The fin
area AO plus Al together is defined as the COMPOSITE section of the unit cell of the crush shield.

KI, Ratio of [IcoMPoSITE SECnION'NON-COMOSm SECTON]

KI = [(9 + 15.8)/9] = 2.75

This ratio, KI is designated as the stiffening factor for one composite fin at 0° loading angle. As there are
10 nominal fins in the zone of impact, and as they are impacting at various loading angles, it is computed
that out of 10 fins, only 4.3 fins (see Table 2.10.9-T7 last column: [0.9 + 0.7 + 0.225 + 0.175 + 0.150] x
2) are considered as the fins effectively impacting at 00 loading angle. Consequently, the stiffening factor
KI, as applied to a group of fins, is modified as follows

KG = KI x 4.3/10 = 2.75 x 4.3/10 = 1.182
where

KG = stiffening factor for a group of fins
KI = stiffening factor for one composite fin.

The impact absorption of the "NON-COMPOSITE" crush shield fin can be modified to the impact
absorption of "COMPOSITE" crush shield fin by use of stiffening factor KG (= 1.182). The stiffening
factor KG is an estimate of the contribution to the energy absorbing capability, due to these extra load-
spreading, reinforcing structural elements.

5.5 TOTAL ENERGYABSORBED, INCLUSIVE OF LOAD SPREADING EFFECTS

Table 2.10.9-Tl0 is developed from a modification of Table 2.10.9-T9 to take into account the
contribution, in terms of energy absorption, made by the structural members other than the crush shield
fins. Taking credit of the load spreading structural member of the crush shield, the combined total energy
absorption capability is 5.27 x 106 in.-lb. In summary, it is estimated that 69.7% (5.27 x 106/7.56 x 10') of
the initial potential energy, in a 30-ft free drop, is absorbed by the crush shield and other impact absorbing
elements.
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Table 2.10.9-T10
Energy Absorbed in the Top Corner Drop Orientation, Inclusive of Effects of

Stiffening Structural Members of the Crush Shield

1 Container top fins 1.279 1 1279

2 Cmshsbieldfins 2.717 1.182 3.211

3 Liftlugfin 0.781 1. 0.781

5.271

5.6 ESTIMATE OFPEAKFORCESAND EFFECT OFPEAKFORCE ON THE
CONTAINER SHELL

5.6.1 Estimate of Peak Force

Peak forces are evaluated using Ref. [18]. It should be noted during impact, this "peak" force is only
experienced by the F-294 package for an extremely short time (in order of less than 100 milliseconds).

a) For crush shield fins (0.5 in. thick)
1. [height of fin/thickness of fin] 610.5 = 12

2. fin loading angle= 8.2, 13.60, 190, 24.50, 30°

3.1 Unit peak force PI = 52,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(See Figure 2.10.9-F7.2). (100)

3.2 Unit peak force P2 = 41,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(See Figures 2.10.9-F7.2 and 2.10.9-F7.3).(13.6 0)

3.3 Unit peak force P3 = 20,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(See Figures 2.10.9-F7.2 and 2.10.9-F7.3).(19 0)

3.4 Unit peak force P4 = 11,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(See Figures 2.10.9-F7.3 and 2.10.9-F7.4).(24.5 0)

3.5 Unit peak force Ps = 4,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(See Figure 2.10.9-F7.4).(30 0)

4. Loaded length ofthe fin = I Iin.
5. Total peak force experienced by the package due to impact of the crush shield;

XFPcausH smLD = loaded length x 1[unit peak force x number of fins

I= I x [Pix 2 + P2 x2 +P 3 x 2+ P4 x2 +P 5 x 21
11 x 2 [52,000 + 41,000 + 20,000 + 11,000 + 4,000

=22x [128,000]
=2.816x l06lb.
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b) For container fins (0.375 in. thick)
1. [height of fin/thickness of fin]= 5/0.375 = 13.3
2. Fin loading angle = 10.9°, 16.4, 21.70, 27.20, 32.70

3.1 Unit peak force Pt = 49,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(see Figure 2.10.9-F7.2). (10°)

3.2 Unit peak force P2 = 27,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(See Figures 2.10.9-F7.2 and 2.10.9-F7.3).(16.40)

3.3 Unit peak force P3 = 12,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(See Figures 2.10.9-F7.2 and 2.10.9-F7.3).(21.70 )

3.4 Unit peak force P4 = 7,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(See Figures 2.10.9-F7.3 and 2.10.9-F7.4).(27.20 )

3.5 Unit peak force Ps = 3,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(See Figures 2.10.9-F7.4 and 2.10.9-F7.5).(32.70 )

4. Loaded length of the fin= 10 in.
5. Total peak force experienced by the package due to impact of the 0.375 in. thick

top fins of the container;

Y-FPO.37 5 FINS, CONTAINER = loaded length x 1[unit peak force x number of fins]
=10 x [PI x 2+ P2 x 2+ P3 x 2 P4 x 2+ P5 x 2]

= 0 x 2 [49,000 + 27,000 + 12,000 + 7,000 +3,000]
=20 x [98,000]
= 1.96 x 106 lb.

c) For container fins (0.5 in. thick)

1. [height of fin/ thickness of fin]= 5/0.5 = 10.
2. fin loading angle = 5°

3.1 Unit peak force PI = 66,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(see Figures 2.10.9-F7.1 and 2.10.9-F7.2) (50)

1FP 0.5FINS, CONTANER = loaded length x [unit peak force x number of fins]
= 10 x [PI x 2]
= 10 x 2 [66,000]
= 20 x [66,000]
= 1.32x 106 lb.

d) For lift lug fin (1.25 in. thick)
1. [height of fin/thickness of fin]= 5/1.25 = 4
2. fin loading angle = 0°

3.1 Unit peak force P1 = 200,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(See Figure 2.10.9-F7. 1) (00)

£FPLUFT WUG FN CONTAINER = loaded length x [unit peak force x number of fins]
=5 x [Pi x 1)
= 5 x [200,000]
= 5 x [200,000]
= l.OOx 106 lb.
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The total peak force, ZFP
K.} EFP FPOWSH MMD + FPo-37 FMN CoNrTA + FPos MN IONTArER + FPLIFrLUr FIN CONTADIER

= [2.816 +,1.96 + 1.32 + 1.000]x 106 l.

=7.096x 106lb.

5.6.2 Estimate G-Load During Peak Force Duration

Based on Davis's method (Ref [18]) of estimating peak force, the G-load is

G = XFP/WF-294
=7.096 X 106/21,000
338g~s.

Estmate of G-load (Ref [331) by linear meto assuming no "bottoming":
G =2xH/s

where
H = drop test height =30 feet =360 in.
s =total crush distance= 5.0 in.
G =2x360/5

144 g's.
In the top corner drop orientation, the F-294 package is subjected to a G-load range of 144 < 0-load S
338 g's at the impact zone.

5.6.3 Effect of Peak Force on the SS Shell Directly Under the Foot of the Lift Lug Fin

For the lift lug fin/container shell, see Figure 2.10.9-F28.

The 0.5 in. thick ss shell is reinforced with a pad approximately 0.5 in. thick x 10.5 in. wide x 11 in. long.
The compressive (bearing) load on the container shell wall at the foot of the lif lug fin is

CYc = Peak force/area under compression
= [FPos NCONrDMt + FPluirLnqctoNrwnm.A

= [(1.32 + 1.0) x 106 Y(l0.5 x 11)
= [2.32 x 1061/115.7
= 20,051 psi.

The shear stress across 1.0 in. thick wall:
peak force/area under shear
[FPo.5 c + FPCIA-id +

= [(1.32 + 1.0) x 1061 [(1.O x ((11 + 10.52) x 2}]
[2.32 x 1061/43

= 53,488 psi.

The principal stress across the wall of the container in the lifU lug footprint zone is:

or, a c12 + 4[(cvc t2) + S2] e

=20,051t2+4[(20,051/2)2+53,4882]
= 10,026 + 54,420
= 64,446 psi

Since the maximum stress A1 = 64,446 psi in the container wall is less than the static ultimate compressive
stress of the conical dished head (material ss3O4L UTS = 70,000 psi), the container reinforced wall will not
fracture (dynamic). Also, the dynamic compressive strength of ss3O4L data as per Ref. 112] is used to
arrive at the estimated strain. The container wall at the foot of the lift lug fin, will be deformed plastically
by about 0.150 to 0.20 in. It must be noted that the estimated stress and the deformation of the container

wall are based on instantaneous "peak force" and therefore they are fairly conservative.
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5.7 SUMMARY OFRESULTS SO FAR

1. 63% of the 30-ft drop energy is absorbed by basically three energy absorbing elements (the container
top fins, crush shield fins, lift lug fin). The estimated defomiation is 5.0 in.

2. 69.7% of the 30-ft drop energy is absorbed, inclusive of reinforcing member effects of the top ring of
the crush shield.

3. The estimated peak force is 7.1 x 106 lb. at the impact zone.
4. The estimated peak G-load is 338 g's at the impact zone.
5. The reinforcing pad under the foot of lift lug fin serves to prevent shear of the container wall, thereby

maintaining the structural integrity of the ss outer shell around the lead shield.

6. The energy absorption by top fire shield, cylindrical fireshield (top zone), the container body, the plug
and the crack shield is not taken into account

5.8 ENERGYABSORBED BY THE CASK

So far we have shown that 63% of the 30-ft drop energy is absorbed by two impact limiting devices
(crush shield and the container fins) on the basis of excluding the effect of reinforcing members of the crush
shield. If we include the effects of the reinforcing members of the crush shield the energy absorbed moves
from 63% to 69.7% of the 30-ft drop energy. Essentially, it has yet to be shown how the remaining 31% to
37% of the 30-ft drop energy is absorbed. Discounting energy absorption contribution from the cylindrical
fireshield, additional crushing of fins etc., it will be shown here that the cask in the top comer sector
absorbs up to 37% of the 30-ft drop energy.

5.8.1 Impact Areas and Volumes

See Figure 2.10.9-F29 for the layout of the F-294 cask showing the impact front progression in the top
comer drop orientation. There are a number of sub-components that come into play as the impact front
progresses.

* At section 00, the crack shield (solid stainless steel) is the first component to impact.
* At section 22, the plug flange (ss), plug bolts, container female flange come into play.
* At section 33, the conical shell (ss) comes into play
* Between sections 55 and 66, the lead shielding and the conical shell etc. (ss) come into play.

Using this Figure 2.10.9-F29 we can estimate the impact area and the volume of stainless steel and lead,
for every increment (y = 0.25 in.) of the impact front. The areas are calculated and depicted on the drawing
using AUTOTROL Series 5000 release 8.2 Program and recaptured in Figure 2.10.9-F29. Figure 2.10.9-
F30 shows the areas and the volumes as a function of y, impact progression.

The volume of the prism, pyramid or frustum of a pyramid is found by using the prismoidal formula.
A,, = area at one end of the body;
AnFI = area of the middle section between the two end surfaces;
Af*2 = area at other end ofthe body;
Ay = [YE2 - yj]= height of the body

then, the volume of the body is
V = Ay/6 [A.+4A, + A0 +2]

(Ref. to Machineiy Handbook, 18th edition, Pg. 164).
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Table 2.10.9-Tl s

Cask in Top Corner Drop: Estimate of Stainless Steel Area and Volume Crushed

Se:io ;:-: j A..f 2) V4 Gin

00 0 0 0

11 0.25 648 0.27

22 0.50 23.34 4.12

33 0.75 79.52 15.22

44 1.00 156.07 45.57

55 1.25 197.98 90.39

66 1.50 241.39 144.56

5.8.2 Dynamic Properties of Material

(Ref Shappert: Cask Designers Handbook)
Lead:

Fd = dynamic compressive stengt - 10,000 psi max., 5,000 psi min.
Evp = specific energy - 5,000 iL-bfn 3

Stainless Steel:
Fd = dynamic sirength = 39,000 psi at 200 0F
-Ep = specific energy = 3,840 f&-lbm 3

= 46,080 in.-lbAm3

5.8.3 Energy Absorbed by Cask Top Plug/Container Corner

See Table 2.10.9-T 1I for tabulation of areas, volumes as a function of y, impact progression.

At Section 44 (y = 1.0 in.): We are in the stainless steel material zone only.

Energy absorbed by ss:
E..k Espss X Vss44

= 46,080 x 45.57
= 2.1 x 106 ialb. (27.7% of 30-ft drop)

At Section 55 (y = 1.25 in.): we are in the stainless steel material zone only.

Energy absorbed by ss:
ECk = Eewss X V 55.5 5

= 46,080 x 90.39
= 4.165 x 106 B.ilb. (55% of 30-ft drop)

By interpolation between sections 44 and 55, at y = 1.125 in., the crush area = 170 in2 and the crush
vohune 68 in 3.
At mid Section 55 and 44 (y = 1.125 in.): We are in the stainless steel material zone only.
Energy absorbed by ss:

En,* = Esp ss x VSS444+58a

= 46,080 x 68
= 3.13 x 106 ia-lb. (41.4% of 30-ft drop)
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Therefore 3.13 x 106 in.-lb. of energy is absorbed, by crushing of stainless steel cask material only between
sections 44 and 55 at displacement = 1.125 in. deformation of stainless steel. As the stainless steel is
deformed 1.125 in., the maximum amount of lead displaced is 1.125 in. in a radial direction (radial 330
from the F-294 original C of G).

5.8.4 Footprint G-Loads

The G-loads at section 44 are estimated as follows:
Impact load, P:

P = [a x A ]ss
= [39,000 psi x 156.07 in2 j
=6.086X 106 lb.

G-load SECnON44 = Impact load, P/WF 29

= 6.086 X 106/21,000
= 290 g's.

The G-loads at section 55 are estimated as follows:
Impact load, P:

P = [axA]ss
= [39,000 psi x 197.98 in2 ]
=7.72x 106 lb.

G-load SECMON-55 = Impact load, P/WF 294

= 7.72 X 106 /21,000
= 368 g's.

The G-loads at mid section between section 44 and 55 are estimated as follows:
Impact load, P:

P = [ax A ]ss
= [39,000 psi x 170 in2 ]
= 6.63 x 106 lb.

G-load MD-SEcnON OF [44+551 = Impact load, P/ WF W

= 6.63 X 106 /21,000
= 315 gs.

Conclude:
When the 2.8 x 106 in.-lb. of remaining energy is absorbed by the cask in the top corner, the resulting G-
load is 315 g's and the displacement of lead is 1.125 in. along the vector 33° from CG from vertical axis.

5.9 SUMMARYOFENERGYBREAKOWN, PEAKFORCE, G-LOADSATEACH
STAGE

5.9.1 Energy Balance

Energy balance (with no credit of stiffening of crush shield due to reinforcements):

1st Stage 1st phase:
EA.h biddf = 2.717 x 106 in.-lb. (35.9% of 30-ft drop)

2nd phase:
EAftDf q = 2.06 x 106 in.-lb. (27.2% of 30-ft drop)

4th phase:
E.*t = 3.13 x 106 in.-lb. (41.4% of 30-ft drop)
EToMAL = 7.907 x 106 in.-lb. (104.5% of 30-ft drop)
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5.9.2 Peak Force and G-loads

1st Stage 1st and 2nd phases:
FPha,,hddfi, = 2.82 x 106 lb.

= 4.28 x 106 lb.

After the crush shield fins and the container fins bottom out, the G-load = 338 g's
4th phase:
FPG,* =6.63X106 lb.G-load'=315g's

The G-load on the cask at the impact point is 315 g's.

At locations away from the impact point but within the container, the G-loads are reduced (see section 8).
The magnitude of the reduction in G-load is justified as per Ref. [37] Transnucleaire: to Dupont 15 ton
flask. See Appendix 2.10.10. At 120 cm. from the impact zone of 25 cm., the G-loads were 50%h or lower.
Based on this, the G-loads on F-294 the cavity end plate, a distance of 80 CM. from the impact point, are in
the range of 0.66 x 338 g's 223 g's. This G-load data shall be used to evaluate stresses on the cavity end
plate.

5.9.3 Displacements

Crush shield deforms by approximately: 45% of 6-inch height of fin = 2.7 in.

Container fins deform by approximately: 45% of 5-inch height of fin = 2.25 in.

Top corner of cask (stainless steel) is disclosed approximately: 1.125 in.

As the stainless steel is deformed 1.125 in., the maximum amount of lead displaced is 1.125 in. in a radial
direction (radial 330 from the F-294 original C of G). This is depicted in Figure 2.10.9-F3. This amount of
lead displacement is used for the basis of shielding calculation for post-accident conditions.
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Figure 2.10.9-F22
F-294 in Top Corner Drop Orientation V
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Figure 2.10.9-F23
Crush Shield Fins in Top Corner Drop: Zone of Impact and Identification of Fins
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Figure 2.10.9-F24
Container Fins in Top Corner Drop Orientation: Zone of Impact and Identification of Fins
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Figure 2.10.9-F25
F-294 in Top Corner Drop Orientation: Geometrical Data of the Impact Absorbing Fins
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Figure 2.10.9-F26
Crush Shield Impact Absorbing Fin

Geometrical Data with respect to Stiffness Factor Calculation
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Figure 2.1O.9-F27
Defnition of Unit Cell - Crush Shield
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Figure 2.10.9-F28
Container Lift Lug Fin/Shell Area
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Figure 2.10.9-F29
Top Corner Drop Orientation: Impact Progression in the Top Corner of the Cask
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Figure 2.10.9-F30
Top Corner of the Cask, Area and Volume as a Function of Impact Progression, y
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6. BOTTOM CORNER DROP

6.1 MODE OF IMPACT

See Figure 2.10.9-F31

During a bottom corner drop test, the following impact scenario is depicted:

1st Stage Ist phase:
The channel of the shipping skid impacts the unyielding surface. The impact forces are therefore
transmitted through the shipping skid into the container fixed skid. The channel of the shipping slkd and
the container fixed skid and some container bottom fins will crush until they have absorbed as much energy
as they are capable before 'bottoming".

2nd Stage 1st phase:
Next, the fasteners connecting the shipping skid to the container fixed skid will snap. Also the container
and the shipping skid shall be subject to secondary bounce. After the secondary bounce, the container shall
rotate one side and the shipping skid rotate the opposite side.

3rd Stage 1st phase:
Next, the top sector of the container (the crush shield, the container fins & the cylindrical fireshield) will
impact the unyielding surface.

2nd phase:
Next, the bottom corner of the cask will impact and start absorbing impact energy until it comes to rest on
its side.

6.2 ENERGYABSORPTION, G-LOADS FOR 1ST STAGE

There are three energy absorption structural elements that can be analyzed. These are:
1. shipping skdd channel, gusset
2. fixed sid channel, gusset, sandwiched plate
3. cylindrical bottom fins

The energy absorbed by 1, 2, and 3 shall be presented here.

6.2.1 Energy Absorption Contribution by one Channel of the Shipping Skid

6.2.1.1 Fin: Web of the Shipping Skid Channel

Fin parameters.
See Figure 2.10.9-F32.
* Effective original height, h =8 in.(8 in. web of the 8 x 3 channel)
* Thickness, t = 0.43 in.
* Loaded length, b = 78 in.
* material = ASTM A-36
* % of crush = 30%
* loading angle = 48.5° (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Energy Absorbed EA at 400 Fin loading angle
EA =NxMp
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where
N = [(Absorbed Energyy(Plastic Moment)]

= 1.5 (Figure 2.10.9-F6.5, at 8 in., 30%)
Mp = plastic moment

= ay * bt2 /4
= 36,000 x 78 x (0.43)2 /4
= 129,800 in.-lb.

where
(so = yield stress of A-36 = 36,000 psi
b = loaded length of the fin
t = fin thickness

Therefore
EA = 1.5 x 129,800 in.-lb.

= 194,700 inA-lb. per fin.

As there is one channel out of four impacting, therefore there is one 0.43 in. thick fin to consider. Therefore
energy absorbed by 1, 0.43 in. thick fin is
EAwEa Ho = 194,700 iA-lb.

= 0.195 x 106 in.-lb.

6.2.1.2 Fin: Flange of the Shipping Skid Channel

Fin parameters.
See Figure 2.10.9-F32.
* Effective original height, h = 3.5 in.(3.5 in. web of the 8x3.5 channel)
* Thickness, t = 0.5 in.
* Loaded length, b = 78 in.
* material = ASTM A-36
* % of crush = 30%
* loading angle = 41.50 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Energy Absorbed EA at 40° Fin loading angle
EA =NxMp

where
N = [(Absorbed Energyy(Plastic Moment)]

= 2 (Figure 2.10.9-F6.5, at4 in., 30%)
Mp = plastic moment

=-a * 2W /4
= 36,000 x 78 x (0.5)2/4
= 177,500 in.-lb.

where
(Ty = yield stress of A-36 = 36,000 psi
b = loaded length of the fin
t = fin thickness

Therefore
EA = 2 x 175,500 in.-lb.

= 351,000 in-lb. per fin.

As there is one channel impacting, therefore there is one 0.5 in. thick fin. Therefore, energy absorbed
by 1,0.5 in. thick fi is
EAFLE, C4MN = 351,000 in.-lb.

= 0.351 x 106 in.-lb.
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6.2.1.3 EnergyAbsorption by Four GussetPlates of the Shipping Skid

See Figure 2.10.9-F32.

i) Representative Fin Parameters

• Effective height, h =4 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.75 in.
* Loaded length, b = 4 in.
* material = ASTM A-36
* % of crush = 30%
* fin loading angle = 00

ii) Energy absorbed by one fin at 0° loading angle.

EA =N*Mp
= N ay Of /b 4
= 16 *36,000 * 4 * (0.75)2/4
= 324,000 ina-lb. per fin

where
EA = Energy absorbed per fin i.-lb.
N = Empirical parameter relating [absorbed energy/plastic moment] to

[deformation/original height]for a mild steel fn.
= From Figure 2.10.9-F6. 1, for 4-inch fin height, 30% crush, N =16.

M}> = Plastic Moment in.-lb.
= ay * Wt /4

ay = yield stress of ASTM A-36 steel = 36000 psi.

iii) Energy absorbed by 4, 0.75 in. thick gusset fins
EAT = 4 * 324,000

= 1.296xI06 in.-b.

6.2.1.4 EnergyAbsorbed byShipping Skid

Total energy absorbed by the shipping skid is:
EAsmtppmmosm = EAwsa.iNmeL + EAFnmm CHpAM + EAQJSSJ

= 0.195 x 106 + 0351 x 106+ 1.296 x 106
= 1.842 x 106 ia-lb.

6.2.2 Peak Forces in the Shipping Skid

Peak forces in the shipping skid are evaluated using Ref [(183.
a) For chanel web (0.43 in. thick)

1. [height of fin/thickness of fin]= 8/0.43 = 18.6

2. Fin loading angle = 48.5°; approximate to 400

3. Unit peak force PI = 2,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(see Figure 2.10.9-F7.5) (400)

4. PP1 = loaded length x unit peak force
=bxP,
= 78 in. x 2,000 lbm.
= 156,000 lb.
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b) For channel flange (0.5 in. thick)

1. [height of fin/thickness of fm]= 3.5/0.5 = 7

2. Fin loading angle = 48.50; approximate to 400

3. Unit peak force P2 = 8,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(see Figure 2.10.9-F7.5) (400)

4. FP2 = loaded length x unit peak force
=bxP,
= 78 in x 8,000 lbin.
= 624,000 lb.

c) For channel gusset (0.75 in. thick)

1. [height of fin/thickness of fin]= 4/0.75 = 5.3

2. Fin loading angle = 0°

3. Unit peak force P3 = 100,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(see Figure 2.10.9-F7.1) (00)

4. FP3 = loaded length x unit peak force
=bxP3

= 4 in. x 100,000 lblin.
= 400,000 lb.

5. FPGussEnS = 4 x FP3

= 4 x 400,000
= 1.6x 106 lb.

Peak force in the shipping skid

FPSHWpPING SKID = FP1 + FP2 + FPoussEmS
= [0.156 + 0.624 + 1.6] x 106 lb.
= 2.38 x 106 lb.

6.2.3 Energy Absorption Contribution by One Channel of the Fixed Skid

6.2.3.1 Fin: Web of the Shipping Skid Channel

Representative Fin parameters.
See Figure 2.10.9-F32.

* Effective original height, h = 8 in. (8-inch web of the 8 x 3 channel)
* Thickness, t = 0.43 in.
* Loaded length, b = 44 in.
* material = ASTM A-36
* % of crush = 30%
* loading angle = 48.50 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)
* = 40° approximation
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Energy Absorbed EA at 40° Fin loading angle

K> EA =NxMp
where

N = [(Absorbed Energyy(Plastic Moment)]
= 1.5 (Figure 2.10.9-F6.1, at 8 in., 30%)

Mp = plastic moment
= ay * bt2 /4
= 36,000 x 44 x (0.43)2 /4
= 73,220 in.-lb.

where
cry, = yield stress of A-36 =36,000 psi
b =loaded length of the fin
t =fin thickness

Therefore
EA = 1.5 x 73,220 in.-lb.

= 109,800 in-lb. per fin

As there is one channel impacting, therefore there is one 0.43 in. thick fin. Therefore, energy absorbed by one,
0.43 in. thick fin is

EAwEK CHAM = 109,800 in.-lb.
=0.109 x 106 in-lb.

6.2.3.2 Fin: Flange of the Fixed Skid Channel

Representative Fin parameters.
See Figure 2.10.9-F32.

* Effective original height, h = 3.5 in.(3.5 in. web of the 8x3.5 channel)
* Thickness, t = 0.5 in.
* Loaded length, b =44 im.
* material = ASTM A-36
* % of crush = 30o
* loading angle = 41.50 (angle of inclition to the unyielding surface)

Energy Absorbed EA at 400 Fin loading angle
EA =NxMp

where
N = [(Absorbed Energyy(Plastic Moment)]

= 2 (Figure 2.10.9-F6.1, at 4 in., 30%)
Mp = plastic moment

= bt21

= 36,000 x 44 x (0.5)2 /4
= 99,000 in-lb.

where
ay = yield stress of A-36 = 36,000 psi
b = loaded length of the fin
t = finthickness

Therefore
EA = 2 x 99,000 in.-lb.

= 198,000 in.-lb. per fn.
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As there is one channel impacting, therefore there is one 0.5 in. thick fin. Therefore, energy absorbed by one,
0.5 in. thick fin is

EAps AMGE, caW4. = 198,000 in.-lb.
= 0.198 x 106 in.-lb.

6.2.3.3 Energy Absorption by Gussets

Gusset fins
Representative gusset fin parameters

* Effective height, h = 4 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.5 in.
* Loaded length, b = 3 in.
* material = ASTM A-36
* % of crush* = 30%
* loading angle = 00 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

* This implies only bending (single hinge failure mode) of fin only.
N = 16 (Figures 2.10.9-F6.1 at 300 , 4 in. fin height)
EAaussEr =NxMK

=NxaYbt2 /4
= 16 x 36,000 x 3 x (0.5)2 /4
= 16 x 6,750
= 108,000 in.-lb.

Number of gussets = 5
EAsuss = 5 x EAauswr

= 5 x 108,000
= 540,000 in.-lb.

6.2.3.4 Energy Absorbed by the Flexure of the Sandwiched Plate

Not accounted for.

6.2.3.5 Total Energy Absorbed by the Fixed Skid

EAFMW SKO = EAwM cumqm + EANF CHAMe + EAGUSSETS
= 109,000 + 198,000 + 540,000
= 847,000 ia-lb.
= 0.847 x 106 i.-lb.

Sandwiched plates have been ignored.

6.2.4 Peak Forces In the Fixed Skid

6.2.4.1 Peak Forces in the Fixed Skid

Peak forces in the fixed skid are evaluated using Ref. [18].
a) For channel web (0.43 in. thick)

1. [height of fin/thickness of fin]= 8/0.43 = 18.6

2. Fin loading angle = 48.50; approximate to 400

3. Unit peak force PI = 2,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(See Figure 2.10.9-F7.5). (400)
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4. FPi =loaded length x unit peak force
=bxP1
= 44 in. x 2,000 Ibn..
= 88,000 lb.

b) For channel flange (0.5 in. thick)
1. [height of fin/thickness of fin]= 3.5/0.5 7

2. Fin loading angle 48.50; approximate to 4000
3. Unit peak force P2 = 8,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin

(see Figure 2.10.9-F7.5) (40°)

4. FP2 loaded length x unit peak force
=bxP1
=44 in. x 8,O lby.
-352,000 lb.

c) For channel gusset (0.75 in. thick)
1. [height of fin/thickness of fin]= 3/0.5 6

2. Fin loading angle = 00

3. Unit peak force P3 = 100,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(see Figure 2.10.9-F7.1) (00)

4. FP3 = loaded length x unit peak force
=bxP3
- 3 in. x 100,000 Ibln.
- 300,000 lb.

5. FPGUSSES =5 X FP3

= 5 x 300,000
= 1.5x10 6 lb.

6.2.4.2 Peak Force in the Shipping Skid

FPSHpIpNGSKID = FPI + FP2 + FPGus9s
= [0.088 + 0.352 + 1.5 ]x 106 lb.
= 1.94 x 106 lb.

6.2.5 Energy Absorbed, G-loads for the Container Bottom Fins

6.2.5.1 Energy Absorbed by Bottom Fins of the Container

Refer to Figure 2.10.9-F32 for layout and numbering of container fins.

There is only one type of cooling fin at the bottom of the container 1) 0.375 in. thick. Refer to Figure
2.10.9-F32 for depiction of effective fin parameters etc.

How many fins are in the zone of impact? See Figure 2.10.9-32. It is estimated from the graphical data,
that 12 fins (3/8 in. thick) come into play.
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What is the loading angle for each fin?
0 = P x cos a

where
o = fin loading angle (0)
3 = angle between fin I and fin n

a = angle between impact pad and the longitudinal axis of the package = 48.50

Table 2.10.9-T12 lists the appropriate 0, loading angles for all the fins of the container, as calculated in the
following example;

For Fin #5 and #6 (i.e., 0.375 in. thick fin)
0= 3 x cos a
o = 5 x cos 48.50
0 = 3.40

For Fin #4 and #7 (i.e., 0.375 in. thick fin)
o =oxcosa
0= 15 x cos 48.5°
0 10.10

For Fin #3 and #8 (i.e., 0.375 in. thick fin)
o= Px cos a
0 =25 x cos 48.50
0=16.80

For Fin #2 and #9 (i.e., 0.375 in. thick fin)
0 x cos a
0 35 x cos 48.50
0= 23.5°

For Fin #1 and #10 (i.e., 0.375 in. thick fin)
0= 3 x cos a
O = 45 x cos 48.50
o = 300

For Fin #36 and #11 (i.e., 0.375 in. thick fin)
o = I x cos a

=55 x cos 48.50
0 = 36.9°

Table 2.10.9-T12
Container Fin Data for Bottom Corner Drop Orientation

"D~~_

-Ty~pe of finis FbiNubert N.,, in Anget, ar eterN

0.375 in. fin 5,6 2 3.40 14

0.375 in. fin 4,7 2 10.1°0 14

0.375 in. fin 3,8 2 16.80 7

0.375 in. fin 2,9 2 23.50 2.5

0.375in. fin 1,10 2 300 2

0.375 in. fin 36,11 2 370 1.5
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i) Fins #5 and #6
K> * Effective originalheight h =6 in.

* Thickness, t = 0375 in.
* Loaded length, b = 9 in.
* material = ss304L
* % of crush* = 30%
* loading angle = 3.4° (angle of incimion to the unyielding suiface)

Therefore, at crush of 30/, for fin height of 6 in., from Figure 2.10.9-F6.1, the parameter
[absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 14

EAFMns,#6 =NxM .
=Nx[ayxbx t2 /4]
=14 x [25,000 x 9 x (.375)214]

0.110 x 106 in.-lb.

ii) Fins #4 and #7

* Effective height h 6 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.375 in.
* Loaded length, b = 9 in.
* material = ss3O4L
* % of crush = 30%
* loading angle = 10.10 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at cush of 30D/0, for fin height of 10 in., fin inclination angle of 10° Figure 2.10.9-F6.2,
the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 14

EAns4, =2xNxyxbxxt2 /4
= 2 x 14 x 25,000 x 9 x (0.375)2 /4
=2xO.llOx 106
- 0.220 x 106 in.lAb.

iii) Fins #3 and #8
* Effective height, h =6 in.
* Thickness, t = 0375 in.
* Loaded length, b = 9 in.
* material = ss304L
* % of crush = 30% /
* loading angle = 16.80 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 30%, for fin height of 6 in., fin inclination angle of 200 from Figures 2.10.9-
F6.2 and 2.10.9-F6.3, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N 7.

EAFS#3,n =2xNxayxbxt2 /4=
= 2 x 7 x 25,000 x 9 x (0.375)2 /4
= 0.110 x 106 in.-lb.
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iv) Fins #2 and #9

* Effective height, h = 6 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.375 in.
* Loaded length, b = 9 in.
* material = ss3O4L
* % of crush = 30%
* loading angle = 23.50 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 30%, for fin height of 6 in., fin inclination angle of 23.5°, from Figures 2.10.9-
F6.3 and 2.10.9-F6.4, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 2

EAHNsez#9 =2xNxayxbxe/4
=2 x 2 x 25,000 x 9 x (0.375)2 /4
= 0.031 x 106 inCb.

v) Fins #1 and #10

* Effective height, h = 6 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.375 in.
* Loaded length, b = 9 in.
* material = ss3(4L
* % of crush = 30%
* loading angle = 30° (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 30%, for fin height of 6 in., fin inclination angle of 300, from Figure 2.10.9-
F6.4, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 1.5

EAjms#juo =2xNxGyxbxe/4
=2x 1.5x25,000x9x(0.375) 2 /4
= 0.023 x 106 i.-lb.

vi) Fins #36 and #11

* Effective height, h = 6 in.
* Thickness, t = 0375 in.
* Loaded length, b = 9 in.
* material = ss3O4L
* % of crush = 30%
* loading angle = 370 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 30%, for fin height of 6 in., fin inclination angle of 23.50, from Figure 2.10.9-
F6.4, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 1

EAm s#*36#i, =2xNxayxbxt2 /4
=2 x I x 25,000 x 9 x (0.375)2/4
= 0.015 x 106 im-lb.

Therefore, the sum of energy absorbed by all the fins is
EAsm. a. = [EAms #5,#6 + EARNS #Q7 + EApnrs#3, + EAms

+ EAFINS#1,#10 + EAs#WI ]

= [0.110 + 0.220 + 0.110 + 0.031 + 0.023 + 0.0151 x 106 in-lb.
= 0.509 x 106 i.-lb
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6.2.6 PEAK FORCES IN THE BOTTOM CONTAINER FINS

a) For container fins (0.375 in. thick)
1. [height of fin/thickness of fin] = 6/0.375 = 16

2. fin loading angle = 3.4°, 10.10, 16.80, 23.5,-30°, 37-
3.1 unit peak force PI = 25,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin

(see Figures 2.10.9-F7.1 and 2.10.9-F7.2) (3.40)

3.2 Unit peak force P2 = 37,500 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(see Figure 2.10.9-F7.2) (10.1°)

3.3 Unit peak force P3 = 25,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(see Figures 2.10.9-F7.2 and 2.10.9-F7.3) (16.8°)

3.4 Unit peak force P4 = 7,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(see Figures 2.10.9-F7.3 and 2.10.9-F7.4) (23.50)

3.5 Unit peak force P5 = 2,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(see Figure 2.10.9-F7.4) (30°)

3.6 Unit peak force P6 = 2,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(see Figure 2.10.9-F7.5).(370)

4. Loaded length of the fin = 9 in.
5. Total peak force experienced by the package due to impact of the 0.375 in. thick top fins

of the container,
o ZFP0 c5 oumER = loaded length x Zfunit peak force x number of fins]

=9x[Pix2+P2 x2+P3 x2+P4 x2+Psx2+Psx-2]
= 9 x 2 (25,000 + 37,500 + 25,000 + 7,000 + 2,000 + 2,000]
= 18 x [98,500]
= 1.773 x 106 lb.

63 ENERGY, PEAKFORCES, G-LOADSSUMARYATEND OFiSTSTAGE

Energy summary at the end of first stage:
EAwswIwD
EAmDWD
sandwiched plates
EAoia
Total

= 1.842 x 106
= 0.847 x 106 in.-lb.
= not available
= 0.509 x 106 in.-lb.

- = 3.198 x 106 in.-lb. (42.3% of 30-ft drop)

Peak forces summary at the end of first stage:
FPSHEWGSK ED 2.38 x 106 lb.
FPmwaw = 1.94 x 106 lb.
FPoareBrrom FS = 1.77 x 10 lb.
Total FPIrAL = 6.09 x 106 lb.

G-load at end of Ist stage:
G-load = FPITAL/WF.294

= 6.09 x 106 CbJ21,000 lb.
= 290 g's.
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6.4 2ND STAGE: SECONDARYBOUNCE

The amount of secondary bounce will be proportional to the amount of elastic energy absorbed in the
l'~ phase.

6.5 3RD STA GE: TOP SIDE CORNER OF CONTAINER IMPACT

There are three (3) energy absorption structural elements that can be analyzed. These are
1. A top/side sector of the crush shield
2. A top/side sector of the cylindrical fireshield
3. A top/side sector of the container eternal cooling fins

6.5.1 Energy Absorption by Fins of Crush Shield

Refer to Figure 2.10.9-F33 for layout and numbering of crush shield fins.

How many fins are in the zone of impact? See Figure 2.10.9-F33. It is estimated from the graphical data,
that 7 fins (0.5 in. thick) come into play.

What is the loading angle for each fin?
0= J3 x cos a

where
0 = fin loading angle (0)

A = angle between vertical axis and fin n
a = angle between impact pad and the longitudinal axis of the package = 7°

Table 2.10.9-T13 lists the appropriate 0, loading angles for all the fins of the crush shield, as calculated in
the following example:

For Fin #4 (i.e., 0.5 in. thick fin)
0 = 3 x cos a
0=0 x cos 70

0=00

For Fins #3 and #5 (i.e., 0.5 in. thick fin)
= Px cosa

0= lOxcos 7
o = 100

For Fins #2 and #6 (i.e., 0.5 in. thick fin)

0 = x cos a
0=20 x cos 70

O = 200

For Fins #1 & #7 (i.e., 0.5 in. thick fin)

0 = B x cos a
0=30 x cos 70

0 = 300
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Table 2.10.9-T13

Fin Data for the Crush Shield Fins in Bottom Corner Drop: 3rd Stage

0.S in. #4 1 00 12

0.5m. #3,#5 2 100 12

0.Sin. #2,#6 2 20° 3

0.5 in. #1, #7 2 300 1.7

i) Fin #4

* Effectiveheight h= 8 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.5 in.
* Loaded length, b = 9 in.
* material = C-1020
* % of crush = 30%
* loading angle = 00 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 30%, for fin height of 8 in., fin inclination angle of 00, from Figure 2.10.9-
F6.1, the parameter (absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 12.

EA}IM #4 =Nxoyxbxe/4
= 12 x 46,000 x 9 x (O.5)2 /4
= 0.3105 x 106 in.-lb.

ii) Fins #3 and #5

For Fin #3 and #5 (i.e., 0.5 in. thick fin)

=Dxcoso-
=10 x cos 70

O=100
* Effective height, h= 8 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.5 in.
* Loaded length, b = 9 in.
* material = C-1020
* % ofcrush = 30%
* loading angle = 10 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 30%, for fin height of 8 in., fin inclination angle of 100, from Figure 2.10.9-
F6.2, the parameter [absorbed energy4plastic moment], N =12

EAss#,#5 =2xNxaryxbxeI4
=2 x 12. x 46,000 x 9 x (0.5)2/4
= =2x0.3105x 106
= 0.621 x 106 im.-lb.
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iii) Fins #2, #6

For Fin #2 and #6 (i.e., 0.5 in. thick fin)
o= ox cosa
0=20xcos 70
o = 200

* Effective height, h = 8 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.5 in.
* Loaded length, b = 9 in.
* material = C-1020
* % of crush = 30%
* loading angle = 200 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 30%, for fin height of 8 in., fin inclination angle of 340, from Figure 2.10.9-
F6.3, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N =3

EAnms#2.#6 =2xNxcaxbxe/4
=2 x 3 x 46,000 x 9 x (0.5)2/4
=2 x 77,625
=0.155x 106 in.-b.

iv) Fins #1, #7

For Fin #1 and #7 (i.e., 0.5 in. thick fin)
0 = x cos a
0=30 x cos 70

o = 300
* Effective height, h = 8 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.5 in.
* Loaded length, b = 9 in.
* material = C-1020
* % of crush = 30%
* loading angle = 300 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 30%, for fin height of 8 in., fin inclination angle of 300, from Figures 2.10.9-
F6.4, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N =1.7

EA+Ns#io7 =2xNxay xbxe/4
=2x 1.7x46,000x9x(0.5) 2 /4
=2 x 44,000 x 106

= 0.088 x 106 in.-lb.
Therefore the sum of energy absorbed by all the fins is
EA.*,w mfi. = [EAFsS#4 + EANS#3 + EAFNS#2 + EAFM #1.17]

= [0.310 + 0.621 + 0.155 + 0.088] x 106 in.b.
= 1.174 x 106 in.-lb
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6.5.2 Peak Force for Crush Shield

Peak forces are evaluated using Ref. [18]. It should be noted that, during impact, this "peak" force is only
experienced by the F-294 package for an extremely short time (in the order of less than 100 milliseconds).

a) For crush shield fins (0.5 in. thick)

1. [height of fin! thickness of fin]= 8/0.5 = 16

2. Fin loading angle = 0°,10°,20°,300

3.1 Unit peak force PI = 12,500 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(See Figure 2.10.9-F7.1). (00)

3.2 Unit peak force P2 = 37,500 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(See Figures 2.10.9-F7.2 and 2.10.9-F7.3).(100)

3.3 Unit peak force P3 = 12,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(See Figures 2.10.9-F7.2 and 2.10.9-F7.3).(200 )

3.4 Unit peak force P4 = 3,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(See Figures 2.10.9-F7.3 and 2.10.9-F7A).(300 )

4. Loaded length of the fn 9 in.
5. Total peak force experienced by the package due to impact of the crush shield;

UPOWuSH SIMID = loaded length x X[unit peak force x mnmber of fins]
9 x [Pi x 1 + P2 x 2+ P3 x 2+ P4 x 2]

=9 x [12,500xl + 37,50>x2 + 12,000x2 + 3,000x2]
= 9 x [1 17,500]
= 1.057 x 106 lb.

6.5.3 Energy Absorbed by Top/Side Fins of the Container

Refer to Figure 2.10.9-F33 for layout and numbering of container fins.
There are three types of fins on the top of the container:

* 1.25 in thick
* 0.5 in. thick
* 0.375 in. thick

The container lift lug fin and the 0.5 in. thick fin adjacent to the lift lug fin do not come into play as they
are just outside the zone of impact. Lift lug fin is at 45° to the shipping skid. Refer to Figure 2.10.9-F33
for depiction of effective fin parameters etc.

How many fins are in the zone of impact? See Figure 2.10.9-F33. It is estimated from the graphical data,
that 6 fins (3/8 in. thick) come into play.

What is the loading angle for each fin?
e =Bx cos a

where
o = fin loading angle (0)
3= anglebetween fin l and fin n

a = angle between impact pad and the longitudinal axis of the package 7°
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Table 2.10.9-T14 list the appropriate 0, loading angles for all the fins of the container, as calculated in
the following example;

For Fins #5 and #6 (i.e., 0.375 inch fin)
o = f x cos a
0 =5 x cos 70

0= 5

For Fins #4 and #7 (i.e., 0.375 in. thick fin)

0= 1 x cos a

0 = 1S x cos 70

0= 150

For Fins #3 and #8 (i.e., 0.375 in. thick fin)

8 = 1 x cos a
o = 25 x cos 70
0=250

Table 2.10.9T14
Bottom Corner Drop, 3rd Stage: Container Fin Data

"Designatd#L dng gj, Pam er

0.375 in. fin #5, #6 2 50 16.

0.375 in. fin #4, #7 2 15° 8.5

0.375 in. fin #3, #8 2 250 2.5

'Y

i) Fins #5 and #6

* Effective height, h =6 in.
* Thickness, t = 0375 in.
* Loaded length, b = 13.8 in.
* material = ss304L
* % of crush = 30%
* loading angle = 50 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 30%, for fin height of 6 in., fin inclination angle of 50, from Figures 2.10.9-F6.1
and 2.10.9-F6.2, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 16.

EAR ,s#s, = 2xNxcyxbxe/4
= 2 x 16 x 25,000 x 13.8 x (0.375)2 /4
= 2 x 194,000
= 0.388 x106 inA-lb.
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ii) Fins #4 and #7
0

0

0

0

0

0

Effective height h =6 in.
Thickness, t = 0.375 in.
Loaded length, b = 13.8 in.
material = ss3O4L
% of cush = 300/0
loading angle = 150 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 30%, for fin height of 6 in., fin inclination angle of 150, from Figures 2.10.9-
F6.2 and 2.10.9-F6.3, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 8.5.

EAFMS#,#7 =2xNx ayxbxe/4

=2 x 8.5 x 25,000 x 13.8 x (0375)214
= 2 x 103,000
= 0.206 x 106 in.-Pa.

iii) Fins #3 and #8

* Effective height, h =6 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.375 in.
* Loaded length, b = 13.8 in.
* material = ss3O4L

* % of cnrsh = 30%
* loading angle = 25° (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 30%, for fin height of 6 in., fin inclination angle of 250, from Figures 2.10.9-
F6.3 and 2.10.9-F6.4, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moaent], N = 2.5

EAms#31 , =2xNxcyyxbxe/4
2 x 2.5 x 25,000 x 13.8 x (0.375)2/4

=2 x 30,000-
- 0.060 x 106 in.lb.

Therefore the sum of energy absorbed by all the fins is
EA.fm.&s = [EAms nx + EA ~s #4#7 + EAFs#3$s3

= [0.388 + 0.206 + 0.060] x 106 in.lb.
= 0.654 x 106 in.-lb.

6.5A Peak forces for Top Container Fins

a) For container fins (0.375 in. thick)

1. [height of fin/thickness of fin]= 6/0.375 = 16

2. Fin loading angle = 50,150,250
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3.1 For fins 5,6 with Fin loading angle = 50, Unit peak force PI = 25,000 lb. per
in of loaded length per fin (see Figure 2.10.9-F7.3). (5°)

3.2 For fins 4,7 with Fin loading angle = 150, Unit peak force P2 = 25,000 lb. per
in of loaded length per fin (see Figures 2.10.9-F7.2 and 2.10.9-F7.3).(150 )

3.3 For fins 3,8 with Fin loading angle = 250, Unit peak force P3 = 8,000 lb. per
in of loaded length per fin (see Figures 2.10.9-F7.2 and 2.10.9-F7.3).(250 )

4. Loaded length of the fin = 13.8 in.

5. Total peak force experienced by the package due to impact of the 0.375 in. thick
top fins of the container,

UFP 0375 FIS CONTS = loaded length x I[unit peak force x number of fins]
= 13.8 x [2 x P +2x P2 +2 x P3]
= 13.8 x [2 x25,000 +2 x25,000 + 2 x 8,000]
= 13.8 x [116,000]
=1.6x106 lb.

6.5.5 Summarize 3rd Stage

Energy absorbed:
EA.,.h.,wdu ns = 1.174 x 106 in.-lb.
EAR,,,, fits = 0.654 x 106 in.-lb.
EA3,dstW = 1.828 x 106 n.-lb.

Peak forces:

Z;FPCR.USH SBMM. = 1.057 x 106 lb.
IFPO37sjRso ONAMER = 1.6 x 106 lb.
ZFP3,dt = 2.657 x 106 lb.

6.6 ENERGYABSORPTION, G-LOADSFOR4THSTAGE

There are two (2) energy absorption structural elements. These are:

1. A bottom/side sector of the cylindrical fireshield
2. A bottom/side sector of the container external cooling fins.

Both shall be considered herein.

6.6.1 Energy Absorption by External Cooling Fins on the Container

See Figure 2.10.9-F34.

i) Fins #5 and #6 Parameters

* Effective height, h = 4 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.375 in.
* Loaded length, b = 32 in.
* material = ss304L
* % of crush = 30%
* loading angle = 5° (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 30%, for fin height of 4 in., from Figures 2.10.9-F6.1 and 2.10.9-F6.2, the
parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 16
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EA,.ms6 =2xNxMp
=2x 16x[cryxbxt2 /4]
=2 x 16 x [25,000 x 32 x (0.375)2 /4]
=0.9 X 106 in-lb.

ii) Fins #4 and #7

* Effective height, h =4 i.
* Thickness, t = 0.375 in.
* Loaded length, b = 32 in.
* material = ss3O4L
* %ofcrush =30%
* loading angle = 150 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 30%, for fin height of 4 in., fin inclination angle of 150, from Figures 2.10.9-
F6.2 and 2.10.9-F6.3, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N =10

EANS #45 7 =2xNxyxbx t2 /4
=2x 10x25,000x32x(0.375)2 /4
=2x0.281 x 106
= 0.562 x 106 in.-lb.

iii) Fins #3 and #8

* Effective height, h =4 in.
* Thickness, t = 0.375 in.
* Loaded length, b = 32 in.
* material = ss3O4L
* % of crush =30%
* loading angle = 25° (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 30%, for fin height of 4 in., fin inclination angle of 250, from Figures 2.10.9-
F6.2 and 2.10.9-F6.3, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 3.5

EAiaS u3," =2xNx ayxbxt/4
=2 x 3.5 x 25,000 x 32 x (0.375)2/4

=2x0.098x 106
= 0.196 x 106 in.-lb.

Cumulative energy absorbed by external cooling fins
MEA~m = EARNS " + EAqNS #4, + EARNS #3,0s

= (0.900+ 0.562 + 0.196) x l0e n.l'o
= 1.658 x 106 i.-lb.

6.6.2 Peak forces for Side Container Fins

a) For container fins (0.375 in. thick)

1. [height of fin/thickness of fin]= 4/0.375 = 10.7

2. Fin loading angle = 5°, 150, 250

3.1 For fins 5,6 with Fin loading angle = 50, Unit peak force PI =60,000 lb. per
in of loaded length per fin (see Figures 2.10.9-F7.1 and 2.10.9-F7.2) (5°)

3.2 For fins 4,7 with Fin loading angle = 150, Unit peak force P2 = 40,000 lb. per
in of loaded length per fin (see Figures 2.10.9-F7.2 and 2.10.9-F7.3) (150)
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3.3 For fins 3,8 with Fin loading angle = 24.5°, Unit peak force P3 = 13,000 lb.
per inch of loaded length per fin (see Figures 2.10.9-F7.2 and 2.10.9-F7.3) (250)

4. Loaded length ofthe fin = 32 in.

5. Total peak force experienced by the package due to impact of the 0.375 in. thick
top fins of the container.

X FPo375s Ns cowNTAiiR = loaded length x 1[unit peak force x number of fins]
=32 x [2 x Pi +2 x P2 +2 x P3]
= 32 x [2 x 60,000 + 2 x 40,000 + 2 x 13,000]
= 32 x [226,000]
= 7.232 x 106 lb.

6.6.3 Energy Absorbed by the Cylindrical Fireshield

In the third stage of the impact we had neglected to estimate the energy absorbed by the cylindrical
fireshield. In the fourth stage, the cylindrical fireshield side is impacted. 3rd and 4th stage impacts of
the fireshield shall be combined and analyzed here (see Figure 2.10.9-F35). A cylindrical fireshield is a
cylindrical shell which is deformed by some amount in the side impact. A simple model is given here:

Step 1
The radius R0 decreases to R1.

the strain is = [Ro - R Ro

Step 2

The stress, a = function (£)

Step 3

The compressive stress a, = 1.6 x a

Step 4

The crushed area Ash = L x c

c = 2 [A (2Ro - A)]0 5

Therefore

Ab=Lxc
Arch = L x 2 [/ (2Ro - A)]0 "

Step 5

Mean crushed area A. ,.h = Arab /2

Step 6

Mean Impact force, F. = hi x A. h

Step 7

Work done, U = F, x A
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K> Step 8
G-load = F. / WF.294 LESS SKID

Plugging in the data:
A =0.l in.
Ro = 23.75 in.-
L =30.0in.
a = 32,000 + [23,000/20] x e(%)

we find
8 = 0.1/23.75 = 0.00421
CS = 32,000 + [23,000)20] x E(%)

= 32,000 + [23,000/20] x 0.421
= 32,000 +484
= 32,484 psi

6Ys = 1.6 x a
= 1.6xpsi
= 51,974 psi

c = 2 [A (2Ro - A)]°0

= 2 [0.1 (2 x 23.75-0.1) ]0 5

= 4.35 ini.
L = 30 in.
A..h ==Lxc

= 30. x 4.35
=130.5 in2

An=asmh =A, 2-:t2
= 130.5/2
= 65.35 in2

Mean Impact force
F, = cy x A..h - -

= 51,974 psi x 6525
= 3.391 x 106 lb.

Work done

U=F~xA
=3.391 x 106 lb.xO.1 in.
= 0.339 x 106 in-lb.-

Hence, it is estimated that for a small deformation of 0.1 in. over a length of 30 in., the energ absorbed
by the cylinder is 0.339 x 106 in.-lb.
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6.6.4 Summarize 4th Stage

Energy absorbed:
EAau,&iwe = 1.658 x 106 in.-lb.
EAyAcls&eiiel = 0.339 x 106 in.lb.
EA4 tsage = 1.997 x 106 i-lAb.

Peak forces:
FOPco~sidfins = 7.232 x 106 lb.
IFwP ieshied & = 3.391 x 106 lb.
2;}M4th~dwge = 10.623 x 106 lb.

6.7 ENERGYABSORBED BY CASK SHELL AND LEAD ESTIMATE OFLEAD
MOVEMENT OR SLUMP

When the container without the fins is approximated to a cylindrical cask with flat end plates dropped in
side drop orientation, the container will absorb energy upon impact in three ways:

1. by deformation of end plates
2. by movement of lead
3. by deformation of cylindrical outer shelL

A relatively small amount of energy is absorbed in bending the steel shell at the point of impact and is
therefore neglected in this analysis. Such a model is presented in Figure 2.10.9-F 16.

Shappert [Ref. [8], page 59] has provided a method of estimating the amount of lead movement for such
a cask. We shall apply formula as per Ref. [8], page 59 to estimate lead movement in the F-294 container.
It should be noted that 92.8% of the energy absorption has been accounted for (see section 6.10);
consequently, it is required to consider only the remaining 7.2% of the potential energy due to 30-ft height
of the package. However, for 7.2% factor shall be increased to say 10% of 30-ft drop height energy to
provide a conservative estimate of the lead slump.

The formula is:
WH/tsRLos = [F1(O)][R/ts(oSaJ/s) + 2(R/LXte/ts)] +F2 (0)

where
W = effective cask weight = 21,000 lb. - Wd =21,000 - 980 = 20,020 lb.
H = effective drop height= 10% of 30 feet = 36 in.
FI(R) = 0- 1t2(sin20)
F2(0) = sin0(2 - cosO) -0
R = the outer shell radius =18 im.
ts = the outer shell thickness = 0.5 in.
L = length ofthe shell = 50.25 - 6.0 = 44.25 in.
as = the dynamic flow stress of ss304 shell, psi = 50,000 psi
CYPb = the dynamic flow stress in lead = 5000 psi
te = thickness of ss304 end plate = 0.5 in.
0 = the angle defined in Figure 2.7.1.2-ii)-F12, degrees

The above formula is based on assumptions that the yield point stress of the ss304 end piece is the same as
that of the ss304 shell and that the end pieces are of equal thickness. In order to use the above formula, the
angle 0 and the cask geometry must be known. The angle 8 may be determined from Figure 2.10.9-F17
(reproduced from Ref. [8], Shappert, Page 61), which is based on the above formula. The maximum
displacement of shielding represented by the outer shell flattening, 8, may be calculated by 8 = R(l - cose)
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Calculate Non-dimensional Resistance Parameter #1.
[R/t(Fp1 as) + 2(PI)(tets)]
[18/0.5(5,000/5,0000) + 2(18/44.25)(0.510.5)]
[3.6 + 0.8135]
[4.4135]

Calculate Non-dimensional Energy Parameter #2.
[WH/tsRLo~s]

[20020 x 36/(0.5 x 18 x 44.25 x 50000)]
[0.03621

Use nomograph as per Figure 2.10.9-F17, with parameter #1 4.4135 and parameter#2 = 0.0362. Connect the
line between the two parameters and read the value of 0 = 13°

See Figure 2.10.9-F18.
&=R(l-cosO)
8= 18(1-cos(130 ))
8= 18(1- 0.974)
8 =.461 im.

Now = tS + Alk

where
ts = thickness of flattened ss304 shell = 0.5

ld = amnomt of lead shielding displaced

Aead =8-tS
= 0.461 -0.5
=-0.039 in.

To summarize, in the bottom comer drop orientation, it is estimated that the amount of lead shielding
displaced in the F-294 container is zero in.

6.8 SUMMARY OF ENERGYBALANCE AND PEAK FORCES IN BOTTOM
CORNER DROP

Energ balance.

1st Stage
EAR,,,, = 3.198 x 106 in.-lb. = 42.3%

3rd Stage

EA.,hghwfs = 1.174x 106 in.-lb. = 15.5%
EA.-f = 0.654 x 106 in-lb. = 8.6%
EA,-)j &, 1x= not accounted for

4th Stage
EA..fi.x= 1.658 x 106 in.-lb. = 21.9%
EAsyL Held= 0.339 x 106 in.-b. = 4.4%
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Total energy absorbed so far = 7.02 x 106 in.-lb. = 92.8%
% absorbed = 7.02x 106 /7.56xl06 = 92.8%
% not absorbed = 7.2%

The 7.2% of 30-ft drop energy shall be taken up be the cask shell and lead. 10% of 30-ft drop energy is
shown to be absorbed by the cask shell and lead. This is presented in section 6.9.

Peak forces and G-loads

1st stage: Peak force = 6.09 x 106 lb., G-load =290 g's.
3rd stage: Peak force = 2.08 x 106 lb., G-load = 104 g's.
4th stage: Peak force = 10.623 x106 lb., G-load = 530 g's

Displacements

In the 4th stage, the cask absorbs some energy ; however there is no lead slump as most of the energy
appears to be absorbed in the cask stainless steel shell.

Figure 2.10.9-F31
Bottom Corner Drop: Mode of Impact

JT 31F9,Rvso Apni . . ae12 up20
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Figure 2.10.9-F32
Bottom Corner Drop: Representative Fin Parameters
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Figure 2.10.9-F33
Bottom Corner Drop: 3rd Stage Impact: Representative Fin Parameters

s1~ ~ I
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XFigure 2.10.9-F34
Bottom Corner Drop: 4th Stage Impact: Container Side Fins
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Figure 2.1.9-I35
Bottom Corner Drop: 4th Stage Impact: Cylindrical Fireshield, Impact

I---.

- . . .- 1
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7. BOTTOM END DROP

7.1 MODE OF IMPACT

See Figure 2.10.9-F36
The shipping skid will impact the unyielding surface first The four 8 x 3 channels will crush. The shipping
sid will also deform like a dish.

7.2 ENERGYABSORPTION CONTRIBUTIONBYFOUR CHANELS OF THE
SHIPPING SKID

7.2.1 Energy Absorbed by the Webs of the Channels

Fin Parameters (see Figure 2.10.9-F37).
* Effective original height, h =8 in. (8-inch web of the 8 x 3 channel)
* Thickness, t = 0.43 mi.

* Loaded length, b = 78 in.
* material = ASTM A-36
* % of cruish = 22.5%
* loadingangle = 0° (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

EA =NxMp
where

N = [(Absorbed EnergyY(Plastic Moment)]
= 11 (Figure 2.10.9-F6.1, at 8 in., 22.5%)
= plastic moment
= y * bt2/4
= 36,000 x 78 x (0.43)/4
= 129,800 in.-b.

where
ay = yield stress of A-36 36,000 psi
b = loaded length of the fin
t = fin tickness

Therefore
EA =11 x 129,800 ia-b.-

=1.427 x 106 in.-lb. per fin.

As there are four channels, therefore there are 4, 0.43 in. thick fins. Therefore, energy absorbed by
4,0.43 in. thick fins is

EA& .. 4 x 1.427 in.-lb.
=5.7 x 106 in.-lb. C
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7.3 ENERGYABSORPTION CONTRIBUTIONBYEIGHT GUSSETS OF THE
SHIPPING SKID

7.3.1 Energy Absorbed by the Gussets of the Shipping Skid

Fin Parameters (see Figure 2.10.9-F37).
* Effective otiginal height, h= 8 in (8 in. web of the 8 x 3 channel)
* Thickness, t = 0.75 in.
* Loaded length, b = 3 + 3 = 6 in. per gusset
* matenal = ASTM A-36
* %ofcrush =100/a
* loading angle = 0° (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

EA =NxMp
where

N = [(Absorbed Energy)/(Plastic Moment)]
= 9 (Figure 2.10.9-F6.1, at 8 in., 10%)

Mp = plastic moment
= ayr * Wt /4
= 36,000 x 6 x (0.75)2/4
= 30,375 in.-lb.

where
cry = yield stress of A-36 = 36,000 psi
b = loaded length ofthe fin
t = fin thickness

Therefore
EA = 9 x 30,375 in.-lb.

=.273 x 106 inA-lb. per gusset fin.

As there are eight gussets, therefore, there are 8, 0.75 in. thick fins. Therefore, energy absorbed by eight,
0.75 in. thick fins is
EAs= 8 x 0.273 x 106 in.-lb.

= 2.187 x 106 in.-lb.

7.4 ENERGYABSORBED BY THE SHIPPING SKID ALONE

EARLS = 5.7 x 0I in.-lb.
EAv,, = 2.187 x I Cin-lb.
FAavmim = 7.887 x 106 ia-lb.

Hence, the shipping skid, by itself, is capable of absorbing 7.887 x 10' in.-lb./7.56 x 106 in.-lb. = 104% of
the 30-ft drop energy in the bottom end drop orientation. The skid channels, 8 x 3 will crush by a distance
of 22.5%x 8 in. = 1.8 in.
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7.5 ESTIMATE OFPEAKFORCESAND G-LOADS

Peak forces evaluated using DAVIS method (Ref. [18])

a) for shipping skid fins (channel web) (0.5 in. thick)
1. theight of fin/hickness of fin]=- 8/0.5 = 16

2. Unit peak force Pi = 12,500 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(see Figure 2.10.9-F7.1).

3. FP1 = Unit peak force x loaded length per fin x number of fins loaded at 00
= 12,500 x 78 x 4
= 3.9 x 106 lb.

b) for shipping skid fins (gusset) (0.75 in. thick)
1. height of fin/hickness of fin]= 8/0.75 = 10.6

2. Unit peak force Pi = 75,000 lb. per in of loaded length per fin
(see Figure 2.10.9-F71).

3. FP2 = Unit peas force x loaded length per fin x number of fins loaded at 0°
= 75,000 x 6 x 8
=3.6x 106 1b.

Total Peak force

FPtgdd = FPj + FP2
= 3.9 x 0 + 3.6 x 106 lb.-
= 7.5x106 lb.

Estimated G-load

G-load = FPfn /WF.2%
= 7.5 xlO t21,000
= 357 gts

Therefore in the bottom end drop, the G-load is 357 g's.

7.6 SUMMARYFOR BOTTOMEND DROP

1. Hence the shipping skid, by itself, is capable of absorbing 7.887 x 10 in.-lb.7.56 x 106 in.-lb. =
104% of the 30-ft drop energy in the bottom enddrop orientation.

2. The skid channels,8 x 3 will crush by a distance of 22.5% x 8 in. = 1.8 in.
3. In the bottom end drop, the G-load 357 g's at the impact point.
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Figure 2.10.9-F36
F-294: Bottom End Drop Orientation
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- Figure 2.10.9-F37
Bottom End Drop Orientation: Geometrical Data for Fins
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8. TRANSNUCLEAIRE DATA FROM REF. [371 WITH REFERENCE TO
15-TON DUPONT CASK DROP DATA

8.1 MEASUREMENTS MADE ONA 15-TONPACKAGING

The packaging used was a 15-ton Dupont de Nemours packaging which has been the subject of a large
number of drop tests. Table 15 is reproduced from a Table contained in Ref. [39] summarizing the
measurements of deceleration at various points in the packaging, for various drop heights.

These results clearly show that, during an impact, deceleration varies according to the height of the point
considered in the packaging.

They also show that the deceleration varies roughly linearly as a function of the height of the drop.

8.2 APPLICATION OF THIS TESTDATA TO F-294

Based on this data, the following two inferences are drawn.
1. The G-loads at locations away from the impact face are considerably reduced.
2. For the same weight of the package, the G-load resulting from a free drop is a function of

drop height. For example the G-load at 1 m. is 10%/- 12.5% of G-load at 9.1m.

For application of this drop test data to the F-294 package.
1. At distances 100 cmn from the impact face, a reduction factor of 0.66 x G-loads at the impact

face shall be used for F-294 package.
2. For free drop at 3-foot drop, the G-loakoorTDRop = 2 0/o x G-load30& DROP.

The factor of 20% is far more conservative than the test data factor of 10% - 12.5%.

Table 2.10.9-T15
Drop Test Data for 15-Ton Dupont Packaging from Transnucleaire Ref. 1371

T b . 1 .2 _r''_X__id

Drop height 2.30m 4.50 m 9.10 m

Impact surface bottom bottom bottom

Deceleration on bottom 320 g's 750 g~s 1200 g's - 1500 g's
(25 cm from impact face)

Deceleration at upper part 140 g's 250 es
(120 cm from the impact face)

9. SPECIAL ISSUES

9.1 CRUSH SHIELD RETENTION DURING 30-FT DROP

Step 1
The crush shield is fastened to the container as follows:

1. Quantity = 8, fasteners at top, connecting crush shield to the container top fins bracket
The size of the fasteners is: 1 in. dia. x 2.5 in. long, SAE Gr. 8.

2. Quantity = 8, fasteners at side, connecting crush shield fins to the container side fins.
The size of the fasteners is: 1 in. dia. x 2.5 in. long, SAE Gr. 8.
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wj Step 2

The weight of the crush shield is WCRUSH SHIELD 730 lb.

Step 3
Static load-carrying capability of the fasteners.

Step 3.1
For top end, top corner, bottom end drop orientations, out of 16 fasteners, 8 are in tension and
the remaining 8 are in shear.

#1. 8 bolts in tension:
P =No. of bolts x UTS x Stress Area

= 8 x 150,000 psi x 0.551 in2

=661,200 lb.

#2. 8 bolts in shear

P2 = No. of bolts x UTS in shear x Stress Area
8 x 0.6 x 150,000 psi x 0.551 in2

= 396,720 lb.

Total load capability static based, PSTATCBA

=P1 +P 2

= 661,200 + 396,720 lb.
= 1,057,920 lb.

Step 3.2
For side drop #1, side drop #2, bottom corner drop orientations, out of 16 fasteners, all 16 are
in shear.
#2. 16, bolts in shear.

Pi = No. of bolts x UTS in shear x Stress Area
- 16 x 0.6 x 150,000 psi x 0.551 in2

- 396,720 ll.
= 793,440 lb.

Total load capability static based, PSTATICBASED

-P 1
-793,440 lb. -

Step 4
G-load carrying capability based on static UTS consideration.

Step 4.1
For top end, top corner, bottom end drop orientations,
G-loadrA-nC-BAD = PSTA-C..ASEjtWCRUSH SHELD

=1,057,920/730
=1,449 g's

Step 4.2
For side drop #1, side drop #2, bottom comer drop orientations,

G-loadsmAnc-mSpD PsTA-noaCsw Ic sHsLD
= 793,440/730
= 1,086 ges
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Step 5
What G-loads are estimated for various drop test orientations?
At the impact point,

top end drop G-load = 200 g's
side drop #1 G-load = 520 g's
side drop #2 G-load = 500 g's
top comer drop G-load = 338 g's
bottom comer drop G-load = 530 g's
bottom end drop G-load = 334 g's

Step 6
Compare the G-load capability of fasteners, on static basis to the G-loads calculated at the impact point for
various drop test orientations.

Step 6.1
For top end, top corner, and bottom end drop orientations,

G-loadsrAnBcSE = 1,449 g's
The maximum G-load sustained in above drop test orientations is 338 g's.

Safety factor: G-load capability/G-load sustained = 1,449/338 = 4.28

Therefore, all of the fasteners connecting the crush shield to the container shall not fail.

Step 6.2
For side drop #1, side drop #2, bottom corner drop orientations,
G-loadsrAncBxsED = 1,086 g's
The maximum G-load sustained in above drop test orientations is 530 g's.

Safety factor: G-load capability/G-load sustained = 1,086/530 = 2.04
Therefore, all of the fasteners connecting the crush shield to the container shall not fail.

Step 7
As the dynamic UTS is 1.5 to 2 times the static UTS, there is additional factor of safety due to this
consideration. Therefore it is concluded that the crush shield fasteners shall have the capability to retain
the crushshield during the 30-ft drop in any orientation.

9.2 CYLINDRICAL FIRESHIELD RETENTION DURING 30-FT DROP TEST

See Figure 2.10.9.F38 illustrating how the cylindrical fireshield is fastened.

Step 1
The cylindrical fireshield is fastened to the container base plate as follows:

1. Quantity = 8, fasteners at bottom, connecting cylindrical fireshield bracket to the container skdd
top plate bracket. The size of the fasteners is: 1 in. dia. x 2.5 in. long, SAE Gr. 8.

Step 2
The weight of the fireshield is WcyuJRmcAL mEsc E = 1,125 lb.
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T> Step 3
Static Load carrying capability of the fasteners.

Step 3.1
For top end, top comer, bottom end drop orientations, all eight fasteners are in tension.
#1. 8, bolts in tension:

Pi = No. of bolts x UTS x Stress Area
= 8 x 150,000 psi x 0.551 in2

-661,200 lb.
Total load capability static based, PSTAF16BAS

=PI
-661,200 lb.

Step 3.2
For side drop #1, side drop #2, bottom comer drop orientations, all 8 fasteners are in shear.
#2. 8, bolts in shear:

Pi = No. of bolts x UTS in shear x Stress Area
=8x0.6x 150,000psix0.551 i 2

= 396,720 lb.
Total load capability static based, PSTAT1c.mED

=PI
= 396,720 lb.

Step 4
G-load carrying capability based on static UTS consideration.

Step 4.1
For top end, top comer, bottom end drop orientations,
G-lOadSnAFIGOASED =PSrATAC.aMM MSHMEL

- 661,200 bIl,125
=587 g :s

Step 4.2
For side drop #1, side drop #2, bottom comer drop orientations,
G-loadsTAncE4w - = PsTAmC>BAwEJ/WQp1S1 5HE' .

= 396,720/1,125
= 352 g's

Step S
What G-loads are estimated for various drop test orientations?
At the impact point,

top end drop G-load = 200 g's
side drop #1 G-load = 520 g9s
side drop #2 G-load =500 gs
top comer drop G-load = 338 g's
bottom corner drop G-load = 530 g's
bottom end drop G-load = 334 g's
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Step 6
Compare the G-load capability of fasteners, on static basis to the G-loads calculated at the impact point
for various drop test orientations.

Step 6.1
For top end, top comer, bottom end drop orientations,
G-loadsrATIc.BAsED = 586 gs

The maximum G-load sustained in above drop test orientations is 338 g's.

Safety factor: G-load capability/G-load sustained = 586/338 = 1.73
Therefore, all of the fasteners connecting the cylindrical fireshield to the container shall not fail.

Step 6.2
For side drop #1, side drop #2, bottom comer drop orientations,
G-loadsTATIc..Bmw 330 ges

The maximum G-load sustained in above drop test orientations is 530 ges.

Safety factor. G-load capability/ G-load sustained = 352/530 = 0.664

Therefore, some of the fasteners connecting the cylindrical fireshield to the container may appear to fail on
static considerations alone.

The integrity of fasteners and cylindrical fireshield retention is further examined:

In the bottom corner drop, the fireshield shall be retained in position by any one of the four brackets on
which the fireshield is mounted to the bottom fixed skid (see Figure 2.9. 10-F38)

In the side drop, the fasteners may fail but the fireshield by virtue of its cylindrical shape is restrained in
top (by the crush shield); in the bottom (by the fixed skid brackets) and around the circumference (by the
container fins). Consequently the fireshield is trapped.

In addition, the fasteners share the impact load with the welds of the bracket. Consequently the impact load
on the fasteners is marginally reduced. Also, out of four brackets, only two brackets are in the zone of
impact, the remaining two brackets are outside the zone of impact.

Step 7
As the dynamic UTS is 1.5 to 2 times the static UTS, there is an additional factor of safety due to this
consideration. Therefore, it is concluded that the fireshield fasteners shall have the capability to retain the
fireshield during the 30-ft drop in top, top comer and bottom drop orientations. In the side drop # 1, side
drop #2 and bottom corner drop orientations, some or all of the fireshield fasteners may fail; despite that,
the cylindrical fireshield shall be retained due to the fact that it is trapped and redundancy (four separate
connecting brackets).
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Figure 2.10.9-F38
Fastening of the Cylindrical Fireshield to the Container Base

FIRE SHIELD
ASSY F HEX. HEAD BOLT (2)

1.00-8 UNC x 1.75 LG

FIRE SHIELD
RETAINING BRACKET

I ASSY

BODY BASE ASSY

)N. 93)P9,R.fin4-pedb2O9Pg 2-.y20
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K> 1. "UNBRAKO" BOLTING MATERIAL
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Deeo. acuriate socket for high torque wrenching.
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SOCKET HEAD CAP SCREWS...YWhy socdat screws? why UN8RAKO?
If you use fastener. you know their
importance in today's teciology.
Higher pres. higher stresses and
higher speeds demand stronger, more
reliable joits, and stronger, more
reliable fasteners to hold them together.

For parts mst stay together. A
single failure can destroy a satellite or
stop an assembly line. Reliability must
be total.

rhat's why industry is using more
and more socket head can screws. the
strongest thraded fasteners you can
buy -off-the-shelr. They have the
extra strengt and fatigue resistance
required for total reliability in high
strength fastening.

tensile and fatigue stregth

UNS1RAKO socket heaaca screws
have the highest levels of strength and
fattfue resistance in the industry. They
exceed both government and industry
standards by as much as 30%. Instead
of the usualcanepof 160.0 psi,
minimum strent levels of UN3RAKO
screws are consistently 180.000 or
190.000 psi, depending on siz At the

same time diuitlly and fatigue resist-
ance are not sacrificed.

When you buy tension fasteners
(which is what sIt head cap screws
basically are) you're buying damping
force - te ability to hold things
together. The 20% additional strength
offered by UNINAKO screws can
save dollars. if you use the Srw
correctly.

That extra 20% lets you use (aI
fewer fasteners of the same size, or
tbl the same number of smaller screws
to achieve t saum clamping force.
With fewer fasteners you save on
drilling and tpoin. have fewer screws
to buy and install. It you go the other
way, smaller scews cost less and per-
mit reduced assembly size. saving
space, material and Weit

And it you have dynami stress or
varying load conditions. the ahenom
enal fague reistance of UN8RAKO
screws gives you an additional bonus
of built-in protectn against fatigue
failure.

design
One of three mnaor factors in the
superiority of UNBRAKO socket head
screws is design. For example. socket

depth is carefully controlled. The
socket is deep enough for full tight-
ening without reaming or cracking.
but not deep enough to weaken the
head area and cause failure.

Another design exclusive. inspired
by SPS research in aerospace fasteners.
is the rndiused root thread form of
UNBRAXO socket screws. Fatigue life
is increased by as much as 100% (de-
pending-on size)I over screws with other
threads. A scientifically designed radius
at the thread root is responsible, adding
both fatigue resistance and strength in
the area of the screw most prone to
failure. It adds metal where it is needed
to provide maximum strength.

A recent further refinement of this
thread profile is the '13-R thread run-
out V"Radiused-Root-Runout'l. The
root of the runout is also radiused to
eliminate the usua sharp V" - a
major point of weakness in other
threads, Fatigue life in this critical area
is increased as much as 300% in certain
sizes.

Class 3A tolerances are standard. the
closest without selective assembly. They
combine maximum cross-section with
smooth assembly, and assure better
mating of part-

The elliptical fillet at the juncture of
head and shank is another aerospace-
inspired SPS development. This com-
Pound curve more than doubles fatigue
life in the head area without reduction
of critical bearing area. Discontinuity
is minimized and stress concentrations
are reduced, providing an added margin
of safety. Heads are correctly propor-
tioned to screw size, assuring full cdamp-
ing force without indentation and loss
of preload.

properties

Second major factor in UN3RAKO
socket screw superiority is thner
physical properties These are no acci-
dent. Consistently higher stress levels
are a direct result of customized heat
treatment Cespite the most exacting
material selection, variations in steel
from lot to lot require that each"heat"
of UNSRAKO socket screws be heat
treated in accordance with its specific
chemistry. Carbon content of furnace
atmospheres is closely controlled. since
carburization (too much carbon) makes
screws brittle, while decarburization

(too little carbonl results in soft sur-
face with poor strength and resistance
to wear. Every lot of steel is therefore
pre-tested and its treatment ailorte to
produce a uniform product

manufacturing constl

Closely controlled manufacturing is the
third factor. Rigid control of every
operation of-a socket screw is necessary
in order to guarantee performance.

Heads of standard UNERAKO socket
screws are forged, not machined. Ma-
chining cuts metl fibers, breaks flow
lines, creates planes of weakness at
stress points Forging. on the other hand.
forms meal, produces uniform grain
flow, makes heads stronger by compress-
ing the metal Head bearing area is
strictly perpendicular to screw body to
avoid strains and misalignment. Fillet
areas are precsely controlled. with fillets
made glass smooth to eliminate surface
irregularities where cracks can strt

Radiused threads of standard UN-
8RAK0 screws are rolled, not ground
or cut Rolled threads an more uniform
and closer tolerances can be maintained
because SPS thread roll dies and rolling
techniques produce smoother s-faces
and more accurate size control. High
points and planes of weakness are avoic

plating
Plating becomes more critical as the de-
mand for plated screws increases. UN-
8RAKO socket screws that are to be
plated are accurately controlled to be
within tolerance after plating. Preclsion
plating thicknes5 brings screws to correct
dimensions, while rigid control of the
plating process guards against screw fail-
ure from hydrogen embrirtlement. This
isa brittle condition caused by hydrogen
diffusing into the bass material during
cleaning and electroplating. It an cause
screw failure long after the screw is
tightened, but can be avoided by the
extreme care in processing gisen every
plated UN3RAKO socket screw,

UNBRAKO socket screws pay off
in savings
You get extra safety and reliability in
UN3RAKO socket screws, plus significant
economies, both in the cos of the fasten-
ers and the cost of their installation. Fur-
thermore, they protect the reputation of
your product. which can well depend on
the fasteners that hold it together.
These are considerations too important to
overlook as production costs continue to
rse and reliability requirements become
more exacting.



Chapter 2

SOCKET HEAD CAP SCREWS 1960 Series Dimensions/mechanical properties

1 U~~~LZGTH

D(MENSIONS

_ _ _ _ _ I A I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ ~ II Aw )- Ft _ _ _

ha ~ UR ax imdc Imn in -min. MM ax Mn.bji

.073 ~ ~ ~ 18 .112 .7

ASS se ~ .109 .914 060 xM1 I02 .0 .060 .0S7 Mel0 .007 0
.09mg '81561 .6f.154 Mg .0741 .008 .004 ASS

#4 .112 40 8I.183 .1J .112 .17 01 .1 t2 .18 '3 .009 *750

#5 .125 30205 '9 .125 .1202, .043 1 .771.12S A5l.a6 0 175
.226 .21s .2381 .1329 .047 I.06S 3 341 _.109S3I .010 =6 .706

M2 .30 0 1801.65 09 ASS .8 .1562 .014 I.009 1 75

.14 2501 201 23 .7 Vs .3 .250 .24281.0951.120 1 I250 .24 .8 .014 OS I.009

3/Se a 1 6l 24 .4621 .570 M2 .3751 381 .14319 .121 .312.6 .15I.00.1

III$ .4 1 4 2 65 642 .7 42941 -.166 .213' 437! .4301.50 W.023.018 I.375
.52 00 1 3 20 .5 .7w8 .0 .4919 190 .245 A5001492 .37O .06 M02 I.500

(2~~~~i 3621 181343 .827 - J~~~~~~~21 .2 3821 .554 A4=5 .028 A0221.625
625 .~~~~~~937 .m1 .85.l5 .238 .2 .616 .5000 .0=2 .024 1.750

711181 1.125 tL107 .750 .7406 .235 .370 .750 .740 .6250 .039 .030 2.000~

1.000 8 12 1.500O1.479 1.000 .9836 .30 ss9 100 .988 -.7500 .050 .040j 2.500
1141 1.125 1211.67 1.665 1.125: 1.1086 .41280 .57~ 1 12..1~ 8750j .05 .4S .1

I11/4 1.250 7 12 111751152 1.5 .2 .475 .820 11251126 27501C .00.5 13125

am/ 1.37 j E 1212.062 2.038 1.35 1.3588I .523 .62 I.37 I -1.601.0001.61 AS5 3.437
11/21I.500 6 1 2 2.25 2.224 1.m0 1.4816 .870 .745 1300 .1.485 1.09 .0701.060 VS75
314 I1.750 I 5 12 12.62 2.397 -1.750 1.7295 .£65 .30 1.750 1.734 1.25001 .080 A"07 4.375

2 2.000 41/2 12 J 3.00 2.970 2.000 I S7810 .760 1 .99S 2.000 1.983 1.25000 .0901.0755.0
21/4 2.25 4112 12 I3.375 3.34. 2.25 2.280 .855 I1.120 I2.25 2= 12.7500 .10010Ms .625
2 1/2 2.00141 12 13.750 3.717 2.500 2.4762 .950 11.245 12.500 2.481 1 .7500 I.10 *.095 6.250
2 3/4 2.750 4 12 4.1251 4.090 2.750 2.726211.04S5I.L702.750 2.730 2.000 1 .1201.051I6.875

3 3.OO0 [4j 12 4.5001 4.464 3.000 2.97621 1.140 11.495 _3.000 12.979 2.2500 .130 .1115 j 7.500



_zapter 2

DA i: 'UNRAJCO' high grade alloy seei or austanitic stairdem steel.

Heat Trasmuec Afty steel -RC 3945.
Concwmaity: Bd to head OD.-witin 2% of body diameter T.j.R.
or .5 TJAR Y mer is greatar. Body to hex sucal-isZs uo to
I-11-widm 3%d body diamtr T.l.R. or G6 TJ.A. wlhichewr is
grnt Warow, l1-wthin 8% of bo dianwmer.

The albn of th buring surface shall be Pervendicutar to the axis of
the sc-r Witsim a nammn mion of 10.

Forbody Sf ghenu n seeK a lO and 1.

See cau 14 for sti steel mechanid oromeria and smuti"

Threed da i2 Ohough I" dba.-3A; over I " diu.-2A

)

Note: Pertonmarnce dsat listed are for standara
Oroducion itsf OtlyV. Non-stock items nav
very due to iariaties in metnods ot manufacture.
It is suggested Chat the user verifvy oerfamnce on
any nonf-standzrd O TS tot Co'tiCa aools~aionl.

MECHIANICAL PROPERTIES APPLICATION OATA
%-ui-s. I dowoi recommended seeting torqum irdh4i hole dimm0ons

(pommil tUensilt yil stener UNRC UNllF1 too drill |n? b |
rm p- pa of body 1 adium ctamiur drill bor

UWRC I uNR J mi l m u put ed p in pated" UNRC UNRIF Sie sie

- I _ 21190 .000 170D00 0 6401 _ 3164 .1
4- 499 52 so.0o00 170.000 9Sao 4 3 4 .5mIm i3 444 .140# 2 T4S ISOMOQ l O.X0C 1320 a 4 71 SI 1w - 3132 17
.t 325 ! 4

1 190.X0 170 .000 1.75 01 101 7 [ 11 a -P7 = s5 1 I 1 . 194
#4 ll SI. 1 I2 0 l : 1 7O .Ott 2.24 t 1 151 11 I 1 12 = <t = 92 43 1 1 9
2 5 1 1 1 0 1 S Isla O 1 s I 2,W O MO O 170t 5 2--1 16 t = --73 9/64 X 50

t.73t I 330 190.0001 170 3.4001 2 211 30 23j 4 113 j23 .272
I 2.6sf um0isono0o 170.000 400 9 3 50 3 8= 29 i 9 t *15 .316

-10 33301 3 .0 3010 0 170.000 6.4501 64 501 768 S7- - = L I I -e i

1 4 | 6 0 1 6 .3 1 0 1 9 0 .0 0 0 1 7 0 0 0 | 1 2 0 0 5 IS O 1 1 2 1 T 701 1 Z | | 1 7 1 6 4 .4Z 25116 9.930 11.00 190.0001 170,000 17Z.00' 305j 230' 325 245J 1 21/4 .515

3ra18 l4.7CC IM7o00190.oOo0 170.000 25.2001 5451 4101 5701 4Z0 S16lo a 2364 609

7/16 20200 22. 190so.ooo0 170o000o 3e420 I 01 630 9001 6S0 U 1-25/64 29/614 .703
1/2 2= 30AL40 190.0001 170.0001 44.7001 I.IO0 1701 1.030 Z27/4 29164 33/64 .797

9/1 34. SOO 33S1 1So.o 170.000 10 j s.fSOO -1860I 1,400 1.37 1.4801 31164 13mm 37164 a390

5/8 11423900 d8.EK 
1 9

0.0
0

0 170.00 1 6999001 21.5 1 268012.000135/64 14.5m m41164- itoo3/4 | 60200w 87.100f180.00| 155.0001 95.4001 4.4001 33001 *.80; 3 .800 21/32 13116 49164 I.1S7
718 | Z1001 s'.7 180.000 IS5.0o0 1293.001 7.0001 5.3001 7.6001 5.7001 4/E4 20mm I 57/64 13751 1 16.900 119.OO 180000j 155.000163.6001 :0.400 17.5001.00011.3017/8 t 59l64 1 16 1.562

llJ8 3 l 1f, .
0

00154.000180.000 000155C000214.000114.000 1112001 1.8001 12500 25mm 1 3/64 1 513 11.750

11/4 1 75.0001 193a 10.20001 15005J63.0001 21.0001 15,8001 22.8001 17.0001 1 7/54 1 11/64 1 9r2 I 1969

13/8 27209.001 227.00011.00l 155.ooo 320.0001 27200 20.3001 29.3001 22.000 171/32 119154 113/32 2.158

1 112 2 I 215. 01180.0o00 155.000 381.000o 36 .500 27.500 3923001r29.5ao 4 3J 4 | 117[32 2 .344

1314 342.000 394.0180.000 I55.000 519.0001 59.4001 14.813001 99.400 1 I 35/4 J 121/32 12521 2.750

4500001 52 80 .00 678.000 8o9.001 17.40o0 l :03.00w 178.01 212 28.5mm j 21 /2 3.125
1/4 38m5O 664=0oj 1.000o11I955.000 Sa3o.00131,000 98.2001 150.000j 12.000 J 2 13 55.mm 29/32 j 3.5O0

2 In 2 720D | 11 180G00|I So 5O O 155.0 00 0 1. 60.000 1 135.00016 4.00 155.0000 1G 2 11<0 2 213/32 2 17/32 I 3.87!
2233 4 85.00 1.006.000o180.00 155.000 1.282.000) 223.0001 1833.0001 223.0001200 w 1 2112 1 21132 225/21 4.22503 1.074.000 1.54.000 1180.000 I 155.000 1.26.00 I22.00242.0001 361.0001271.000 1 2 314 12232 31132 1 4625

*Ti0 ues ctaulabd tnduce I00.000 Psi tesie streI in the s crew theeds"* ~ w~ ~ - nv1ma70 70! tttnt hre heiar



SOCKET HEAO CAP SCREWS 1960 Series (contdnued) I body and grip lentas

l

wUgInj�iw

LENGTH TOLERANCES

up la is tZ- 2M
dm_ n W 2% ;e. -t incdJ eve 9

7116 to 314 -.02 ^.06 -.12
,718 w -1/2 -.05 I -.10 I -^1 14 1 -2
]vr 1 1r2 __I | _.tE j -20 1 -.24

f.1
I - ~ W

EODY and GRIP LENGTHS

,~~~~~L _G -GL d s - L I Ls L- Ls

3J4 2O .1E7 _
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2111 1.S I |2 I I I I 0 IJ 17os5tot17l2sr7i.167italM~O I O
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4a4 21A 13..000i27501
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NOTES

ai th e zivthum ",o length and is the distanct front the bErIng
surtaa to an 6kw olita thired.

LS is me mgnim" badr length anld is thC len gth of the unthredled

cllitinDcl donion oftU e shantL

Thvad length for sim uOto and including I - diameter shall be
contro~lld by weu grip langth and body length as shown in th e1tbl.

For taea larger Mm I'the minimum comolete thread length shall
be aaua to the basic thread length. and the total thred IenWt

ins9ding irnie tat threas shall be basic thread length olus live
ortches. Lgartte tto Sfor% to sooy formtulat snail be tflreste la
head. Cormolet Mthsads s11111 extend witflsfl two two a of the
head for enths attsve the has" line on sze uo to and m ICluding
5g di.amter. Larger diameters shall bel tLeAsded as clan to the
head as ractiCabll.

Screws of longer lengths than those tabuated shalt hae a thread
laent cct orr minn to the formosa for Sts large than I1.

513 X 112- - r - - - - -

i I I I I I 6 1- 2I I I I I I1

i a ***, -1 I I I IGI I ! _I ! !
-. B2 Z,47 1 .187 2i1I _
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t 1.l25 1 .3471.0001 .637 .526 .726 *3 .36 L A I MS

............. U 371.000 t. I l .76 1.730 . 1 875 .438 I .73 I .295 I It

'1.525 '1.187 1.50O 1.187 1.125 .763 .750 _ M .375 458 .73O Mg i i

1 .s 134 7 1 500 1.1 7 1 .525 1.28150 1.105 is17 .458 .7 51 .00 J0
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1.E87~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.00 35
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1000
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SOCKET HEAD CAP SCREWS 1960 Series (Continued)

Cralss-Onilled Type

0 6 ~~~~~IeealessIeasI? 2.I,.q

DETAILS

:. Any UNBIRAKO socket heac (no screw (alloy.
stainless steel or other mterial) may be oroered
with sndard a'ss-drilling of the head for
safety wirinq. Sumn scrws are cnsiaered soecials
and oricz and delivery for facn order will be
quoted individually. Stzndard types of coss-
drilling are sliown on this page.

A S1 I P
Screw Cross-Ciul Locatiar Hold 0iemear Alaqnmenn
Size - Plug
MGMm. Max. Min. MS,. Min. net.

42 D;5 .02E .3- .026 .0210
;1 .035 f .025 .= .026 9210

' 040 _.026 33 1 .033 0280
i;E .045 n020 .- 3 .033 .0280

6 .A: .o ;9 D m .33 9028
.060 .04O .050 .03 2

a10 9G45 .045 .050 4 .04 .0330
114 l85 96.0 .050 .044 j .0340
5116 .104 .04 150 .0'4' 9340
3WE .1.3 .C03 .06, .61 1 .0510
7116 .141 .121 D67 061 i.0510
112 1S0 140 .067 061 '.05
9116.1 .179 , .159 .067 .061 .0510
5i8 .198 I .178 .067 .061 1 0510 !
3tI : 5 .215 .07 .091 .0810 .

718 33I 1 7E3 .0810 I
.10 ! .0 A97 .091 .010 j

1t/ 18 1.348 1 ;as .1.7 ,119 1040

I I A .:M5 1 ;6 .127 .119 .1040
I M .423 .403 1 .27 .119 .1040
1 112 |.460 ,.4 0 ,17 .119 .t1040 1

158 .498 ' .478 .127 ,119 .1040
13/ 1 5'5 Sig ._7 .119 04
1 719 573 j .53 .17 .1 119 .1040

2 * .6101 .590 .127 .119 1040

I

I

I
i
I

I

I
i
I

I

I
II

I
I

APPUCA2LE STANOARDS - MS 24673 thru
24678: NAS 1351. 352: Fed. Spec. FF-S-86.
ASTM A574. ANSI B1l3-1969

PART NUMBERING -1960 SERIES - Socket Head Cap Screws

The gaff nurrAWi at A Socket head con screw consiIts of 1 I a
basic a~s" nmalcer diesibang itonlwants water'al and followeod
tby suftix lettan noting 00t'o1nal fuatures II... LOC.WEL iail.
locking): 121 a dams numb~er far lire diameter. with One suff ix

letter to onciste vos of tntead IUNRC or UNRf1: 131 a seond
eosn numoer for length liin 16tSls followed bv a suftfix ltter. for
ivoist finin. The diagram below sniows a wocao oart n uicer
and Inrergreu aaci cmoanoent numror and ltter

* FINISHi
| - Ctiemti2 Slack Oxice S - Slwr Plate - P23

Orilled C Cadmium Plate - P1 U - C:ear Zinc Plate - PS
Alloy Head i13 and Cadmium . O-Carmium Plate -P4 Z -Zinc Plae -PS
Stee LOC-YEL| UNRC I t 1 Plate No leter snoicaites neaore ie c linun 1heor-ai Oxidesl tot asic

L209 H3L | 47 c *24 | C oten anOd eor n te 02si11 on0.

LENGTH n 16tih
THREAD TYPE C-coarse. F-fine

OIAMSTER
. _ .

* IIIA. le gle# lI el & at S I0 bV 1 0 0 * 3 e4e-e1 v~l l .l % 1i ~ f ,, I W,
[i~ x of m m e. W I 12[531541 B196 1M1 J 14 1 i6 l la9 It I

_

I amA I * l% l M Il I III III 0 1 4o, I J" 1 144 l ZIV.I . I ' J't
I A M113 1 1 Iaxuo b IS, IIS I 212 122 lie I IS 132 lI Is $ o 1 " IAS I

CPTIONAL FEATUJRES

Cron Orilled Heads: I
MIl-1 Male Thrui
H2 -2 Hales Thru
H3 - 3 Holes Thru

BASIC PART NUMfBER

Sell-Lockbing:
E - Loc Weli to mil-..18240
X - NVlok to Mol-F.18240
L - LOC-Wdl 1ComnietClal)
N - Nyoick (Commnerciall

TF- Ttu.Flex

x0097 - socket head can sw-aIllov steel
20098 - bacet head cmo screwcorros-on r %fesin fleel
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the dfronassure system

CHROMASSURE... COLOR ASSURANCE O-RINGS
-Error resulting from a mixup in basic polymer is potentially
the greatest quality problem a seal user can experience.
Basic polymer differences can result in a seal swelling to
loc:t up a unit. shrinking away-providing a leak path or
complete degradanon resulting Irom fluid and/or tempera-
ture incompatability. With tocay's proauct liability claims on
the rise, a seal user can't afford to wake unnecessary
chanps.
Parker Sea' CHROMASSURE materials offer you high-
pernormance color seals comparable to or exceeding their
black rubber counterparts. Parker CHROMASSURE 0- rings
are available in the most commonly required elastomers and
compounds meeting the most popular specifications.

THE CHROMASSURE SYSTEM
The CHROMASSURE plan is simple. A single color repre-
sents each of the different major polymer families. CHRO-
MASSURE color identification is integral, throughout the
entire seaL not just a superficial coating that will- wear away.
CH-IROMASSURE color remains for the life of the seal.

CHROMASSURE seals offer you supericr performance in the
most demanding serice and in addition have four specific
benefits not available with tradilional 'Basic Black" poiy-
mers. These important benefits help you:
* ELiMINATc ASSEMBLY ERRORS OF

INCORRECT EMASTOUERL
CHROMASSURE will vividly identify the proper elastomer
on your assembly fine and virtually assure that correct seal
material is used.

* UPGRADE PRODUCT QUALITY AND REIJABILITY
Installation of the proper elastomer means improved re-
liability of your product: consequently fewer quality head-
aches.

* MINIMIZE WARRANTY AND UABILUTY PROBLEMS
CHROMASSURE offers an aoded margin of safety oy
strengthening internal quality controls. If non-black seals
are installed in your product customer repair with un-
authorized replacement seals will be more evident ... giv-
ing you added warranty protection.

*PROTcCT AND INSURE YOUR AFTERMARK-ET
Where "non-black' seals are utilized, the end user is more
likely to come back to you for his "special" colored re-
placement seal needs.

For additional information, contact your Parker Seal Dist.ib-
utor. Territory Manager or Parker Seal direct at (606)
269-235'.

THE CHROMASSURS SYSE
TYPICAL
PARKER

POLYMER COLOp COMPOUND

Itowmee Ptepylene
Auaiecamon
Ftuorsssiicse
"toafent
1Mitmie
Slflcone

Siual

Blea

Rust

Ef3340
Y*584-75 I Vfl4."
Lfl20-711
)044145

M7L-70
S604470

SPECIFICATION

2AA 115 A13 Fr. L14
HIIANW432 C'... C"'
UiI-A-25989 CLI. G01.70
AUS 3211
3CN720A25814E16E36
AUS 2304

-

L1120-70 N674-70

Fluorocarbon Silicone

V884-75J1V94-0 S604-70

Ethylene
Neoprene Propyiene

C944-70 E893-80
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b asic e.lastomers .. :

Following is a review of the various elastomers available for
use in seals. Typical trade names are listed. However, it is
not intended as a complete list of elastomer manufacturers.
If any of the rubber terms used in the descriptions are con-
fusing. turn to the "Glossary of Seal and Rubber Terms"
at the end of Section Al for explanation. Service recom-
mendations mentioned in this section are necessarily ab-
breviated. For more comprehensive information on thiz
important subject see the fluid compatibility table. (Table
85.)

BUTADIENE RUBBER (BR)
Typical Trace Names:
Ameripol CS .. .................. S.F. Goodrich
Budene ............. . Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Diene .......... Firestaoie Synthetic Rubber Latex Co.
Trans 4 or Cis 4 . Philips Chemical Co.
Polybutadiene is an alastomer with properties very similar
to natural rubber. its physical properties are not quite up
to natural rubber. However, in some cases its low tempera-
ture characteristics are better. Butadiene is primarily a tire
polymer.

BUTYL RUBEER- (fun)
Typical Trade Names:
Bucar Butyl .................. Columbian Chemicals Co.
Exxon Butyl .............. xxon Chemical Co. USA
Polysar Butyl .............. Polysar, Ltd.
Butyl rubber is an all petroleum product made by co-poly-
merizing isobutylene and just enough isoprene to obtain
the desired degree of unsaturation necessary for vulcaniza-
tion. Brominated and chlorinated butyl rubber are also
available and are prepared by select replacement of hydro-
gen with bromine or chlorine.
Until the introduction of ethylene propylene rubber, butyl
was the only elastomer which was satisfactory for Skydrol
500 service over a temperature range of -65 to +225*F
(-54 to +107'C).
In addition. butyl has excellent resistance to gas perrnea-
tion which makes it panicularly useful for vacuum applica-
lions, and accounts for its wide use in the manufacture of
inner tubes and the inside layer of tubeless tires.
Butyl is recommended for
Phosphate ester type hydraulic fluids (Skydrol, Fyrquel,

Pydraul).
Ketones (MEK Acetone)
Silicone fluids and greases.
Butyl Is not recommended for
Petroleum oils.
Di-ester base lubricants.

CHLORINATED POLYETHYLENE (CM)
Trade Name:
CPE ...................... D....... Iw Chemical Co.
Chlorinated polyethylene is made from a high density poly-
ethylene. Its saturated backbcne and its chlorine content
give it limited resistance to petroleum oils and good resis-
tance to oxidation. Unlike neoorene, the chlorination of CPE
is random and can be varied. As the chlorine content is
Increased, resistance to petroleum oils improves but low
temperature flexibility becomes poorer. CPE can-be-blended
with other polymers to improve their flame arid impact re-
sistance. In fact, it is seldom used alone, the bulk of the
product being used for blending purposes.

CHLOROSULFONATED POLYETHYLENE (CSM)
Trade Name:
Hypalon .............. , E. 1. duPont de Nemours
The ethylene monomer with some of the hydrogen replaced
by chlorine and sulphur groups is the main constituent of
this elastomer.
It is useful over a temperature range of -e5 to +250*F
(-54 to +121*C) but its mechanical properties, compres-
sion and permanent set characteristics are less than is de-
sired for both dynamic and static sealing applications.
Chlorosulfonatec Polyethylene has good acid resistance.

EPICHLOROHYDRIN RUBBER (CO, ECO)
Typical Trade Names:
Herclor ............... ; . .Hercules Inc.
Hydrin ........................... S. F. Goodrich Co.
Epichlorohydrin is a recent addition to the oil resistant poly-
mer class. Compounds of this type are aliphatic polyethers
with chlorolunctional side chains.Two basic classes. homo-
polymers (CO) and copolymers (ECO) are available. Both
have excellent resistance to hydrocarbon oils. fuels. and
ozone. High temperature resistance is good, but compies-
sion set at 300'F is only fair. This property, plus the corro-
sive nature of epichlorohydrin. are limiting factors in.some
applications.
Copolymers give very good low temperature properties, pro-
viding a temperature range of -65*F to +275'F (-54 C
to +135 C) where corrosion in not likely to be encountered
and where compression set is not a problem. The homo-
polymers are useful thru a temperature range of approxi-
mately -40'F to +27SF (-40'C to +135-C) under the
same conditions.

ETHYLENE ACRYUC
Trade Name:
VAMAC ....... F- 1. duPont de Nemours

Ethylene acrylic compounds are considered "medium per-
formance elastomers." having a useful temperature range
extending from approximately -30 to +350F. Resistance
to weathering, ozone, and air aging is very good, and they
have sufficient resistance to petroleum oils and automatic
transmission fluids to make them look attractive for auto-
motive applications.

E
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EIYLENE PROPYLEN RUBBER (EPM, EPDM)
7ypical Trade Names:
Nordel .... E. I. dutont de Nemours Co.
Royalene .... Uniroyal
Vistakon .... Exxofi Chemical Co. USA
Epsyn .. .. Copolymer Rubber & Chemical Corp.
Epcar .. S. F. Goodrich Co.
Ethylene propylene rubber is an elastomer prepared from
ethylene and propyiene monomers (etnylene prcopylene co-
polymer) and at times with a small amount of a third mcn-
orner (ethylene propylene terpowymers). It was introcuced
to the rubber industry in 1961 and quickly won broad a_-
ceptalca in the sealing world because of its excellent resis-
tance to Skydrol and other phcsphaie ester type hydraulic
fluids.
Ethylene oropylene has a temperature range oa -5 to
.300'F (-54 to ,-149'C) fo. most aoDlications.

EP is recormnended to.
Phosphate ester base trydraulic fluids :Skydrol. vyrouel.

Pydraul).
Steam (to 400-9 (204'C).
Water.
Silicone oils and greases.
Dilute acids.
Dilute alkalies.
Ketones (MEK. acetone).
Alcohols.

Automotive brake fluids.
e is not recommended for:
Petroleum oils.
Di-ester base lubricants.
FLUOROCARBON RUBBER (MiMM)
Typical Trade Narmes:
Ruorel ............... 3M
Kalrez (hign ternp) ...... E.l. duPont de Nemours Company
Ket-F .... ......... 3M (formerly Kellogg)
Viton .......... E....... I. duPont de Nemours Company
Fluorocarton elastomers were first introduced in the mid
19a0's. Since then they have grown to major importance in
the seal industry. Due to its wide spectrum chemical csm-
patibijity and temperature range anc its low compression
set, fluorocarbon rubber is the most s:gnificant single elas-
lomer development in recent history.
Its working temperature range is considered to -oe -15 to
+4001F (-29 to +9204C). but it will take temperatures up to
600F (316-C) for short periods of time, and Du Pont's
Kalrez ic nom.ally ,ecommended up to 500S F (250:C). On
ths low temperature end. Oarkers compound V835-75 will
seal dcmn to -40-F 1-4C ) in a static seal. Tnough the
standard compounds have been known tI seal at -65F
(-541C in some special static applications. the normal low
temperature limit is -15 F (- 269C).
Special formulations having extra chemical resistance are
also available. and new types are being developed
constantly.
Fluorocarbon 0-rings should be considered for seal use in
aircralt. automobile and other mecnanical devices requiring
maximum resistance to elevated temperature and to many
functional fluids.

FKI is recommended tor.
Petroleum oil5.sc :
Di-ester base lubricants (MIL-L-7808. MIL-L-6085).
Silicate ester base lubricants (ML3 8200, MLO 85-

OS-45.)
Silicone fluids and greases.
Haiogenated hydrocarbons (caroon tetrachtorice, trichlor

ethylene).
Selected phosphate ester fluids.
Acids.
FXM is not recommended Tor:

Ketones (MEK. acetone).
Skvdrol fluics.
Amines (UDMH . anhvdrous ammonia.
Low molecular weigh; esters and ethers. , -
Ho-, nvdrofluoric or cnuorosulfonic acics.

..-UORCSILICONE (rSi)
Typica! Traae Name.
Silastic;.c, .L ..... . . .. ,....... 'ow Camrnor: _
Fuorosilicone combines the gcod nigh- and low-;empe:
ture proreiies ol silicone with basic iuei and oil resistant
The primary usec of fluorosilicones are in fuel systems
temperatures up to 350'F (177 C), and in. apalicatic
where the dry-heat resistance of silicone is required. but I
seal mav oe exoosed to pevroieum oils and or nycr;-zarb
iuels. In some tuels and oils. howe'er. the nigh temperati
limit is more Conservalive because temperatures approac
inc 350 F may degrade the fiuid. przcucing acics whi
attack fluorosilicone elastomerc.
On the other end of the temperature scale. fluorosilicon
typically seal at temperatures as low as -t00-F (-73-(
High strength type fluorosilicones are available. Certain
these exhibit much improved resistance to comoression s

ISOPRENE RUBBER-SYNTHETIC (IR)
Typical Trade Names:
Natsyn ... ........ G..... coayear Tire & Rubber

Poivisoprene has tne distinction oa creing a synthetic ela
tomer wnich has Ine same chemical composition as natur
rubber. For a ouide to its chemical and pnysical propertit
refer to Natural Rubber below.

NATURAL RUBBER -NATURAL POLYISOPRENE (NR
Crude natural rubber is found in the juices of many plan
including the shrut guavule. Pussian dandelion: goldenrc
and dozens ot other shrubs, vines anc :rees. The princ:s
source is the tree Hevea Brasiliensis which is native
Brazil. Petroleum oils are the greatest enemy of natural QL

ber compounc:. The synthetics have all but completely'
placed natural rubber for seal use.
NR is recommended for:
Automotive brake fluid.
NR is not recommended for:
Petroleum products.

\ 1
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.?EOPRENERUBBER(CHLOROPRENE,CR)
Trade Name: - .,
Neoprene (formerly E I. duPont de Nemours Company)
Butaclor .... Distugil
Denka ................... Denka Chem .Co.
Neoprenes are homopolymers of chloroprene (chlorobuma-
diene) and were among the earliest of the synthetic rub-
bers available to the seal manufacturers.
Neoprene can be compounded for service at temperatures
of -65 to +300'F (-54 to . 149-C). Most elastomers are
either resistant to deterioration trormexposure to petroleum
lubricants or oxygen. Neoprene is unusual in having limited
resistance lo both. This, combined with broad temperature
range and moderate cost accounts for Its desirability in
many seal applications.
Chloroprene Is recommended for:
Refrigerants (Freons, ammonia)
High aniline point petroleum oils.
Mild acid resistance. -
Silicate ester lubricants.
Chloroprene is not recommended for:
Phosphate ester fluids.
KCetones (MEK, acetone)..

NITRILS OR BUNA N (NBR)
Typical Trade Names:
Chemigum ............... Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Paracril .................................. Uniroyal

yc.ar . .................. Gooonrin Chemical Co.
Kryr.ac ... . . . . . . .Polysar, Ltd.
Ny Syn .............. Copolymer Rubber & Chem. Corp.
Nitrite. chemically, is a cocolymer of butadiene and acry-
lonitrile. Acrylonitrile content is varied in commercial prod-
ucts from 1e% to 4E%. As the nitrite content Increases.
resistance to petroleum case oils and hydrocarbon fuels
increases, butl lo-A temperature flexibility decreases.
Due tc its excellent resistance to petroleum products. and
its aoility to oe comDounned for service over a tempera-
ture range of -E5 tc - 275,F(-54 to -L135-C), nitrile is
the mos. widely usec elastomer in the seal industry today.
Most military rubber specifications for fuel and oil resist-
ant MS and AN 0-rings recuire nitrile base compounds. It
should be mentioned. however, that to obtain good resist:
ance to low teinpera:urf with nitrile compounding, it is al-
mos: ashays necessary l: sacrifice some high temperature
fuel and oil resistance.
Nitrile compounds are superior to most elastomers with
regard to compression set or cold flow, tear and abrasion
resistance. Inherently, they do not possess good resistance
to ozone, sunlight or weather but this can be substantially
improved through compounding. However, since ozone and
weather resistance are not always built in. seals from nitrite
Oases Should not be stored near electric motors or other
equipment which may generate ozone, or in direct sunlight.
Nitrile Is recommended for:
General purpose sealing.
Petroleum oiis and fluids.

Cold Water.

Silicone greases and oils.
Di-ester base lubricants (MIL-L-7808).
Ethylene glyzol base fluids (Hydrolubes).

*Nitrile is not recommended for:
Halogenated hydrocarmons (carbon tetrachloride. trichlor-

ethylene).
Nitro hydrocarbons (nitrobenzene. aniline).
Phosphate ester hydraulic fluids (Skydrol, Fyrquel, Pydraul).

Ketones (MEK. acetone).
Strong acids.
Ozone.
Automotive brake fluid. . -

POLYPHOSPHAZENE FLUOROELASTOMER (FZ)

Trade Name:
EYPEL- . .... Ethyl Corp.
EYPEL-F elastomer should effectively solve many difficult
sealing problems due to its combination of physical prop-
erties, fluid resistance and temperature range.
The base polymer was developed for the U.S. Army by
Firestone Tire and Rubber Company, and it has much the
same temperature range (-85 to +3251350F) and fluid
resistance (especially petroleum products) as fluorosili-
cone elastemers but physical properties are definitely
better - enough so that polyphosphazene compounds
-have performed adequately in dynamic and extrusion tests.
Major disadvantage is its resistance to water which is enly
fair to poor.

POLYACRYLLAE RUBBER (ACM)
Typical Trade Names:
Cyanacryl .. .............. American Cyanamid Co.
Hycar .. .............. S. F. Goodrich Chemical Co.

This material has outstanding resistance to petroleum fuel
and oil. In addition. it possesses complete resistance to
oxidation, ozone, and sunlight, combined with, an ability
to resist flex cracking. Compounds trom this base polymer
have been developed which are adaptable for continuous
service in hot oil over the temperature range Onto +350F
(-18-to + 177C). Resistance to hot air is slightly superior
to nitrite polymers. but strength, compression set and water
resistance are inferior to many of the other polymers.
There are several polyacrylate types available commer-
cially, but all are polymerization products of acrylic acid
esters. -

Greatest usage of polyacrylate is by the automotive indus-
try in automatic transmissions and power steering gears
using Type A fluid.

.0
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POLYSULFIDE RUBB ER OT)
Typical Trade Names:

Polvsulfide Rubber ............. .hiokol Chemical Coro.

Polvsulfide Ruooer was one o' ne e~rliest cormrrercia. syn-
thetic polymers and is prezerec irorr dicnlonres an- se-
diurr. poivsultide. 1. ras a rdmar:aoie combinaiton of s-l-
vent resistance. lcw lemoeratur* flexibility, ilex-zracl: re-
sistance. and oxyper an^ ozone resistzn_-. Hiowever. nea.
resistance, mechanicai sire.-.:tn ant ^ompressior se- ar-
n^: outstandinc. Other sea: =mrnounris are more versa:.ie
from the DerTormance stanocoint. nenE- nolftutfioe -urn:er
is recommenoat- by'ParKer onlh ior soe.ifi^ ao&-itations
whic?0 cannot oe salisfied zy anm othe etamo:me. emncera-
.ture rangs e -! - .- S :-' ' a aIs O
Doivsulfide are rezommen-e_ i- se-vize inv_:vinc zzxa:
witt. solutions a' o.troieur soKrn:_. KeloneE -n: stne. .

P3LYUREr'.ANE F'JS3E. (Ac. EJ)
Trade Names:

T exin ...... ............ ca.. c mi
Adiprene ... j.-n! N: _rr. _orrfoany

Cyanaprene ... .... A-::..- v...
Pelletnan ..... ..................... ... UVoonr. ,0.
Roylar .. .......... .. .. . .... .. .... miroyal
Polyurethane: exhibit outs-;zndinG mcchnn:::r : an:c^-.
cal propemies ir comro:isur with athe- ela:nrmert e ,-
a temoerature ranoe o'- to 20:' 1 res!e;ancae t petrz -
ieurr oils. hvarocarbor fuelt. oxy:. :n.zzn- sn:. weatner-
inr- is gozo^. Hiowever, polyurethanev qvickei :Jeleriorate
wnen expose: io acids Ketones an^. cnlorinz.*.: nvorocar-
bons. _ertaim types of zolvurethane are aisc iensiive ;.
waie; anc numidity.
The inheren. loupines:- anc _^ra .or resistance o* coiyure-
tnane seals is oanicuiamn oesirania In nvoraulic s'etern:
wnere hion oressures. snoci oQoa. wioe meta, toierances.
or abrasive contamination is amicioate:.

SBR RUBBER (5U1A S OR - o-..S 'yDIca 7raof 4"'rie:
ToG numerouzs to lis,.
S3B ruaber :F nrooaovi oes- i-row unoe it: oic oes:=na-
tion Buna S o- GRPS (Govern,-en;: Rubf:e.- :vrenz. wtii..
refert. to the rubber oriaintl, inrzoe :n:z: wonz VWa-7 11
in Unitle States Govermmer^-.-avne. - Zs -
for naturai ruorer.
riowever, wner the manua:.:.r. . this elastmme- a.'2
turned overtC oD;vate inousm ::; Oes:Onauor v : :rianae;
tc. indizate' :nemnemica .-on:asit'o-.: st-rene a- buta:,-
ense i o"e Tires azcoun: for .2s; al its usage.
Togetner S3F. rnd natura: rube- 'Zcouni - annro%:-

rratelv 90% of tota wor;; ruobe: :ansurmoai:n. -ern lWttms
of these two materials is use: ir sea!:.
SBR it recommenced tor:
Automotive braKe fluic.
Alcohols (low molecuiar weion:.
Water.

- SBR is not recontunended for:

Ozone.
Petroleum Oils.
Suniiaht.

SLI:ONE RUSrE =S.:
*vaztal --ade h-mes:

R%; :_:z^ ......... ..... ... ..... one
Si;ast:C . ............... ..
N r: Tace name ......... G. ..... .. Genera.
N: :-aose. name ....... i. ... ;
T cls iiiones ar. a2 o:.u: : e;_-tzec mate;a!
Trrcr silicone. ox-aen. nv:--s.- azn rsrbo-. As
tne siliccnes havf noox ensii :*-en:th. .ear esista

'--asorj we:!3iance Soe_;z. _z-iocunocs ha e oee
vni=- r~a'e xceo::-: *iea ae-nc : zres:;orn se
an:s H-r.c suenctr. ':: moo n=r navE atso Ze

ut u;nei strenom. cc-: not _-nzar; zt-rvenioa
i-:arDosse~se:: -.- n es iz- .*mnera

.*flt4:Z -iexioii;:.- D. :.- .7F1 --i. C ha: oe
_n-:rate: a.: :-arKe ,as -n:oznrnoe: z:iicone rr

wrnich will resis te- :eratures to T0O RZ C-) I.
neriocs. The rnaxim.t--r. temperature a. Whiz2 sihzc
-e_ rnmvnde: 'or :-.n::nuous sert r' .: v air
t23Z C.. Si~mo' s retentio:n cJ ^rzo:e-ie at the
:ernleralures is suoeri:- tc :ntner ela. materialL.
Silicons compounz: are r:.' :orrn:... :.* om,
ovnam,: sealinc 2policat;u"- L-IveIv lov
a n: anir. znefficient c' frictior..
Mtany silicone =omoouncr have a raonr .tnan norm
snrinkage tha. results ir tinishec oan.tr- einc _zn;
wher. produced in smancarc moicz Consult z:hpte
morre iniormatior. about tnr effe:.- o muic snrin
sea. cormouncA.

Silicone: are recomrnended tor:
*-- hea:.
-:cr--anii!ner -C ..:n:

*Ch'ennaie: *d-pnenv!t
Siicones are not recornmendec. to-
MOZ: x. -lzeurn ! _e:
Keto-e. (ivi-K. acetone.

Vate. ano slearr.

t...

TrD flVfI Z"fA4 Il. .. - -_ - -
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physical and chemical characteristics 7

In acdition to the eiastomer descriptions, it is necessary
to oresent more aerails about the important physical and
chemicai orooerties of corrmounds. These are needecd to
provise a clearer picture of how tney fit together and enter
into selection o0 a seal compound.

f!ESIST-ANCS ' FLUID As used tnroughou; this manual,
me tern' "fluid" oenotes the suostance retained by the seal.
I; may be a hlauid, a gas. or a mixture of both. We intend that
i: snali even inctu^ :owoers s'r solis as well, if such should
ente-tie seal oicTure. 'Tne term "medium" - plural "media"
-Is _ttef use: wiar. :.: same meaning.)
The _ner.rca; e^-: ot the fluid on the seal is co pnrme im-
oanaict.. Tne fi.:c ;nus: nc: aner tne operational characte. -
-Jr, : or reduc_ :ne life exce cancy o' the seal significantly.
That is, axce=.lvt deterioration of the seal mus. oD avoiaed.
11 is easy, noweve-. to be misie- on this poin. A s,gnificant
amount of volumt shrinkage -usually results ,rn premature
ieaoragi of any C.-nng sea!. wnether static or oynamic On
:..e orier nCnd. coanmptunc tha: swells excecsivei% in a
IjuiC. or dcve;c._ a a 1rge ;' :reas_ or aecrease in nardnes:.
iensile sur; .-itr.. o: ii-oncs..-n. will citer. continue to serve
wel' 1o! ; ::rnc tiiie r. s _:21C seai in spite of such un-

a--rtle e::n:
KARDRESS Thrc.m1houl In- sea! industry, the Type A ou-
.r)inie-. nenuit_;.urec ov :n. Shohrf ! ztrument rCrrpnv.

- siandarO instrument uses tIc measure ihe haranes: oi
r-.: ru:zter -om:'-un-:. gThe Tvoe ' duromere: is recorn-
- .- S: 'whii-F voe t' l? ac::: ver 90.)
n-- ..ur>t. enae z aliqiratet cZ.-n wnich forcet ar. ti-

sen:::r coim; I.ao tne tas; soec:.^en agsais: the resms-ane of
tn. ruaue, .n-ct is ar :ndiczainc scaic on whicn the naro-
ne_: .: r.e-: fire-:;. i. is calibrztec -: read 100 if there is

;i-:a:rc;;.' a 2Iz: ;:ass or steel sur-ace. (For
_rai^mes;na are :.;z tnin or provide toc small an area ior

a:.:r_,- _-- reacancs. the Vallace Micro Hardness

n...-e a mr:-:2!z .-tzz :i.th iower haroness rea-incs,
4;.:sv mor- ..asiiv IrtI.: mircfine prooves of Ihe mating

oa- .n:s u: oaoo~;tn' :m.3..n: ir. low pressure sea2s
n'.ause Itn. e- -to. a::;vate: ov fluid pressure. *on-

r-.sei. tnt nare mamenaia ofter nreater resistance to
iiov.. netemrn, . aciS I; :n- O-nng sea; diagram, figure Al-5.

can be set-. :.-: a noer rnnc wil; nave greater resistance
:;- extrusion tntc --.. nwr ow par ,evonnd the groove.
7herr are a:Doi;l.timn it- IAiizc; ine compressive loac avail-

a2DI izt- asspmh* '.: wrniead. In inest- situations. figures
A4-11 inrour. A---. :mr nelp;u:. nroviding compressior

ia: e x3u:remen!: to; _:'-nncs of soveral degreec of hard-
nesc o- eacn of ine live standard crosP sectionS.

In dynamic applications, the hardness of the O-ring is
coubly imporant because it also affects friction. Although a
harder cortiiound will. in genera!. h a lower coefficien:
of friction than a softer material. -The actual rinning and
breaKout friction values are hiaher because the -load re-
quirec tc soueeze the naroer materiai inmo a given O-nnc
cavitv is so mucn grea.er.
For mast application*. compcunds having a Type A du-
rometer hardness o' 7C to 80 is the mcs; suitable comoro-

-mise. This is Daricularly true of dynamic awolications where
go curomete ^:counds or harder often allow a few drops
o: 4tuic le ;::s w:u a.-. cycle, anc so-. stocks tend to
eorade..wear. anc e)tZC'Ia.
Normna'ly durometer narcness is reierred to in increments
of five or ten. as 60 durometer. 75 ourometer. etc.-not as
62 durometer, 66 durometer or 73 ourometer. This practice
is tased on (1). the tact that duromerer is generally callec
out in specifications with a tolerance of =5 (i.e.. 65-t.
70=_. 90=5).().the inherenm variance from bamr tc batcn
o. a given rubbe- comoound due to sliont differences in raw
maxenals and orcoessing tecnhmaues and (3), the vanance.
encounterec in *eacrmo durometers. -On a 70 durometer
stock. for example. one oerson nnigh. read 69 and another
71. Th:s smal' difference is tc be expected aznc is con-

sidere: to be within e-verimental error.
TOUGKHN'ES Is not E measurec propenrt o- parameter out
a aeneial term. frecuentiv used to summanze tne comrina-
tion z` resistance .: _nvsaic forces ratne ;nan cnemica'
z::ion. !: is used az ;c relative term in pr.^:-e. The ne:r s;:
terms are mamar ino,;ations of. and conmoute to tne "IOU r-
ness' picture of a compounc.
-E='NSIL- S.=NS H Measure- .r. 2si (pounas oer square
n:n' reztuirs.C to ruoture - soecime- of a rubzer matenai.
tens: t strerath is a tair prouctiorn :zntroi meaSurement
use- to insvre uniiorrmati o1 -orncund. and als; usefu 2i
ar -inz.::ticr' od aiC:maroon a: :ne _a.. :unc atter it n2s
been in conrae: witri a ujid for 1t. a; o-ioc: If _ucn con:ac_

resLits mn a small recuciion in ernsii' strenctr.. life rn:y De

rewaivety long. if a large reou-tion of tensile ctrengl'. -ccur-.
life mav be re:attveiv shor: _::eplion- tc ;nis rule co cr.:u..
T7nsiie strenrcth IJ not a oraocr mndicaticn of resistance to
extrr.s:or. nc: is i; orcinarily used in desipr. calculatiron.
However, ir_ dynamric acolications z minimumn O 10 os; if.
normallv necessvirv tc as-::re gooc sirenptf characten:sct
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Chapter 2

1 of the preceding portions of this handbook have aealt
selecting the est. rubber comoound tor a given aool;-
... Here will be Iourid background information to nel;

nCerstandinc tcer tne factors involved in tne procesz
provide some guioance wher recommendec imits

:1 be exceeoeC. orwnen unlisted fluids are encountered.
acound secnzion may be 'zassiiied in two catecorie~ -
nioneerin% ty6 and the not-pioneering type. If n; plo-
nng were ever encounterec it would be possible to skip
ie other sections of this handbook and select Ine brocer
ipournc lor an anoiication Irorr the ta2les. Since non-
ieeranc aofilcaions will incluce tme greater pan ot all
ign worik normally encountered. this category wil! be
-ussed first.
N-PlON=ERl4NG DESIGN Th' term 'non-oioneenrc
:ion" reiera ;; reapclicator c_ oroven design. Three
h cases c__.s to minc immeciateiv:
'hen usinc tme same fluid. -;and design practices. and
-rating conontions. the sarie comczunds as utilized in
. design mav be mrnstec tc pive successful results.
Vhen militar' service c- cne- customrer recuires tne ueS
some specific corr.Dounc Dv citinc a tormuialior. c:min-
:nd desicnauon. c- specification. Ine designer mus. .-*

s tne com: cound Iha: meets suc!! criteria and no Option
5ts as to comoounr znoize. B3 usF O; wucn specifications.
vroblem oecme: non-pioneernr-" in that know. s,;-

szu- zoiu nons are reliec on. FDA. SUCH DESIGN :O3N-
*1ON--. e:. a3. anG B- LIS THE MOST "-=E_
=CIFItCk:OJ1S ANE INDICATE AP0LlZA43LE rAAlK7
'MPOUN_-.
'nere is r tnire case o. "nor-rncneering desion" in whicrn
designer car. use oas, su:-eZse-. of cner: 2. e oasis
a design Foreign to his own enoenencL. Cn.aitsrz AE

: AE provide qand desion cata oaset or. "average' OD-
.tinc conditionn. eszablisneC DY wictr-spreac ilelc cor-
; cevelocet Irom vea7-s of exoerienuE witn lw-nnr-: tr
:i:a.r asn.irn. manv smtck zomocurnic nave zrvver tZ

saoisac^or ir. cenain fluncs r'ner. usec it q;anc: -
mal aesir! =rovicec ooerauint conditions aPI w;.nir
.iified limns, gianC design zresen:s notning rev, an:
problem! snouic 2nse. `T-i-- -_l ZOMPUsi .... Y-!

.3LE-. TA-E_- a_, PROVIC-2 SPEC-!: Sz-C ,:1:-
fUJND --- OMMENDATIOl ;0- ar;1VI_£ W\iT- A '-A-
r. :OF .-.JlzS -acr lorecomn- category is zasec .n

4essfuh ractiE uncer sirn.la service condition: 7nis
mne hear. oa tne nor-oloneenn; =proac.r
ZMEERSNi DEMNh Thit impiiez tmat there is is ne-
n; new anc therei:re unKnowr -- a: leas. -- :-ved
out tne aestcn.. There are at.least iw reco>n;-aoge e~el=
this area wn;_n we elecl to cal! rmincr pioneenrng" and
.ajor pioneerinC."
-nor Pioneering aopiies wnen only a slign: depenture
.m previous aractice is involves. If new operating conti-
ns apolv or some change in planc oesign is mtaoe Du:
ither is radically different from; the cast desion condition:,
* previous aesign aata wili cenainly apoli as a stamrn
iinl. If a fluic if new ic th use$.. out is listed in the fluic

compatibitity table. Influence of the fluid retains "minor pio-
neering" stamus. (it the new fluid is foreign to the user's
exoeriecce anc not fistec in the tzable.he oroblem nas suc:-
cenly becrme "majot pioneerinc.`'1 Each oesioner maKes
his own cnoice of now to test a new oesign and his decisior.
snould be based or. how ,ar the acolication deviales from

*knnwn successful usace.
Maior Pioneering applies when tnere is radica! decanure
from previous practice. The most likely example is the use
of E new fluid, foreign. to anyone's cast experience. If the ¢
fluid c cnemical nature car. be, elated to anotner fluid o' 6
known en'e:t on a comoounc. mis may reduce the probie. I
to "minor pioneering."
For examole. if the fluid is a silicate ester, it can cc sur- E
misec ;hat its effect on tne sea! will oe similar to MLO-8ZOC. 0
MLC'-- 5. or CS 45 type Ill and [V. since these also have *
a siiic-te ester Dase. Ir. tMe case of petroleum base fluics. V
comoarison ot the aniline poin: of the fluic with thal of
stancare tes. fluids gives a fair estimate of the fluid's effect
on a sea;.
t is tntunrte tnai maicr engineering problems constitute
only a very small percentage o' the total work, for ihey do i
no: normally offer a dire-. and Immediate answer However.
Cy uring table 21 or e5 it should de relatively simple to
select one or two comoounas for tnal. Tne most likely corn-
pounc should tnen De pu: on simuiated service test. It per-
fornance is satisfaztory. tre answer is at hand -if not, a
ms3re accurate analys"s an' a oetter compound selection
mav oD ma-e based on tes: results.
Inr S;mn=-n selecting an zaolicable compound is a matter
ao fitcingc a "reasonaoie" starting point and proving the
aoeaJaciv of suc. a se-action by functional testing.

Rf.>:: O E= r: ODS FOR. PREDICTING TFE
CODMPTA SL. it' OF ELASTOMERS W r -.
U3INEF.AL &LSE- OILS
Ir. vie-.* of the ever incresing num~er of coerating oils and
sealing r.nteria!s. i: is zssirazie that a means be establisned
to enact- intereaed panies to employ suitaioe comoinations p
o' oi: an: ru-ce without the need for carrying out lengthy_
imme :rr. tests n eacr- ccrmoinstion.
; wei !=tv-r rsaid metncd ia mal rian selection is based
a:: :mf ziiiinn- ooin- of the cii. wnich is Ine lowest tempera- .
tu- r; .-nic a given amount oi tresh aniline mixes with an
Ec3! * s :Mrn. of the paniia. oil. Oils with the same aniline
.oart ... t:_.1lv eave 3imia' eSfe_: on ruaber. The lower the

vniiins orin:. tnf more S-e'rf is tvne swelling acion. rhe
ASTM. reterence oils cove- a range of aniline coints 'ound in
lubnn.:.: ofil. Oii No. I ras a high aniline point (2S2FI=/
:2''-! sr.: causes siignt swelling or shnnkage, Oil No. 2 X
a: *me: r. aniline point (2OO-FjIgVC) and causes ime! -,

mr.eate swelling. wnile Oil NC. ^ has a low aniline Doint .
a.57'F/7,'T'V and causes hich ar extreme swellinc o. seal 4

c cmoounos. Any oater commercial oil with the same or
simitar afliline ooin; can be expected to have a simila; effect
on £ particular sealing material as the corresponding ASTM :

oi:. ' owever. it has been found that the aniline point method
in ro aiwave reliaole. Some commercial oils of the same

K>~



aniline point can differ significantly in their swelling power
because they contain different sorts and amounts of
additives.
A new, rapid, and more accurate method for predicting the
compatibility of commercial rubbers in mineral based oils
involves the use of a representative reference compound
called standard NBR 1. The action of mineral oils can be
evaluated against this standard rubber in terms of the elasto-
mer compatibility index or ECI. Previous work has shown
that there is an approximate linear relationship between the
equilibrium percentage volume changes of NBR 1 in a range
of mineral oils and those of any commercial nitrile in the
same oils. In other words if equilibrium percentage changes
in volume of different commercial nitrite rubbers in different
mineral oils are plotted against those of standard elastomer
NMR 1, a straight line can be obtained for each nitrite com-
pound. This enables interested parties to predict the volume
change of a particular rubber material in any mineral oil if
the compatibility index of this oil (i.e. the percentage volume
change of NBR 1) is known.
The straight lire graph for a particular compound is called
the-swelling behavior, or SB of the compound. Figure A3-4
gives an example of such a graph.
Further details on elastomer compatibility index and swelling
behavior can be provided on request.

FIGURE Al-4
SWELLING BEHAVIOR (SS) FOR COMPOUNO '.'X-
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awpter 2
come in contact. This means all fluids. including the oil to be
sealed. outside air, any lubricant, or an occasional clean- -..
ing or purging agent to be used in the system. For example.
in pipe lines, it is common practice to pump a variety of
fluids in sequence through a line with a pig (floating piug)
separating each charge. In a crankcase, raw gasoline,
diesel fuel, gaseous products of combustion acids formed
in service, and water from condensation, can be expected
to contaminate the engine oil. In both these cases. the seal
compound must be resistant to all fluids involved including
any lubricant to be used on the seal. Therefore. whenever
possible. it is a acoc practice to use the fluid being sealed
as the lubricant, eliminating one variable.
Thus far only the effects of fluids on seal compounds have
been discussed. Consideration must also be given to the
effect of the compound on system fluids. For example.
(1) There are some ingredients used in compounds which
cause chemical deterioration of Freon refrigerants. When
choosing a compound for use with Freon, it should not con-
tain any of the ingredients which cause this breakdown.
(2) Compounds containing large amounts of free sulfur for
vulcanization should not be used in contact with certain
metals or fluids, because the sulfur will promote corrosion
of the metal or cause chemical change of the fluid.,(3) Com-
pounds for food and breathing applications should contain
only non-toxic ingredients. (4) Seals used in meters or
other devices which must be read through glass. a liquid. or
plastic, must not discolor these materials and hinder vision.
Sound judgment, then. dictates that ali fluids involved in an
application be considered. Once this is done. it is a simple
matter to check the tables to find a compound suitable for
use with all the media.
TEMPERATURE Temperature ranges are often uver speci-
fied. For example. a torch or burner might reach tempera-
tures of 750'to 1.000F. However, the tanks of gas being
sealed may be located a good distance from this heat source
and the actual ambient temperature at the seal might be
as low as250to 300F 1121 to 149-C). Or, a specitication
for aircraft landing gear beanng seals might call out -65
to .A400'F (-SoL'to 205'C). Yet the bearing grease to be
sealed becomes so viscous at -65F (-54'C) it cannct
possibly leak out. At the high end, there is a time-tempera-
ture relationship in the landing roll-out which allows rapid
heat dissipation through the magnesium wheel housing on
which the seals are mounted. This, combined with low
thermal conductivity of the seal, limits heat input to the seal
so that temperature may never exceed 160'F (71'C). As a
result. a more realistic temperature range would be-30 to
+ 180F (-341to -- 82-C). This can be handled by a good.
industrial type nitrlie compound as N674-70. Parker has ap-
plied a realistic temperature range with a margin of safety
when setting the general operating temperature range for
seal comoounds. The maximum temperature recomenda-
tion for a compound is based cn long term functional ser-
vice. If it is subjected to this temperature continuously. it
should perform reliably for 1000 hours. Time at less than
maximum temperature will extend tife. Similarly, higher '>

temperature wilt reduce it.

_ 1

ELASTCUER co.PATai11uTY INOEX sE_:) FOR MINERAL OILS -
lASEDS ON STANOARG ELASTOMEA Nal NO. I -

ERCErNT VOLUME CHANGE
Example: To find the volume change of Compound "X in a
mineral oil having an ECI of +10 for volume, follow the 10%
vertical ECI line until it intersects the slanted line. Follow the
horizontal line from that point to the vertical axis. Compound
"X' will have a volume swell of approximately 29% in that oil.
OPER3ATING CONDITIONS The practical selection of a
specific Parker compound number depends on adequate
definition of the operating conditions for the seal. In ap-
proximate order of application. these are:
FLUID The first thing to be considered when selecting a
compound is its resistance to the fluids with which it -will

AI34U
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"'l FIGURE A3-5 -TEMPERAURE CAPAGIUMES OF PRINCIPAL 2.ASTOMERS IPFLOY IN SEALS
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TABL' A3-11 TYPES OF ELASTOMOtS USED IN AIRPLANE AND AUTOMOBILE APPIUCATIONS

UMogldin SMOOS
EPou. SaN. orSBAiNARJRAA RUBBER Olmijo
Ozone Sao Weather Resistant.

W~ninslueld Mm$eu
N4ATURAL RUBBER
Abrasion. Walte. Weater Raes=uam

?mansnussaon Fluid
-.10 to +Soa*F
(-401 to +IiuQcQ
NIThILE or POLVACRYLATE
Petroleums Oil Resistant I nstument Fluid. Silicont Fluids

-S to +275-F
(-$4loJ -i49-C

1UTYL er FLUOROSILICONE

Thermal De-cing (Mm Air)
-45, to +500F
(-S4 to +.SoC,

SILICONE

anogne .
--401 o +=EOF

j -- WI to +lSO.CI
NITRILE or POLYACaYL.A1E

I
Gasoline

I-d0, So +42CQ
NITAIL9
Fuel RMSiSIMt

inner Tubes - irau Fluid
MMlt1 -a, to +2oF i -AO to +121 C1
PaWme0fliiY Resiuisni ETYLENE PROPYLENE or SaR

Fuel UJPS). ACCeSS DoOts Lubticsng System
-t6^ to +o0lf Lubniasng Oils (Oiez ilmts s)e.

1-54- o +? *C) -45- to +27S1F
NITRILE E t i-54-to + 1SCI

F-LOROELASTOUERS
Landing Geat Smite Systems fPhoswhte Esterui
- 65tto +3W*F :
1-54-to O14PYN
ETHiYLENE PROPYi'ENE -

rim$
NATURAL RUBSER/58R at SSR/13A Blends
Abraston Resistant.
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The high temperature Emits assigned to compounds in this
handbook are conservative estimates of the maximum tem-
perature for 1000 hours of continuous service In the media
the compounds are most often called on to seal. Since the
top limit for any compound varies with the medium, the high
temperature limit for many compounds is shown as a range
rather than a single figure. This range may be reduced or
extended in unusual fluids.
Since some fluids decompose at a temperature lower than
the maximum temperature limit of the elastomer, the tem-
perature limits of both the seal and the fluid must be con-
sidered in determining limits for a system.

Low temperature service ratings in the past have been
based on values obtained by ASTM test methods 0736 and
0746. The present ASTM 02000/SAE 200 specification still
calls for the ASTM 0748 low temperature test (ASTM D736
is obsolete). For 0-rings and other compression seals, how-
ever, the TR-10 value per ASTM D1414 provides a better
means of approximating the low temperature capability of
an elastomer compression seal, the low temperature seat-
ing limit being generally about 1 5F below the TR-10 value.
This is the formula that has been used. with a few excep-
tions, to establish the recommended low temperature limits
for Parker Seal Group compounds in tables A3-13. B5,
and B10.
This is the lowest temperature normally recommended for

statclseels-In dynamic use, or static applications with puls-
ing pressure, sealing may not be accomplished below the
Ti10 temperature, or 151F higher than the low limit recom-
mendation in the Handbook.
These recommendations are based on Parker tests. Some
manufacturers use-a less conservative method to arrive at
low temperature recommendations. but similar compounds
with the same TR10 temperature would be expected to have
the same actual low temperature limit regardless of catalog
recommendations.
A few degrees may sometimes be gained by increasing the
squeeze on the 0-ring section;; while insufficient squeeze
may cause 0-ring leakage before the recommended low
temperature limit is reached.
The low temperature limit on an 0-ring seal may be com-
promised if the seal is previously exposed to extra high
temperature or a fluid that causes it to take a se!, or io a fluid
that causes the seal compound to shrink. Conversely, the
limit may be lowered significantly if the fluid swells the
compound..
With decreasing temperature, elastoners shrink approxi.
mately ten times as much as surrounding metal parts. In z
rod type assembly, whether static or dynamic. this effec
causes the sealing element to hug the rod more firmly a!
the temperature goes down. Therefore, an O-ring may sea
below the recommendeo low temperature limit when uset

_gs a rod type seal.

i

a

I-

4.

a,
t-

04 o0 1.0 so. to
EXposune TnME-HOURS

FIGURE A34 SEAL UFE AT TEAPERATURE

This chart is intended only as a rough guide. It cannot be used for precise predictions of seal life. Results will-vary with
compound and fluid medium.

A34%
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When excessive side loads are encountered on maximum
tolerance rods or glands, and the pressure is in the low
range, leakage may occr at temperatures 10 or 157F (5 or
8C) above the TR-10 value. It may be necessary, therefore.
to add as much as +40F (+22-C) to the low temperature
shown in the tables for this type of service.
TIME The three obvious "dimensions" in sealing are fluid,
temperature, and pressure. The fourth dimension, equally
important, but easily overlooked, is time.
Heretofore temperature limits, both high and low, have
been published at conventional short term test tempera-
lures. These have little bearing on actual long term service
of the seat in either static or dynamic applications. A com-
parison of the temperature limits of individual compounds
in this handbook with previous literature will reveal that for
comparable materials the upper temperature limit is more
conservatively expressed. The narrower temperature range
does not imply that the compounds discussed are inferior
to others. Rather, that high temperature values based on
continuous seal reliability for 1,000 hours are being recom-
mended. AS illustrated by graph (Fig. A3-6). short term or
intermittent service at higher temperatures can be handled
by these materials.

-For example, an industrial nitrite (bur.a N) compound.
N67470, is recommended to only 250 F. yet it is known to
seal satisfactorily for five minutes at 1000F (538*C) and
at 300F (149C) for 300 hours. Therefore. wnen the acpli-
cation requires a temperature higher than that recom-
mended in the compound and fluid tables. check the
temperature curve to determine if the total accumulated
time at high temperature is within the maximum allowable
limit. The sealing ability of a compound deteriorates with
total accumulated time at temperature. The curves show the
safe, cumulative lime at a given temoerature for specific
elastomers used as static seals. For dynamic seal applica-
lions. temperatures as much as 25'F (1 4C) below those
indicated may be more realistic.
MECHANICAL RECUIREMENTS An important considera-
tion in selecting the proper seal material should be the
nature of its mechanical operation. i.e. reciprocating, oscil-
lating, rotating, or staic. How the seal functions will influ-
ence the limitations on each of the parameters (fluids.
temperature, pressure, and time) previously discussed. :
Static applications require little additional compound con-
sideration. The prime requisite of a static seal compound-
is good compression set resistance.
Dynamic application due to movement. are more involved.

All properties must approach the optimum in a dynamic
seal compound, resilience to assure that the seal will re-
main In contact with the sealing surface, low temoerature
flexibility, to compensate for thermal contraction of the seal,
extrusion resistance to compensate 'or wider gaps which
are encountered in dynamic glands, and abrasion resist-
ance, to hold to a minimum the wearing away or eroding
of the seal due to rubbing.
COMPOUND PREFERENCE If a choice of more than one
compound exists after following all specified steps the de-
ciding factor will probably be cost or availability. Use table
A3-12 as a guide, or contact your Parker representative for
this information.

TABLE A3-12 ORDER OF POLYMER PREFERENCE

Frri OrDERE OF CouPOUts ORDER OF COMPOuND
PREFERENCE PEEEC

I Nitnile (N) 7 SER (G)
2 EP (E) a Polyacrylate (A)
3 Fluorocarbon M g Fluorosilicone (L)
4 Neoprmne (C) 10 *eutyl (e)
5 Silicone (S) 11 Evichldrohydrin (A)
6 Polyuremane (P) 12 Folysufide MT)

SELECTING A COMPOUND Having discussed the major
aspects of seal design that affect compound selection,
here is a summary of the necessary steps to follow, always
keeping in mind that standard c6mpounds should be used
wherever possible for availability and minimum cost.
1. If military fluid or rubber specifications apply. select the

compound from table 81 or E2.
2. For all other applications, locate all fluids that will come

in contact with the seal in the fluid compatibility table.
table 85.

3. Select a compound suitable for service in all fluids, con-
sidering the mechanical (pressure, dynamic,.static) and 4
temperature-time requirements of the application. j

4. If a compound of different durometer from that listed in
the fluid compatibility tables must be used, find a. harder
or softer compound in the same base polymer in table
A3-13'. , I

NOTE: The Parker Seal compound designations have a
definite purpose. In addition to'being catalog numbers, they
denote the base polymer by prefix letter and the durometer
hardness by suffix number. However, there is one excep-
ton, compound 47.071. which was shown on military OPL
lists before Parker Seal initiated their latest numbering sys-
tem. Once approved by the Military. a compound designa-
blon cannot be changed. j

E
0

Iii

I
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TABLE A3-13 COMPOUND SIMILARl7t _.

General purpose C-ring compounds are listed by polymer and type A durometer hardness for ease Of selection. Note that thi lais. J
two digis of Parker 0-ring compound numbers indicate this type A hardness. For example. compound 640-80 iS an 80 durometer
material. The one eaception is compound 47-071. which is a 70 durometer compound. -.

Butadiene, chlorosulfonated polyethylene. isoprene. natural rubber. and a few other elastomers do not generally perform as wel as
the listed polymers in seal applications, and Pauker does n ot otter 0-rings in these matenals. See the fluid compatbblity table for
aternates in the desired fluid medium.

TEMPERATURE RANGE8tI

POLYMER COMPOUND DEGREES FAIR2ENHW DEGREES CE.Z*t S

Potvacrvtae A1107-70 -5 to 350 f-20 to 1771
BuMv B612-70 -75 to 250 1-60 to 1201
Neoprene C356-45 -70 to 2501300 (-60 to 1201S50)

C267-50 -60 to 2501300 (-50 to 120/150)
Cs1840 -60 to 2501300 (-SO to 12011501
C557-70 -45 to 2501300 (.-3 to 1201150)
C873-70 -4S to 250/300 (-43 to 1201150)
C944-70 -45 to 2501300 (-43 (0 12011501
C147-70 -55 to 2_01300 (-48 to 120/1501

Eth8 en. E529-60 -75 t0 2501400 (-60 to 1201205)
Propylene E603-70 -70 to 2501400 (-57 to 120/205)

E692-75 -70 to 250/400 (-57 to 120/205)
E540-80 -70 to 2501400 (-57 to 120/205)
E893-80 -70 to 250/400 (-57 to 1201205)
E1080-80 -70 to 2501400 (-57 lo 120/205)

-__________ E652-90 -60 to 250/400 i-50 to 120/2051
POlyprosphazenel F953-70 -dS to 350 (-65 to 177)

S8R (Buna SI G244-70 -70 to 225 (-57 1o 1071
Fiuorosticone L999-40 -100 to 350 (-73 tc 177)

1449-65 -100 to 3501400 -73 to 1771205)
L1t20-70 -100l 350 (-73to 1771

Nitlnie N545-40 -45 to 2251250 (-43 to 107/120)
N299-50 -SS to 2251250 (-48 to 1071120)
N406-60 -40 to 225/250 _4O to 1071120)
NS25-50 -25 to 250 (-32 to 120)
NS06-65 -70 to 180l225 (-57 to 8/107)
N67$-70 -30 to 250 (-35 to 120)
N497-70 -35 to 212 (-37 to 100)
N163-70 -10 to 250 (-43 to 120)
47-071 (2) -60 to 180/225 (-SI 10 82107)
N103-70 -55 to 225 (-8 to 107)
N602-70 -70 to 180/225 (-57 to 82/107)
N741-75 -20 to 250/300 (-29 to 1201150)
N304-75 -65 to 2251250 . (-55 to 1071120)
N756-75 -oS l0 2501275 (-55 l0 120/135)
N256-85 -151 o 212 (-25 to 100)
N552-90 -30 to 250 (-35 to 120)
N507-090 -65 to 180/250 (-55 to 821120)

PotIuimttiane P642.70 -0 to 18025 (-40 t082/1071

Sifcita S469-40 -75 10 4001450 (-60 to 205/232)
S595-So -70 to 4001450 (-57 lo 205/2321
S613-60 -60 to 450 (-iO to 232)
S604-70 -65 to 450 (-55 to 232)
S455-70 -65 to 4501500 (-55 to 232/260)
S614-80 -60 to 400 1-50 to 205)

Fluorocarbon V747-75 -15 !o 4001500 (-25 to 205/260)
V835-75 -40 10 400 (-40 lo 205)
V884-75 -15 to 400 (-25 to 205j

___________ V709-90 -1510 tt00 (-25 to 205)

'" The lo twenprernxt eis sown hee are 15F below the W.10 valUe:. AatUal lti's in ue will vary with Me Iluid mecu See ti9ure A3W fr effect of tm at
vateo tremverah

7-071 is a 71d1 rner rrtt c

A2-MI
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An elastomer is seldom under the same confinement con-
ditions when laboratory physical property tests are made
as when installed as a seal. The usual compression, lack
of tension, and limited room for expansion as installed, all

'result in a different physical response from that measured
on an Identical but unconfined part.
Example: A silicone compound tested in hydrocarbon fuel
in the free state may exhibit 150% swell. Yet, seals of such
a compound confined in a gland having volume only 10%

-larger than the seal, will likely perform satisfactorily. Com-
plete immersion may be much more severe than an actual
application where fluid contact with the seal is limited
through design. Or, the service might involve only occa-.
sional splash or lume contact with the fluid being sealed.
Different parts made from the same batch of compound un-
der identical conditions will give varying results when tested
in exactly the same way because of their difference in
shape. thickness. and surface to volume relationship (see
figure A3-7). Humidity alone has been fcund to affect the
tensile strength of some compounds.

Correlation between test data and service conditions is not
a simple problem, it is an industry-wide problem. Until
improvement can be made, manufacturers and users must
use the available data to the best of their ability. In essence,
it is the misapplication of data, not the measurements, that
causes difficulty. However, with data in some other form.
such misapplication might well be reduced greatly.
ASTM Designation D471 (Standard Method of Test for
Change in Properties of Elastomeric Vulcanizates Resulting
from Immersion in Uquids) states: "In view of the wide vari-
ations often present in service conditions, this accelerated
test may not give any direct correlation with service per-
formance. However, the method yields comparative data on
which to'base judgment as to expected service quality and
is especially useful in research and development work."

U1;
in

.0

coIn

I

CCosS SECTION gwI - INCH

PCUR£ A3.7 RELATIVE -;FCT OF O-RING CROSS SECTION ON AREA E'
PFSCO TO FLUIo ATTACO (TOTAL IMMERSION).
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" REPORT ON THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE TESTS REQUIREMENTS FOR

TYPE B PACKAGINGS AND A STUDY OF PRATICAL SOLUTIONS "
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_T T I ? T 0 N -

This report covers -the studies we have carried out and the results obtained,

in accordance with the tasks attributed to our Company as par: of the Studv

Contract cited in reference.

By this contract, the EUROPEJ.N ATO',aC DENEGY CO10fUNITY entrusted a group of

five organizations and societies, acting jointly and severally (BELGONUCLEAIRE -

Belgium, COMMISSARIAT A L'ENERGIE ATOKIQUE - France, NUKE2 - Federal Republic

of Germany, PHILIPS DUPEAR - Holland, TRAFSNUCLEAIRE - France) with an overall

set of studies the object of which may be briefly smmarized : the technical

requirements relating to packagings for radioactive materials.

The technical requirements in question were drawn up by the International

Atomic Energy Agency in its 'Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive

Materials, 1964 Revised Edition" (amended in 1966 and taking into account the

approved results of the work of a Group of Experts in February, 1966), which

we shall hereafter refer to in this report as : the Regulations.

Within the overall set of studies, the specific tasks alloted to our Company

are su-marized in the title of this report

"REPORT ON THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE TESTS REQUIREiENTS FOR

TYPE B PACKAGINGS AND A STUDY OF PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS"

The test in question are primarily those described in Annex IV.1.4 of the

Regulations, representing conventional accident conditions. These tests

comprise, cumlatively, a mechanical test (a 9 meter drop onto a rigid flat

surface, a 1.20 meter drop onto a steel bar), and a thermal test.

* , ,
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A type 3 packaging must meet the following requirements after these tests

retain sufficient of its radiation shielding, prevent loss or dispersa l

the radioactive contents (with certain tolerances in the case of .are

sources).

How should packagings be studied, designed, planned and fabricated co =ee:

these requirements and how should it be decided and proved that the requi-

rements are met ? Anybody who has been concerned with these problems has

been aware of the difficulties and ;ie economic consequences.

The difficulties arise mainly from the fact that the problems arising are

in general outside the scope of the conventional work of a constructor's

design office and that, for a number of these problems, the physical,

mathematical or experimental basis for solving them are poorly defined or

possibly even. non-existent.

It is therefore most often appropriate, as the Regulations say, to carry out

crop and thermal tests on models or prototy es of the packaging in question.

However, in a number of cases this leads to a very considerable expenditure

because, while a large number "of tests have to be carried out in order to

be certain of producing the maximum amount of dana-e, several prototypes

have sometimes to be fabricated and tested before evidence is 'obcained chat

the packaging meets the Regulations. ::oreover, such tests become virtualiv'

impossible to perform for very large packagi..g.

However, for some years, a number of studies have been undertaken in this

field by various countries (notably the United States, England and France)

pure theoretical studies, theoretical and experimental studies on scale

models, and systematic experimental studies.

Substantial results have been obtained. They now make it possible to dispense

with a number of tests, and it is even possible to show directly that some

packagings conform by calculative methods or other appropriate evidence, at

contained in the Regulations.
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Because of the obvious value of such results, not only from the economic stand-

point but also from the technical standpoint (since they can lead to methods

of proving which are of wider scope than isolated tests), we were requested

to proceed with the work undertaken.

The guidelines laid down were as follows

- To establish practical calculative methods, with numerical examoles, for

the largest possible number of the problems to be solved.

When calculation is not possible, to establish test methods on scale

models.or partial assemblies. Where applicable, to justify methods by

comparison.

- Starting from the general results of calculations and tests carried out

during the study, and from the whole set of results (tests and calcula-

tions) published in the literature, to formulate general recommendations

for the design and construction of packagings.

- To give a few examples of practical ways of meeting the requirements of

the Regulations.

'de were also asked to go beyond general recommendations and to try to esta-

blish technical specifications. This, we were unable to do, partially

because of the great variety e'f cases to be dealt with, and also because we

could make no claim to provide definitive solutions.

This report summarizes the basic features of the studies which we have carried

out within the general frameworkl explained above.

Although most of the exauples caosen and the related tests concern lead-steel

packagings, the methods explained and recommendations made are Senerally

applicable to a very large number of types of packaging .
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For the sake of clarity in this report, we have dealt first with the che-..a:
test and then with the mechanical- test. In fact, the cumulative order of zes;,
laid down in the Regulations is the reverse order. We have taken this in.to
account wherever necessary.

We should like to stress the important contribution made by the Sociicc
'yonnaise de Plomberie Industrielle, to which we sub-contracted part of the
study and on whose premises most of the tests were carried out.

We should also like to thank Atomenergi AB (Sweden) and the Commissaria: i
lVEnergie Atomique (France) for the assistance they gave us in some parcs
of the study.

K>'.
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3 - LEAD-ST 'I JUNCTION -

a) No bond -

When fabrication is made without trying to obtain bonding between lead

and outer shell, shrinkage occurs during cooling after casting due to

the difference of dilatation coefficients of lead and steel.

The importance of shrinkage depends on casting methods and outer shell

dimensions and materials.

With a stainless steel outer shell and adequate casting method, shrin-

kage is on the order of 4'/oo, i.e. for instance 2 = at the radius for

a packaging of 1 m diameter.

-With a mild steel outer shell, whose dilatation coefficient is lower

than for stainless steel, shrinkage may be greater.

b) Lead bonded -

3onding can be obtained by various processes, which we will not explait.

here.

Let us say only that bonding can be easily achieve on an open steel. wall

it is much more difficult inside a steel vessel practically closed. It is

also more difficult with stainless steel than with mild steel.

If bonding is perfect, which can be checked by ultra-sonic inspection,

thermal bond should also be perfect.

This is actually obtained for instance with a plane steel wall and a

certain thickness of lead bonded, the outer surface of the lead being

bare.

On the other hand, our experience shows us that in the case of packa-

gings and in spite of a perfect bonding to the outer shell, ultra-sonic

checked, there is always some discrepancy between thermal test and cal-

culations for the heat transmission through the inner shell/leadlouter

shell assembly.
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Compared with calculations based an a perfect thermal bonding, tests

show that in fact there is a certain extra resistance to the passage

of heat.

Thus, on a series of six identical cylindrical 20 ton packagings

(constructed by the Sccilt! Lyonnaise de Plomberie Industrielle), an

extra resistance to the passage of heat compared with calculations is

found equivalent to an air gapcf 15= varying slightly around' this

value according to the packaging. Ultrasonic inspection, however,

showed perfect outer shellllead bonding.

There art a r.unber of possible explanations

- The calculation cannot be very accurate particularly when there is

a great difference between the outer shell surface area and the inner

* cavity surface area. This was the case for the six packagings mention-

.ned above.

If the heat flux introduced in the calculation is the flux on the

inner cavity, there is then good agreement between tests and cal-

culation.

- Bonding to the outer shell has a tendency to work against hooping on

the inner shell.

- Lack of homogeneity in the lead mass which is being drawn both towards

the outer shell and towards the inner shell.

- Traces of oxide 'over a varying surface area at the outside shell/lead

interface (which does not shown up with ultra-sonic controls).

We have no knowledge of the results obtained by other constructors.

c) Behavior in te thermal test -

In the case of not bonded lead, an-air gap of say, 2 ma, corresponds

to a temperature drop of several hundred degrees, for the initial

heat fluxes involved in the thermal test.
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The temperature of the outer shell will thus rise very quickly, en-
larging still further the air gap because of the differential ex-

pansion compared with the relatively cold lead.

The shell will then transmit heat to the lead by radiation.

In reality, the process will often be less accentuated, because the

air gap is not uniformly distributed and its overall effect will be
substantially reduced.

In the case of bonded lead, there will be little or no temerature
drop (perfect thermal bonding) between the outer shell and the lead.

The French Cotissariat a1 IEnergie Atomique has carried out a number

of very interesting tests in this field.

Models of the sort shown schematically in figure A 2 have-been produced
and tested either in a furnace or in an open air fire.

In figure A 2, we give the comparative results for two similar mode.
one with bonded lead and the other with a uniformly distributed air gay.

In spite of the very considerable difference between the curve showing
the temoerature rise in the outside layer of lead, there is only a dif-
ference of 2 to 3 minutes fcr the beginning of melting and the same
temperature ceiling is reached in the molten lead.

For this reason, we feel that when calculations are carried out, it is
necessary to make the assumption oftperfect thermal contact between the
outer shell and the lead, whether or not the lead is bonded.

These tests show that the temperature ceiling is at about 375C. This
would appear anomalous although explanations for it can be found

(see chapter V, paragraph 4).

K>~
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2.2.1 - e-asta.mments mrde on a 15 ton mackaging

The packaging used was a 15 ton Dupont de Nemours packa-

ging which has been the subject of a large number of drop

tests. Shown below is an extract from the table contained

in reference 11, summarizing the measurements of decelera-

tion at various points in the packaging, for various drop

height :

rest n'

Drop height

Icaact surface

Deceleration on
bocto= (25cm from
the impact face)

Deceleration at
upper part (1.20 =
frnm the impact
face)

1

2.30 m

bottom

320 g

140 g

2

bottom

750 g

250 g

3

9.10 M

bottom

1200 to 1500 g

, __

These results clearly show that during an impact, declera-

tion varies according to the height of the point considered

in the packaging.

Thev confirm that in real cases decelerations are lower

at low levels and higher at high levels than in the theo-

retical picture obtained above.

Thev also showt that deceleration varies roughly linearly

as a function of the height of drop.
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MDS NORDION METALLURGICAL REPORT NUMBER 9724

I .INTRODUCTION

Type 316L Stainless Steel. commonly used for radioisotope encapsulation.
has been tested for formation of chromium carbide precipitation. The
precipitation, referred to as sensitization. is of primary concern when formed
in the grain bounderies. The grain boundary carbide is an indication that the
stainless steel has lost some of its resistance to corrosion. The low carbon
grade of stainless steel (316L) is selected for use largely because of its lower
probability of sensitization. This brief study is focused on the amount of grain
boundary sensitization. The tests performed in this study included selected
temperature soaks (900. 1000 and 1 2000F) for various lengths of time.

2.SUMMARY

Exposure times of up to 1000 hours at 9000F have resulted in no formation of
sensitized material. There is, however, some sensitized material after 10
hours exposure at I 0000F. There is sensitized material formed after I hour at
1200°F. Chart I relates the extent of sensitization of the test samples. Figures
I to 5 illustrate the effect on the microstructure from some exposures.

3 .CHART 1.

Relative Amount of Carbide Formation
(% of linear transformation of srain envelope)

I 0 0 r l0,3 0
3 0 0 30-40
8 0 0 40-50
10 0 2-4 50-60
30 0 4-8 60-65
80 0 20-30 _ _85

100 0 50-60 95
300 0 70-80 ]_00
1000 0 Not req'd Not req'd
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4..... DISCUSSION

The 31 6L stainless steel used for this testing was in the form of tubing. The
tubing was inserted into the furnace in an air environment, which is most
representative of the conditions encountered during the lifetime of finished
capsules. The percentage of carbide precipitation within the grain boundaries.
as presented in chart 1. is a linear measure of the formation of the precipitate
as a ratio of the overall linear grain boundary total. The results of this test
program illustrate the advantage of using the low Carbon grade type 316
stainless steel. While sensitization can occur within the temperature range of
8000F and 1500"F it appears as though the low carbon grade will resist
sensitization at 9000F for an indefinite time and above 9000F for shorter
times. Even the low carbon grade, however, will suffer sensitization quite
rapidly at 12000F.

C(-
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1. INTRODUCTION

MDS-Nordion is committed to providing a capability for our USA customers for domestic shipment of
C-188 cobalt-60. The F-294 transport package is designed to be used for this purpose. In December 1993,
MDS Nordion submitted a Safety Analysis Report (SAR) Rev. A (MDS Nordion Report: TR-9301-F294
Rev. A)[1 in support of Certificate of Compliance for the F-294 transport package. A first response was
received from the USNRC on Dec. 8 1994 [2]. Subsequently MDS-Nordion responded to USNRC 's
concerns and revised the SAR and submitted SAR Rev. B (Nordion report: TR-9301-F294 Rev. B) 3] to
USNRC. A second response was received from USNRC on March 18 1997 [4]. A farther meeting'was
held between USNRC and MDS-Nordion in Spring of 1997. At this stage of the licensing process, it
appears that the resolution of the USNRC's concerns can best be addressed by tests on F-294 rather than
analysis. Consequently, MDS-Nordion has decided to proceed with the prescribed regulatory tests to be
conducted on a full scale F-294 test specimen to address structural concerns. To address the thermal
concerns, MDS-Nordion is proposing to de-rate the contents from the original flask license limit of 450
kilocuries of cobalt-60 to 360 kilocuries of cobalt -60 and carry out the appropriate thermal analysis. This
-report outlines the overall test plan and provides details to conduct appropriate regulatory tests on the full
scale F-294 test specimen to meet 1OCFR 71 (5] requirements. Where applicable, a description of tests and
detailed test procedures are included herein.

2. QUALITY ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS

The F-294 regulatory tests shall be managed as per this document and the quality plan document [6].

2.1 Testing by MDS Nordion International

Where testing is performed by MDS Nordion Inc., it will be thoroughly documented by the person
using sketches, photographs, videotapes and appropriate data sheets. All test results shall be
reviewed by a Quality Control representative.

2.2 Independent testing

Where tests are performed by an organization independent from MDS-Nordion, this organization
shall follow an MDS Nordion approved test plan. As a minimum, the organization shall have written
procedures, check sheets, etc. to verify that the tests were conducted as specified in a test plan. The
test results shall be documented by this organization in a form of an approved test report.

2.3 Measuring equipment

Calibrated instruments shall be used for measurements. The type of instrument the serial number,
when the instrunent was last calibrated should be recorded on the test data sheet.

Calibration data provided by a manufacturer (or a supplier) for thermocouples, accelerometers
(transducers) is considered acceptable, provided the calibration interval has not lapsed.

Where calibrated instruments are not used to measure the test data, it should be duly noted and the
deviation explained, and approved by Quality Assurance.
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE DROP TEST FACILITY )
Chalk River Laboratory of AECL-Research Co have been contracted by MDS-Nordion to carry out the
drop tests an the F-294 test specimen. The drop tests shall be carried out at the drop test facility located at
AECL-Research Co., Chalk River, Ontario, Canada. The drop test facility consists of an impact pad and a
hoisting tower (Ref. CRL Drawing E -4511-2001). The base pad is fabricated from reinforced concrete
(of size approximately 10 ft. x 10 ft. x 10 ft.) resting on a solid bedrock. The upper surface of the pad is
covered with a 4-inch thick alloy steel plate (Specification ASTM A-203 Grade E. YS = 56.7 ksi) secured
to the reinforced concrete (CRL drawing E-4511-2002). The top steel plate has a provision for mounting a
target pin for puncture tests.

4. F-294 TEST SPECIMEN

The F-294 test packaging has been fabricated as per Dwg. F029401-001 Issue C and Technical
Specification DS 0757 F294 Issue A. This F-294 packaging is designated the full scale F-294 test
specimen. The F-294 test specimen has been demonstrated to meet the quality standard specified in the
technical specification DS 0757 F294 Issue A.

The fill scale F-294 test specimen consists of the assembly of the following components:

1) A container (flask) assembly.

2) The cylindrical fireshield.

3) The top integral crushshield and fireshield

4) The removable shipping skid.

5) F-313 source cage, inclusive of 8 dummy C- I 88's.

6) Dummy weights (up to 1000 lb.) evenly distributed.

7) Accelerometer instrumentation.

5. OVERALL TEST PLAN.

The details of the overall test plan are given in Table 1. Figure I outlines the test flowsheet. There are 3
phases of the test plan: 1) Phase I addresses the tests to be done prior to the drop tests. 2) Phase 2
addresses the actual drop tests. 3) Phase 3 addresses the post-drop tests.

5.1 Phase 1: Tests done prior to drop tests.

Note Appropriate photographs shall be taken to provide visual record of the test.

5.1.1 Inspect F-294 Test specimen for fit test.

As fabricated F-294 packaging shall be inspected for fit test to ensure that the components fit
Where the components do not fit, the deviations should be noted on the inspection/fit-test
report Subsequently appropriate repairs can be carried out based on this report.
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5.1.2 Weigh F-294 test specimen.

Each component and the assembly of the F-294 test specimen shall be weighed. The following
items are to be weighed separately:

1) Dummy weights

2) Source carrier (cage)

3) Dunmy C-188's shall be weighed.

5. 1.3 Dimensional measurement of F-294 test specimen.

The F-294 container assembly shall be measured for dimensions to provide a baseline of the
status of the shape of F-294 prior to the drop tests.

The dimensional measurement requirements shall be specified by the project engineer.

5.1.4 Air pressure test of the F-294 cavity.

The cavity of the F-294 shall be air pressure leak tested as per procedure outlined in
- Appendix I of IN/OP 0019 ZOOO. The torque for the plug closure bolts, drainline plug and

the ventline plug shall be specified by the project engineer.

5.1.5 Helium Leak test of the F-294 cavity.

The cavity of the F-294 shall be helium leak tested as per procedure outlined in IN/OP 0598
F294. The torque for the plug closure bolts,Adrainline plug and the ventline plug shall be
specified by the project engineer.

5.1.6 Inspect and dimensional measurements of Dummy C-188's

The dummy C-188's shall be inspected as per guidelines of standard capsule inspection
procedure CO-QC/1T-0001. The dimensional measurements of the dummy C-188's shall be
carded out. The dimensional measurement requirements shall be specified by the project
engineer.

5.1.7 Helium Leak test of dummy C-l88's.

The dummy C-1 88's shall be helium leak tested as per guidelines of procedure
CO-C5/IT-0002 or appropriate instructions as per manufacturer's leak testing equipment.

5.1.8 Inspection of F-3 13 source carrier.

The dimensional measurements and the inspection of the F-313 shall be carried out. The
dimensional measurement requirements and appropriate instructions shall be specified by the
project engineer.
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5.1.9 Radiation Survey

In cell #6, the F-294 test specimen shall be loaded with active C-188 sources in F-3 1I3 carrier
with approx. 360 kCi of cobalt-60. Source loading diagrams are to be reviewed bv the project
engineer prior to actual source loading. Prior to source loading, appropriate consideration
shall be given to temperature instrumentation, on the C-188's and the cavitv wall of F-294.

Radiation survey of the flask and the package shall be carried out separately as per procedure
CO-QC/TP-000 1. In the radiation survey report it shall be duly noted that the procedure
CO-QC/TP-0001 supersedes DS 0726 ZOO, which has been specified in the F-294 technical
specification DS 0757 F294.

The cavity of the F-294 shall be purged with Argon.

The torque for the plug closure bolts shall be specified by the project engineer. The ventline
and drainline plugs shall be sealed to allow for retention of argon gas in the F-294 cavity but
permit the thermocouples wires to pass.

5.1.10 Normal thermal test.

The F-294 temperature data requirements shall be provided by the project engineer. Prior to
C-188 source loading, the F-294 shall be instrumented with thermocouples in the F-294
cavity and provisions shall be made to measure temperatures of C-188's sources. The balance
of the thermocouples shall be mounted either prior to source loading or after source loading at
the discretion of Manager, Cobalt Source Production.

5.1.10.1 Case 1: F-294 Without extra Insulation.

The normal thermal test shall be carried out as per procedure IN/OP 0597 F294
and other written instructions from project engineer.

5.1.10.2 Case 2: F-294 With extra Insulation.

Extra thermal insulation, as specified by the project engineer, shall be temporarily
installed on the F-294 test specimen.

The normal thermal test shall be carried out as per procedure IN/OP 0597 F294
and other written instructions from project engineer.

Note: After Radiation survey and normal thermal tests have been carried out, the
F-294 shall be unloaded in Cell #6.

5.1.11 Mounting Dummy weights to F-294 test specimen.

F-294 test specimen shall be modified by welders qualified to CSA W47.1 to provide
brackets etc. for mounting dunny weights. Dummy weights shall be weighed and identified.
A check shall be conducted to ensure that the dummy weights fit on the F-294. Location of '-

the dummy weights for all test orientations will be documented and justified by the project
engineer and reviewed by Quality Assurance.
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5.1.12 Modifications to F-294 test specimen.

The plug bottom and the cavity bottom of the F-294 shall be modified to provide mounting
for the accelerometers. The F-294 test specimen shall be modified to provide attachment
points for hoisting the slings for the droplest. Any other appropriate modification shall be
carried out to ensure that the F-294 components fit. Modifications shall be recorded on the
engineering drawings (markups, photographs and or sketches are acceptable) and initialed by
the project engineer and reviewed by Quality Assurance.

5.1.13 Ship F-294 test specimen to CRL, AECL-Research Co.

The F-294 test specimen inclusive of the dwnimy C-188's, F-3 13 carrier and the dumnmv
weights shall be shipped to CRL, AECL Research Co.

5.2 Phase 2: Drop tests at CRL, AECL-Research Co.

5.2.1 Order of the tests.

Normal free drop test shall be done first followed by the Hypothetical Accident drop tests.
30-foot free drop test shall be done second; the puncture tests shall be done third. (i.e. 40 in.
pin drop test). This will be in compliance with Para 71.73 (a) of Ref. (5].

5.2.2 Mounting accelerometers.

CR1 shall mount up to 4 accelerometers on the F-294 test specimen. The location of the
accelerometers are as follows.

GI: Top ofthe plug.

G2: Bottom of the plug (i.e. container cavity side).

G3: Bottom of the container cavity.

G4: Bottom of the container skid (fixed skid).

Note: Prior to the drop tests, the status of the container shall be recorded by CRL. The
torques on the fasteners shall be recorded and verified.

5.2.3 Test #1: Normal Free Drop test, top end drop orientation

Note: Where required, repairs may be completed in the field to ensure F-294 configuration of
21,500 lbs. test weight is maintained.

5.2.4 Test #2: 30-foot free drop test, side oblique drop orientation (150 to horizontal)

5.2.5 Test #3A or Test #3B : Puncture test, drop orientation to detach crush shield

After Test#2, the container will be evaluated. The p roject engineer, in conduction with Quality
Assurance (QA), will decide the drop test orientation.
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5.2.6 Test #4: Puncture test, impact cylindrical fireshield

5.2.7 Test #5: Puncture test, impact on fixed skid lower plate

5.2.8 Test #6: 30-foot free drop test, top end drop orientation.

5.2.9 Test #7: Puncture test, impact on the crush shield upper plate

5.2.10 Ship the tested F-294 specimen to MDS-Nordion, Kanata.

5.3 Phase 3: Post -drop tasks and tests on tested F-294 specimen

5.3.1 Receipt of tested F-294 specimen.

Photograph appropriately under the direction of the project engineer. Remove dummy
weights.

5.3.2 Damage Assessment #1 of tested F-294 specimen

Photograph appropriately under the direction of the project engineer. Repeat dimensional
measurements as per 5.1.3 and complete additional measurements as instructed by the project
engineer. Do not un-torque the plug closure bolts. Assess damage.

5.3.3 Air pressure test of the F-294 cavity.

The cavitv of the F-294 shall be air pressure leak tested as per procedure outlined in
Appendix 1 of IN/OP 0019 ZOOO. Do not use water in the cavity. Do not un-torque the plug
closure bolts. Push the accelerometer cables as far as possible in the drainline and the
ventline. Torque the drainline plug and the ventline plug to the same values that were present
following the final drop test.

5.3.4 Helium Leak test of the F-294 cavity.

The cavity of the F-294 shall be helium leak tested as per procedure outlined in IN/OP 0598
F294. Do not un-torque the plug closure bolts. Push the accelerometer cables as far as
possible in the drainline and the ventline. Torque the drainline plug and the ventline plug to
the same values that were present following the final drop test.

5.3.5 Damage Assessment #2: of the tested F-294 specimen.F Photograph around the plug closure area, lift lug area. Assess damage.

Attempt to un-torque the plug closure bolts. Record the opening torque.

Attempt the plug removal from the container in Cobalt Operations Facility. If the plug cannotL be removed easily, then consider transferring it to an outside contractor for removal of the
plug. Monitor this task. Measure deformations of the container - plug closure, upper cavity,
lower cavity and any other zone.
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5.3.6 Inspect and dimensional measurements of Dummy C-1 88's

The dummy C-188's shall be inspected as per guidelines of standard capsule inspection
procedure CO-QC/IT-0001. The dimensional measurements of the dumm, C-188's shall be
carried out. Repeat dimensional measurements as per 5.1.6 and complete additional
measurements as instructed by the project engineer.

5.3.7 Helium Leak test of dummy C-188's.

The dummy C-188's shall be helium leak tested as per guidelines of procedure
CO-C5IT-0002 or appropriate instructions as per manufacturer's leak testing equipment.
Repeat measurements as per 5.1.7 and complete additional measurements as instructed by the
project engineer.

5.3.8 Inspection of F-313 source carrier.

The dimensional measurements of the F-313 shall be carried out. Repeat dimensional
measurements as per 5.1.8 and complete additional measurements as instructed by the project
engineer.

5.3.9 Radiation Survey

In cell #6, the F-294 test specimen shall be loaded with active C-188 sources in F-3 13 carrier
with approx. 360 kCi of cobalt -60. Source loading diagrams are to be reviewed by project
engineer prior to actual source loading. Appropriate consideration shall be given to
temperature instrumentation, on the C-1 88's and the cavity wall of F-294, prior to source
loading (See Item 5.1.9).

Radiation survey of the flask and the package shall be carried out separately as per procedure
CO-QC/TP-O001. In the radiation survey report, it shall be duly noted that the procedure
CO-QC/TP-O001 supersedes DS 0726 ZOO, which has been specified in the F-294 technical
specification DS 0757 F294.X

The cavity of the F-294 shall be purged with Argon.

The torque for the plug closure bolts shall be the same values measured in 5.3.5. The ventline
and drainline plugs shall be sealed to allow for retention of argon gas in the F-294 cavity but
pernit the thermocouples wires to pass.

5.3.10 Normal thermal test.

The F-294 temperature data requirements shall be provided by the project engineer. Prior to
C-188 source loading, the F-294 shall be instrumented with thermo-couples in the F-294
cavity and provisions shall be made to measure temperatures of C-188's sources. The balance
of the thermocouples shall mounted either prior to source loading or after source loading at
the discretion of Manager, Cobalt source production.
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5.3.10.1 Case 1: F-294 Without extra Insulation.

The normal thermal test shall be carried out as per procedure IN/OP 0597 F294
and other written instructions.

5.3.10.2 Case 2: F-294 With extra Insulation.

Extra thermal insulation, as specified by the project engineer. shall be temporarily
installed on the F-294 test specimen. The normal thermal test shall be carried out
as per procedure IN/OP 0597 F294 and other written instructions.

Note: After radiation surveys and the normal thermal tests have been carried out, the F-294
shall be unloaded in Cell X6.

6. DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS:

Each test specified in section 5 shall be documented by the person conducting the test and verified by
Quality Control at the time of the test. The documentation shall be compiled and consist of sketches, charts,
data sheets, procedures, written instructions etc. Each test shall clearly identify: pre-drop test, drop test or
post -drop test status.

A comprehensive test report shall be prepared by the project engineer. This comprehensive test report shall
be compilation of the tests outlined in Section 5.

7. OVERALL TEST PROGRAM ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

1. The test packaging shall be radiation surveyed prior to drop tests and after the drop tests.

The Design Acceptance Criteria (DAC) shall be 80 % of the regulatory allowable 1000 mrem/ h
radiation at 1.0 m. from the surface of the drop tested packaging, based on maximum radioactive
contents in the package (Para 71.51 (a) (2) of Ref. [5]).

2. After the drop tests, there shall be no weld fractures or fractures in the primary stainless steel shell that
- envelopes the lead shielding in the plug and in the container assembly. Fractures in the fillet weld

between the fin and container shell or fractures in the fin shall not be a cause of rejection.

3. After the drop tests, there shall be no loss of thermal protection (i.e. no through puncture holes in the
fireshields such that the container wall is directly exposed to the flame of fire in the hypothetical
thermal test or loss of crush shield). The damage and displacement of the thermal protection is to be
less than 10 % of the total insulated area (9260 in2).

4. After the drop tests, the dummy C-188's to meet lealctightness of I x 107' std. cc/sec. of air.

8. SCHEDULE

It is planned to conduct drop tests at Chalk River Laboratory (CRL), Chalk River, Ontario, Canada during
February 1998. The actual day of test cannot be proposed at the time of writing but shall be communicated
to USNRC and others as soon as arrangements are finalized.
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Table 1: F-294 OVERALL TEST PROGRAM

ITEM TASK DESCRIPTION GROUP RESPONSIBLE
1.0 CONDUCT PRE-CROP TESTS AT MDS-NORDION
1.1 INSPECT F-294 TEST SPECIMEN CSP.QC.PE-
1.2 WEIGH F-294 TEST SPECIMEN CSP.QC
1.3 DIM. MEASUREMENT OF F-294 TEST SPECIMEN CSP.QC
1.4 AIR PRESSURE TEST OF F-294 CAVITY CSP.QC
1.5 HELIUM LEAK TEST OF F-294 CAVITY CSP.QC
1.5 PHOTOGRAPHS AS APPROPRIATE CSP.QC.PE
1.6 FABRICATE DUMMY C-188'S (QTY - 8) CSP
1.6.1 INSPECT DUMMY C-188'S QC
1.6.2 HELIUM LEAK TEST DUMMY C-i 88'S. PE, QC

1.8 STEADY STATE NORMAL THERMAL TESTS ¢360 CSP.QCPE
kCC.
2 cases: with and without additronal insulation

1.9 RADIATION SURVEYS X 360 kCI. CSP.QC

zo PREPARE F-294 TEST SPECIMEN CSP.PE
Z1 ADD DUMMY WEIGHT CSP. PE
2.2 MOUNTING FOR ACCELEROMETERS CRL

3.0 DROP TESTS AT CRL. CHALK RIVER, ONTARIO. CRL
3.1 1.2 m NORMAL FREE DROP TEST CRL. PE. QC
32 30-FOOT FREE DROP TEST SIDE OBUQUE CRLPE, QC

ORIENTATION
3.3 PUNCTURE TESTS (40 in. height, PIN DROP TEST) AS CRLPE, QC

APPROPRIATE

3.4 30-FOOT FREE DROP TEST END DROP CRLPE, QC
ORIENTATION

a5 PUNCTURE TESTS (40 i. height, PIN DROP TEST) AS CRLPE, QC
APPROPRIATE

4.0 POST-DROP TESTS PE
4.1 DAMAGE ASSESSMENT OF F-294 CONTAINER CSPQC.PE
4.2 AIR PRESSURE TEST OF CAVITY CSP. QC
4.3 HELIUM LEAK TEST OF CAVITY CSP, QC
4.4 RADIATION SURVEYS CSP,QC.PE
4.5 NORMAL THERMAL TEST - DEFORMED PACKAGING CSP,QC.PE

2 cases: with and without added insulation.
4.6 HELIUM LEAK TEST OF DUMMY C-1 Ws PE. QC
4.7 DAMAGE ASSESSMENT OF DUMMY C-188'S I F-313 PE, QC

CARRIER

SD 0 TEST REPORT PE. OA

CSP = Cobalt Source Production

QC = Quality Control (Industrial)

PE = Package Engineering

CRL = Chalk River Laboratory.

Q.A .= Quality Assurance
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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the quality plan for the F-294 Regulatory tests is to establish that the F-294 test specimen.
the tests that were conducted on the F-294 test specimen and the test data meet the prescribed quality
requirements specified herein.

2. TEST PROGRAM

2.1 Test Plan [1]

Reference [1] identifies the tests that are planned to be conducted on the F-294 test specimen.

2.2 Test Specimen:

A qualified test specimen shall be used for conducting the regulatory tests. An Inspection Data File
(IDF) or a history file shall be available for purpose of demonstrating that the F-294 test specimen
has been manufactured to a quality standard or deemed to. meet a quality standard as specified in the
Technical Specification for F-294 flask (2].

2.3 Order of tests:

Where the order of tests is a regulatory requirement [3], it should be demonstrated that such an order
of conducting the tests was met.

3. QUALITY PROCESS

The following quality process is specified.

3.1 Inspection and Test Plan:

The overall Test Plan (1] should be approved by Quality Assurance (QA). All test activities required
to verify conformance with test plan are to be organized in advance. A typical test plan, where
appropriate and where applicable, shall have the following elements:

1. test methods

2. test schedule and time requirements

3. equipment requirements

4. responsibilities

5. calibration

6. record keeping methods (checklist or lab book)

7. pre-approved criteria for pass or fail
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3.2 Test Report:

3.2.1 Test Record for each test.

Each test shall be conducted as per written procedure or written instructions or referenced to
a document. The test procedure document shall be appended in the overall Test Plan [1]. The
test instructions shall be approved by Quality Assurance (QA). A typical test record shall
have the following elements:

1) purpose and irne of the test

2) method of testing

3) acceptance or rejection criteria, where applicable.

4) measuring instruments, including serial numbers and evidence of calibration where
applicable

5) direction for inclusion and format of test results

6) direction for evaluation of test results, if applicable

7) conclusions; state regulatory paragraphs ,where applicable.

3.2.2 Review of test records.

Each test record ( i.e. check sheet, test report, or lab book record) shall be reviewed by
personnel from Quality Control (QC). A test record shall, as a minimum have 2 independent
signatures. The persons who conduct the test or jointly conduct the test shall be one of the
signatories under "prepared by": The second signatory shall be a person from QC under
"reviewed by":

3.2.3 Review of test report

All test records will be compiled into a test report that will be reviewed by Quality Assurance
and approved by the Technical Authority.

3.3 Tests performed by Organization other than MDS-Nordion

Where tests are performed by an organization independent from MDS-Nordion, this
organization shall follow an MDS Nordion approved test plan. As a minimum, the
organization shall have written procedures, check sheets, etc. to verify ihat the tests were
conducted as specified in a test plan. The test results shall be documented by this organization
in a form of an approved test report.

3.4 Retention of Records:

The records must be maintained for the life of F-294 as per procedure IN/QA 0224 ZOOO [5].
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4. DEVIATIONS

Deviations will be documented and approved in accordance with procedure QAP AP-14 [4].

5. REFERENCES

[I] IN/QA 1368 F294: Test Plan for F-294 Regulatory Tests.

[2] Technical specification of F-294 Flask: DS-0757 F294

[3] CFR Part 71: USNRC Regulations: Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Material.

[4] QAP AP-14: Quality Assurance Procedure, Internal Non conformance Disposition.

[5] IN/QA 0224 ZOOO: Radioactive Material Transport Package Quality Plan.
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1. INTRODUCI'ION

Impact tests were conducted on 0 n F-294 test packaging. The Vibration and Trihboogy Lhiit was
asked to gather data during the impact of this package to address structural concerns. All drops
were performed as requested onto an unyielding surface using various orieniations scc Figures 1,
2, and 3).

2. INSTRUMENTATION

The package was instrumented with low impedance accelerometers, capable of measuring 2500 g
and withstanding a shock load of 5000 g. The accelerometers were checked out (See Section 3
Calibration) prior to mounting them in the package to verify their operation, since the majority of
them would not be accessible for replacement once the package was closed. After the package
was closed, the accelerometers were again tested for signal integrity before the drop test.
Deceleration signals were stored on a multi-channel tape recorder for later analysis. Figure 4
shows the location of the accelerometers. Figure 5 shows their orientation with respect to the
drain plug.

3. CALIBRATION

Calibration certificates for all accelerometers are included in Appendix A.

All accelerometers were tested to verify calibration both before and after the drops. A hand-held
shaker was used as an excitation source. This shaker vibrates at 159.2 Hz and produces an
acceleration level of 1.0 g. Each accelerometer was mounted on the shaker and with the
amplifier adjusted for the correct sensitivity, the resulting output was documented as shown on
page 15, Appendix A.

4. TEST RESULTS

The signals stored on tape contain both the deceleration frequency and all natural frequencies of
all parts of the package and contents excited on impact. Natural frequencies are usually higher
frequencies having higher amplitudes and should therefore be filtered out to reveal the true
deceleration frequency.

A strip chart recorder was used to display deceleration trace. Figures 6 to I I show the signals
after being filtered so that anything above 640 Hz is eliminated. Table I is a summary of the

K> deceleration data from Figures 6 to I 1.
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a. C oNINENTS

The scnsing ceemcnt ol the aclcicrometer is oricnted along its Inlionittd(inl axis. Thus. when the
acccclronmccr is t)ricntcd in the transvcrsc direction to the direction ol drop. no valid
mcasurCmcfnlL can be madc. This is shown in Tahic I as N/A for each aapplicable acccleronicter.

5.1 Dron Test #I

Drop orientation is shown as per Figure # 1 (Drop # 1). Prior to the drop, all acceleromreers were
functional. However, at the end of the drop, the crush shield moved enough to cause severe
damage to the leads of three accelerometers at G-2 resulting in a loss of signal.

Table #1 lists the acceleration test data.

Table #2 lists the elapse impact time data.

S. 1. I Discussion

The acceleration amplitudes listed in Table #1 are derived from the strip chart traces of Figure
#6. The Y-axis of the chart represents acceleration amplitude in volts when played back from the
tape-recorder. Tile vertical bars to the left of the traces show the voltage setting of the strip chart
recorder for each channel displayed.

Using accelerometer #2525 (channel #1) as an example, the maximum change in voltage
measured from the chart is a trace having a negative sense and an amplitude (A) of two divisions.
This is multiplied by the voltage sensitivity (V) of 50 mV/division. The accelerometer signals
were recorded on tape using a 0-10 volt range, but could only be played back at 0-5 volt range.
Therefore, a gain factor (gf) of two needs to be applied to the trace amplitude. The sensitivity (s)
of accelerometer #2525 is 1.72 mV/g as per the calibration sheet.

Thus, the maximum acceleration (in g's) = A*V*gf/s

where

A is amplitude (in divisions)
V is channel voltage sensitivity (in mV)
gf is tape-recorder gain factor
s is accelerometer sensitivity (in mV/g)

The horizontal scale of the chart represents time. The chart specd (c) is set at 50 msrdivision as
scen at the top of the strip chart. The duration (d) of the impact signal (using accelerometer
#2525) showed a peak lasting 2.6 divisions. The signal was recorded at a tape speed of 76 cm/s,
but the playback speed was reduced by a factor (1) of 16.
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I ll oreltiC. Itie elapI Impil cl 1 1111i ( IlI I ) = * d/fS

whrc-

C is chart speed (in nis/division)
ed is duration o inipact si-nal (in divisions)
1 is tape speed factor

Thc plate on which the accelerometers at G-4 arc mounted, is very thin and only supported
around the perimeter of the skid. On impact, this plate vibrates at a measured 1 15 Hz dominating
the impact frequency of about 140 Hz that we are trying to measure.

5.2 Dron Test #2

Drop orientation is shown as per Figure #1 (Drop #2). Prior to the drop, only 9 of the 12
accelerometers were functional. The leads of the three accelerometers at G-2 were not repaired
due to in-accessibility and lack of time. For the duration of the tests, signals from these three
accelerometers were unavailable. At the end of this drop, 9 accelerometers were still functional.

Table #1 lists the acceleration test data.

Table #2 lists the elapse impact time data.

5.2.1 Discussion

The acceleration amplitudes are derived from the strip chart traces of Figure #7 using the
calculations shown in Section 5.1.1. Each of the three charts shown have a common
accelerometer trace (#2525). It was used to trigger data acquisition and show the time
relationship of all 9 accelerometer signals. This particular signal shows a large positive spike, an
indication that the lead was momentarily shorted. The horizontal scale of the chart represents
50 ms/division.

5.3 Dron Test #3

Drop orientation is shown as per Figure #1 (Drop #3). Prior to the drop, 9 of the 12
accelerometers were functional. At the end of the drop, 6 accelerometers were functional. The
leads from accelerometers at G- I were crushed in impact resulting in loss of data.

Table #1 lists the acceleration test data.

Table #2 lists the elapse impact time data.

K>
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5.3.1 i c)ivmculon

rT e acce:le'iriiIn .aiinlilhudcs aire denvktvi'LI IiiWl 11il 51111) Chaii ( 11, l Ii, ii , . I'i; i|i, *
CIIC l diti(IIS shlnw i I S cin 5. I . I . The tlitirilttll of iiii pdct IN Ics, (l Illed I hi', k dill II:I 1c

initial impact. listing about 9 milliscOUsRI. ihe Ilask rouates Zbhmiu the pcon 1 oi d 'in 11C ill'
skid rnakcs contact with the concrete pad. This extcnds the deceleration signalfi to actmil 41) Ills.
The horizontal scale 0l thc chart represents 1(N) ms/division.

5.4 Drop Test #4

Drop orientation is shown as per Figure #2 (Drop #4). Because the leads ol the accclcromctcrs at
G- I were accessible, they were repaired by splicing the leads. Thus 9 of the 12 accclcromctcrs
were functional. At the end of thc drop. all 9 accelerometers were still functional.

Table #1 lists the acceleration test data.

Table #2 lists the elapse impact time data.

5.4.1 Discussion

The acceleration amplitudes are derived from the strip chart traces of Figure #9 using the
calculations shown in Section 5.1.1. The signal from accelerometer #2527 shows a large spike,
an indication that the lead was momentarily shorted. The duration of impact is less defined for
this drop as well. After initial impact lasting about 5 milliseconds, the flask rotates about the
point of impact until the skid makes contact with the concrete pad. This extends the deceleration
signal to about 45 ins. The horizontal scale of the chart represents 100 ms/division.

5.5 Dron Test #5

Drop orientation is shown as per Figure #2 (Drop #5). The three accelerometers normally
mounted at location G-4 on the middle of the base plate were moved off to the side so that they
would not be damaged on impact. The orientation was kept the same as all previous drops.
Before and after the drop, all 9 accelerometers were functional.

Table #1 lists the acceleration test data.

Table #2 lists the elapse impact time data.

5.5.1 Discussion

The acceleration amplitudes arc derived from the top strip chart traces of Figure# il( using the
calculations shown in Section 5.5. I. Accclcrometcr #4713 mounted on the plate at G-4 was
moved off center lor this and all subsequent drops. The signal for all subsequent drops shows a
frequency ol about 5(X) Hz, making it impossible to obtain meaningful deceleration signals. The
horizontal scale of the chart rcprcsents I (N) ms/division.
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Item Description QA#

- 12 Accclcronmetcrs Model #305A05 (calibraiion shects atiachd)i

13 Multi-channel power unit for accelerometers above Model #483A

14 Magnetic taperecorder TEAC XR7000 456-268

15 Analog Filter Krohn-Hite Model #3342 456-296

16 Analog Filter Krohn-Hite Model #3342 456-302

17 Strip Chart recorder HI OKI 8830

(Calibration was verified using a sinisoidal signal from a
krohn-hite Oscillator #4023 last calibrated 97/11/24. A 100 Hz
signal with an amplitude of 100 mV (RMS) was used.)

Verification of accelerometer calibration:

Accelerometer Sensitivity Date of Measured Acceleration (g's)
(Serial #)(mV/g) Calibration Before Drops After Drops

2500 1.50 93/04/29 0.96 0.97
7228 2.22 92/01/14 0.96 0.96
1308 1.67 93/04/29 0.96 0.96
2526 1.67 92101/14 0.98 0.98
2503 1.69 93/04/29 0.98 0.97
1301 1.50 93/04/29 0.95 0.95
2525 1.72 93/04/29 0.93 0.93
1303 1.70 90/05/07 1.00 1.00
2527 1.74 92/04/14 0.95 0.95
2501 1.70 93/04/29 0.93 0.93
4713 2.02 86/04/21 0.97 0.97
9745 1.55 91/12/18 0.96 0.95
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Per ISA-RP37.2

Model No. 305R05

Serial No. 1309

PO No. Customer :

Calibration traceable to NIST thru Project No. 822/251 101-93. '

ICP" ACCELEROMETER
with buill-in electronics

Calibration procedure is in compliance with
MIL-STD-45662A and traceable to NIST

CALIBRATION DATA

Voltage Sensitivity

Transverse Sensitivity

Resonant Frequency

Time Constant

Output Bias Level

I .67

2.5

45

2.0

9.9

mV/g Sohok )

kHz

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Range 2500

Resolution .05

Temp. Range -100/+250

+g

°F

METRIC CONVERSIONS

ms 2 = 0 102 9
°C a 5/9 x (°F -32)

S

V

I-J

+ 3 dB

Amplitude
Oeviatlion

0

FRIEQUENCY R(ESPONSE

4^- -^ =_^ A.: - - .-^ .- ^

-3dB

J.

1U lUU trequency in Henz 1 UUU 1u OUUI

pI l

Piezotronics, Inc. 3425 Walden Avenue Depew. NY
716-684-0001

14043-2495 USA
Date 4/29/93

Calibraled by ;S2-&-
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Per ISA-RP37.2

Model No. 305RA5

Serial No. 99/IS
PO No. Customer

Calibration traceable to NIST thru Proji

ICP* ACCELEROMETER
with buill-in electronics

Calibration procedure is in compliance with
MIL-STD-45662A and traceable lo NISTtct No. ?32/245191-90

CALIBRATION DATA

Voltage Sensitivity

Transverse Sensitivity

Resonant Frequency

Time Constant

Output Bias Level

1.55

2.2

45

2.0

10.8

mV/g )hook )

kHz

V

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Range 2500

Resolution .05

Temp. Range -1001+250

g

9
°F

METRIC CONVERSIONS

ms 2 . 0.102 g
°C * 5/9 x ('F -32)

IJ
I j

+ 3 dB

Amplitude 0

Devialion

-3dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

- =_ _ I I I _ _ = _ - _

_ =___I I I I I I I C =- I I I I_

in inn Freiamniiv in Hen17 1 000 10 000

C[o Plezotronics, Inc. 3425 Walden Avenue Depew, NY 14043-2495 USA
716.684.0001

1__ J2(

/Z

Date 12/18/991_

Calibrated by

(
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Per ISA-RP37.2
Model No. 305HO5

Serial No. 1301

PO No. Customer

CalibratIon traceable to NIST thru Prolect No. 922/251101-93

CALIBRATION DATA KE'

Voltage Sensitivity 1.50 mVI/g (ahoka ) Rar

Transverse Sensitivity 2.5 % Res

Resonant Frequency 45 kHz Ter

Time Constant 2.0 s

Output Bias Level 9.8 V

I
I

I
ICPG ACCELEROMETER

with buil-in electronics

Calibration procedure is In compliance wath
MIL-STD-45662A and traceable to NIST

. SPECIFICATIONS

ige 2500

solution .05

np. Range -100/+250

g

OF

METRIC CONVERSIONS

ms 2 * 0 102 g
°C = 5/9 x (IF -32)

Relerence Freq.
I-a

.3dB

Amplitude

Deviation

.3dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

- - I I - I I I . I I

I~~~~~~ I: I111 I011 1

. I -- I-+ . __t t§_ ^4Nt

10 / 100 Frequency In menz 1 UUU 1u 0uu
-I,

/P[I Piezotronics, Inc 3 25 Walden Avenue Depew, NY 14043-2495 USA
716-684-01 0

Date 4 /29/93

Calibraled by - 7.7__
* *~~~~~~..i * b~
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I
IIModel No. 305HO5

Serial No. 2580

PO No. Customer

Calibration traceable to NIST thru Project No. 822/251 101-93

ICP ACCELEROMETER
with built-in Qlecttonics

Calibration procedure is in compliance with
MIL-STD.45662A and traceable to NIST

CALIBRATION DATA KEY SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage Sensitivity

Transverse Sensitivity

Resonant Frequency
Time Constant

Output Bias Level

1 .50

4.4

45

2.0

10.3

lasee 0 e') ag
mV/g (Shook 2 Range
% Resolution
kHz Temp. Range
s

V

2500

.05

-100/+250

+g

g
°F

METRIC CONVERSIONS

ms 2 =0.1029

IC 5 5J9 x (tF -32)

I

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
+3dB

Amplitude
Deviation

0

* 3 dtB
i - I -- I I I I

I 10 100 Frequency ii

i Piezotronics, Inc. 3425 Walden Avenue Depew. NY 14043-2495 1 ISAII 7166844001 Q___
Date 4/29/93

.:, I. .... QCalibrated by
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Per ISA-RP37.2 !Model No. 305R5-
Serlal No. 2501

PO No. I Customer

Calibration traceable to NIST thru Project No. 822/251101-93

ICP" ACCELEROMETER
with built-in electtonics

Calibration procedure is in compliance wilh
MIL.STD-45662A and traceable to NIST I

CALIBRATION DATA

Voltage Sensitivity

Transverse Sensitivity

Resonant Frequency

Time Constant

Output Bias Level

1 .70

3.9

45

2.0

9.8

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

mV/g Oteok *) Range 2500
% Resolution .05
kHz Temp. Range -10t/+250
5 .,.

V

9
g
0F

METRIC CONVERSIONS

ms 2 , 0.1029

°C - 5/9 x (°F .32)

I-4
.J

+ 3 dB

Amplitude
Deviation 0

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

n - 1-11-:11111- I I -I I I I,~~~~~~~~~
-3dB

10 100 Frequency in Henz 1 000 1 0 000
,.

/11U [jjPiezotronics, InC. 3425 Walden Avenue Depew. NY
71 -884-0001

14043-2495 USA Date 4 2 9 /9 3
Calibratedlby e by
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Per ISA-RP37.2Model No. 305R05

Serial No. 2503

PO No. Customer

Calibration traceable to NIST thru Project No.

iIIII
III

ICP" ACCELEROMETER
with built-in etectionics

Callbralion procedure Is In compliance weth
MIL-STD.45662A and traceable to NIST822/251101-93

CALIBRATION DATA

Voltage Sensitivity

Transverse Sensitivity

Resonant Frequency

Time Constant

Output Bias Level

1.69

1.4

45

2.0

10.0

mV/g

kHz

s

V

KEY SPECIFICATIONS
(2000ga>Shooki l) Range 2500

Resolution .05
Temp. Range -100/+250

i g

9

°F

METRIC CONVERSIONS

ms 2 = 0 102 g
4C 5/9 x ('F .32)

I-)

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
+ 3 dB

Amplilude

Deviation
0

- 3 dB

1u 10U Frequency in Hertz 1 UUU 10 000 r

5/pr || Piezotronics, Inc. 3425 Walden Avenue Depew, NY 14043-2495 ' ISA
716-684-0001

1 

.. C~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Dale 4 /29/93
Calibrated by T- _
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A
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C(ZaDC alliihwn C®e flfrne te Q
Per ISA- P37.2

Model No. 35

Serial No. 2525

PO No. Customer

Callbration traceable to NIST thru Project No. 922/251101-93

CALIBRATION DATA K

Voltage Sensitivity 1.72 mV/g Shook) R

Transverse Sensitivity 2.6 % R

Resonant Frequency 45 kHz T

Time Constant 2.0 S.

Output Bias Level 9.5 V

ICP" ACCELEROMETER
with built-in electronics

Calibration procedure is in compliance wlith
MIL-STD-45662A and traceable to NIST.

i
II

i

I

i

EY SPECIFICATIONS

ange 2500 88

esolution .05 . 9

emp. Range -100/+250 IF

METRIC CONVERSIONS

ms 0.102 g
°C - 519 x 1°F .32)

I-.
-J

Rebetae FReq.

Frequency Hz 10 15 30 50 100 300 500 | 1000 3000 5000Is

Amplitude Devialion % -1 .9 -. 6 -1.1 -.9 0. .4 .9 1.4 2. 9 3. 2

+ 3 dB

Amplitude
Deviation

0

FREGUENCY RESPONSE

___Feuny=_ =- = = = _ I 1:- 1'-I 1

10 -~100 , Frequen.y in Hentz 1 000 10 00C1
3 dB I-

-I,

1 [| III~ FPiezotronics, Inc. 3425 Walden Avenue Depew, NY 14043-2495 USA
71c 684-0001

Dale 4/29/93

Calibrated by T#2L.±J--A. .e
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aez~:~ (CMDADn HOs~UB Per ISA-RP7 e .
Per ISA-RP37.2Model No. 305R8S

Serial No. 2527

PO No. Customer_

Calibration traceable to NIST thru Project No. 822/249179-92

ICP ACCELEROMETER
with built-in elecironics

Calibralion procedure is in compliance with
MIL-STO-45662A and traceable to NIST.

% I

CALIBRATION DATA

Voltage Sensitivity

Transverse Sensitivity

Resonant Frequency

Time Constant

Output Bias Level

I .74

3.6

45

2.0

10.0

mV/g Oshook

kHz

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Range 2500
Resolution .05
Temp. Range -100/+250

§
9

°F

METRIC CONVERSIONS
ms 2 =0.102g

° = 5/9 x (F -32)
S

V

I JReet.ence Fisq.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
+ 3 dB

Amplitude

Deviation
0

-3 dB

10 100 Frequency in Henz 1000

P[0 Piezotronics, Inc. 3425 Walden Avenue Depew, NY 14043-2495 USA716-6S4-0001 C

10 000

Date 1/14/92
Calibrated by_ 4__
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C42; ola nlbirmakim cer ISA*RP3 C7ZM2
Per ISA-RP37.2

Model No. 3B5R05
Serial No. 2526

PO No. Customer

Calibration traceable to NIST thru Project No.

ICP" ACCELEROMETER
wilh builtlIn electronics

Calibration procedure Is In compliance with
MIL-STD-45662A and traceable to NIST.

II

��l
I
I822/249179-92

CALIBRATION DATA KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Voltage Sensitivity

Transverse Sensitivity

Resonant Frequency

Time Constant

Output Bias Level

1 .67

1.3

45

2.0

9.5

mV/g ehook°; Range

% Resolution

kHz Temp. Range

s

V

2500

,05

-100/+250

+g

. g

O F

METRIC CONVERSIOrNS
ms '2 0.102 g

°C * 5/9 x (F .32)

Reorbnm Fr~q.

FREOUENCY RESPONSE
.1 'A IR_ w wU

Amplitude
Devialion

0 I~~~~ I IE I= _ .~ I-_
~~~~~- -L V_ I -_ I _

. 3 dB
10 100 Frequency In Heftz 1 000 10 000

Ptll Piezotronics, Inc. 3425 Walden Avenue Depew, NY 14043-2495 USA
716-684-0001

Dale 1 /14 /92
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Model No. 305R85

Serial No. ?228

PO No. Customer

Calibration traceable to NIST thru Proji

CALIBRATION DATA

Voltage Sensitivity 2
Transverse Sensitivity

Resonant Frequency 4

Time Constant

Output Bias Level

ICP" ACCELEROMETER
with built-in electronics

Calibration procedure is in compliance with
MIL-STD-45662A and traceable to NISTect No. 822/249179-92

mV/g Sh ka *)

kHz

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

Range 2500

Resolution .05

Temp. Range -100/+250

ig

9
°F

METRIC CONVERSIONS

ms 2 . 0.102g
°C = 5/9 x (°F -32)

V

V

Raltefor Fieq.

+ 3 dB

Amplitude 0
Deviation

.3dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

- I II I I I 1111
~~~~I I I I II1 I _11 r111

I I ~~I l-I_ I I- I _ _ __ II - _ I I I _ I _-

10 100 Frequency in Hertz 1 000 10 000
7.

P [Ii Piezotronics, Inc. 3425 Walden Avenue Depew. NY 14043-249' IJSA
I K ~~~~~716-684-0001

. C

Dale I / 1 4/9 2
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iPer ISA-RP37.2
Model No. 305R05

Serial No. 1303

PO No. Customer

Calibration traceable to NIST (NBS) thru Project No. 732/243254-89

CALIBRATION DATA KEY SPECIFICATIONS

ICP"4 ACCELEROMETER
with built-in bectronics

Calbratlon procedure is in compliance with
MIL.STD-45662 and traceable to NIST. (NBS)

Voltage Sensitivity

Transverse Sensitivity

Resonant Frequency

Time Constant

Output Bias Level

1o.70
2.2

45

2.0

10.2

mV/g

kHz

S

V

Range

Resolution

Temp. Range

2500

. e5

-100/+250

g

9
°F

METRIC CONVERSIONS:
ms- 2 - 0.102 g
'C - 5t9 x (IF -32)

-J1

Referen. Freq.

Frequency Hz I10 15 30 50 100 300 500 1000 3000 5000 _ _

Ampiilude Deviation % 0o.I .2 1.3 1.3 0.0 .5 1.0 1.6 3.3 4.6

+3dB

Amplitude O

Deviation

-3 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

-[ _ - _ _ L- I -

10 100 Frequency In Hertz 1 000 10 000 -,;

/

pi [||j Plezotronics, Inc. 3425 Walden Avenue Depew. NY 14043-2495 USA
TIMe4-0001
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Customer_ _ Pr n CALIBRATIG. JATA

lotP01;IJ I. C. P. ACCELEROMETER
Iper I S A S37.2)

PtEZOTAONICS

The Calibration procedures of PCB Piezotronics are
in compliance with MIL-STD-45662

Model No. _

Serial No. - Ze 3

Range __ __ __ _ 9*S

Max Input !LooO gOs

Max Temp .2 OF
Order No.

1. VOLTAGE SENSITIVITY ...... I mvg @ 100 Hz,,.200g's PK

2. MAXIMUM TRANSVERSE SENSITIVITY 2z. percent

3. RESONANT FREQUENCY ......... KH.

4. DISCHARGE TIME CONSTANT 7.. seconds

5. OUTPUT BIAS LEVEL.. . Volts

6. FREQUENCY RESPONSE:

Freq. Hz I 10 | 30 1 50 I 100 300 | 500s 1000 | 3000 5000 1__

Deviation % .I-2.7 1-/J I °. I IO / $ /I leI.2l 1 04 T.6 t

Calibration traceable to NBS through project no. 7 ? 7 /2 g A4 -

PCB PIEZOTRONICSH INC
3425 WALDEN AVENUE
OEPEW. NEW YORK 14043

date 4 og _

. I /
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1. Introduction

Vcrtical drop tests and puncture tests wcre performcd on the F-294 transport packaginil prlolvpc on
February 25, 1998, at the AECL drop test facility at Chalk River. Ontario, Canada.

These tests were witnessed by representatives from MDS Nordion, AECB and USNRC.

Seven drop tests were performed, in a variety of orientations, as per a predefined test plan
(IN/QA 1368 F294). An unplanned eighth drop test was also performed.

Tri-axial accelerometer blocks were installed on the packaging, in four locations to record decclcration
data.

Visual records were made with a video camera and still photography.

Observations were recorded after each drop test.

2. References

AECL document:

1. A-16485-TN-I, "Deceleration Measurements During Drop Tests of the F-294 Transport Packaging".

MDS Nordion documents:

2. Test Plan for F-,294 Regulatory Tests, IN/QA 1368 F294

3. Quality Plan for F-294 Regulatory Tests, IN/QP 1369 F294

MDS Nordion drawings:

Drawing # Title
F629401-002 DROP TEST MODS
F629401-003 PUNCTURE PIN 6 DIA X 16 HIGH
F629401-004 PUNCTURE PIN 6- DIA X 26 HIGH
F629401-00 NORMAL FREE DROP TEST
F629401-006 30 FT FREE DROP TEST
F629401-007 PUNCTURE TEST NO. 1A
F629401-008 PUNCTURE TEST NO. 18
F629401-009 PUNCTURE TEST NO. 2
F629401-010 PUNCTURE TEST NO. 3
F629401-011 30 FT FREE DROP TEST #2
F629401 -012 PUNCTURE TEST #4
F629401-013 WEIGHT ASSY
F629401-014 TUBE
f629401-015 END PLATE
F629401-017 MOUNTING PLATE
F629401-018 MOUNTING PLATE LOWER
F629401-019 F294 TEST SPECIMEN
F629401-020 FLOW DIAGRAM
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3. Facilities

AECL (Atomic Energy of Canada Limited) maintains a drop test iacililv al Chialk River LaUhwraorics
(CRL), located al Chalk River. Ontario. Thc drop lest lower is 65 lI high; the maximum drop height is
50 ft. The impact target has a surface area of 48 ft2.

Tlhc impact target consists of a steel plate mounted on a concrete pad with a total mass ol approximately
80 ton. The entire target is embedded in granite bedrock to provide an essentially infinite mass. The
stcel-reinforced concrete pad is 10 ft by 10 ft by 10 ft deep with a compressive strength of 50(X) psi. The
steel plate is 8 ft by 6 ft by 4 inches thick. ASTM A203 Grade E. Tapped holes arc provided in the top
plate for the installation of a high strength plate and puncture bar for impact testing.

(Ref: AECL Dwg. E-4511-2002)
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4. Preparation of F-294 prototype

The F-294 packaging prototype was received at Chalk River Laboratories on Fchruarv 17. 1998. The
fivc-day lead time allowed for the installation of the four tri-axial accelerometer blocks at bloations G I. (2.
G3 and G4 (Ref: MDS Nordion Dwg. F629401-019).

Photographic record:

9802-23287-1 Accelerometer location G1

9802-23287-2 Accelerometer location G2

9802-23287-3 Accelerometer location G3

9802-23287.4 View of location G3, under the F-313 carrier (F-313 handle later
removed and shock buffers added)

The mounting hole for G4 was relocated I ft from the centerline, to avoid destruction of the accelerometer
during Drop No. 5. This location was used for all drop tests.

A "shock buffer" was installed between the top of the F-313 carrier and the underside of the F-294 closure
plug. Also the handle was removed from the F-313 carrier. This was done to prevent damage to the
accelerometer installation at G2, during the inverted drops.

Additional work was required to install four safety hoist rings (Welch Part No. 23202) on the shipping skid.
to allow for safe invprted lifts on the day of testing. The four 2-inch diameter holes provided
(Ref: MDS Nordion Dwg. F629401-002) had to be patched and redrilled to 1-1/2 inch diameter.

The torque wrench used to disassemble and reassemble the F-294 was calibrated. Some oxidation was
observed on the closure plug bolts. Due to bending of the crush shield fins, it was not possible to reach the
specified 50 ft-lb closing torques for the crush shield to container side-retaining bolts. See Appendix I for
the recorded torque values and record of torque wrench calibration.
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5. Testing

5.1. Test No. 1
Step 5.2.3- MDS Nordion Test Plan IN/OA 1368 F-294 (1)
Normal Conditions of Transport
Free Drop Test
(Ref: MDS Nordion Dwg. F629401-005)

Conditions:

Drop height = 36 inch

Orientation: Top end drop

Temperature: 6.7 eC

Time of drop: 10:10 am.

Photographic record:

9802-23308-1 Accelerometer location G4

9802-23308-2 to F-294, pre-drop
9802-23308-4

9802-23308-S Verification of 36 inch drop height, using measured steel rod

9802-23308-6 F-294, pre-drop

9802-2j308-7 to F-294, post-drop
9802-23308-14

Observations:

I

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Slight 'ripple" on load spreader plate of crush shield.
Mesh slightly bent inwards between two fins on crush shield.

Up to 0.5 inches of deformation on the crush shield.

No other visible change.

Setup: Release hook did not release first time.

Setup: 36 inch drop height verified visually with bar prior to each two attempts.

Additional damage as per photographic records.
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5.2. Test No.2
Step 5.2.4 - MDS Nordion Test Plan IN/GA 1368 F-294 (1)
Hypothetical Accident Condition
30 Feet Free Drop
(Ref: MDS Nordion Dwg. F629401-006)-

Conditions:

Drop height = 30 feet

Orientation: Side oblique (361'? from horizontal). Impact point centered around the lift lug lin #4.
on the top corner zone of the containerITemperature: 10.2'C
Time of drop: 1:22 p.m.

Photographic record:

9802-23308-15 Verification of 36½ angle from horizontal

9802-23308-16 to F-294, pre-drop
9802-23308-20

9802-23308-21 to F-294, post-drop
9802-23308-50

Observations:

1. Dummy weight transferred, so both dummy weights are on same side of the fireshield.
2. Measured angle - 361' from horizontal. Could not attain 400 drop angle, due to C.O.G. of F-294

packaging.

3. Crush shield deformed on impact face.

4. Shipping skid deformed on impact face.

5. Fixed skid mostly intact; horizontal crack (on skid) located below nameplate. Horizontal crack
(on skid) also at location at lead weights.

6. Nine broken welds on inner fin attachment of the crush shield.
7. Three side crush shield to container fasteners are loose.
8. Some welds intact on shipping skid.

9. Fireshield deformed on impact face.,

10. Balance of fireshield intact.

I1. Upper fireshield intact. No damage.

12. Shipping skid landed just outside the steel pad but on reinforced concrete pad.
13. Side/top of the container (Lift lug fin #4) zone impacted on the steel pad.
14. Setup: 30 foot drop height verified with plumb line prior to first attempt. Subsequent attempts

used visual mark/reference point to platform on drop tower.
15. Setup: First two attempts, release hook did not function (limit of release hook is slightly

exceeded).
16. Setup: Third attempt (1:22 p.m.) successful.
17. Setup: Manual release for release hook used for this and all subsequent tests.
18. Additional damage as per photographic records.K>
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5.3. Test No. 3
Step 5.2.5 - MDS Nordion Test Plan IN/QA 1368 F-294 (1)
(Step 5.2.5 of Test Plan identified Test #3A and Test #38. Neither of these were performed. It was
decided that this test (Test No.3) would be more damaging and would be referred to as Test #3C.)
Hypothetical Accident Condition
Puncture Test
(Ref: MDS Nordion Dwg. F629401-007, F629401-008)

Conditions:

Drop height = 40 inches from top of 26 inch high puncture pin (67 inches from plate)

Orientation: Side oblique (36W from horizontal). Center-of-gravity on target pin.

Temperature: 9.9 'C

Time of drop: 2:15 p.m.

Photographic record:

9802-23308-51 to F-294, post-drop
9802-23308-60l

Observations:

I. Severe local deformation of crush shield.

2. Crack on fireshield on impact point.

3. Upper fireshield intact.

4. All bolting intact.

5. One (strip) piece of metal broke free (approx. ½h inch wide by 8 inch long).

6. Lift lug severely deformed.

7. Puncture pin damaged (to be switched for next test)

8. 26 inch high puncture pin used.

9. The nuncture nin fastening to the steel nad was checked before and after the test. The ouncture

10.

II.

12.

13.

14.

15.

pin did not move during the test.

The puncture pin top face was damaged during the test.

Setup: Rigging on one point only.

Setup: 40 inch over puncture pin drop height, verified visually with measured bar.

Setup: Crush shield was not partially detached prior to test, as had been shown in
MDS Nordion Dwg. F629401-007 and F629401-008.

Instrumentation: One accelerometer missing at location G2(top of cavity).

Additional damage as per photographic records.
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5.4. Test No. 4
Step 52.6 - MDS Nordion Test Plan IN/QA 1368 F-294 (1)
Hypothetical Accident Condition
Puncture Test
(Ref: MDS Nordion Dwg. F629401-009)

Conditions:

Drop height = 40 inches from top or 26 inch high puncturc pin (67 inchcs from paluce

Orientation: Side drop

Impact target: Cylindrical fireshield

Temperature: 9.2 'C

me ofdrop:3:10p.m.

Photographic record:

9802-23308-61 to Verification of 40 inch drop height, using measured steel rod
9802-23308-62

9802-23308-63 to F-294, post-drop
9802-23308-65

9802-23308-66 to Further photos of damage from Test No. 3
9802-23308-68

Observations:

I . Severe local deformation and shearing in circular pattern.
2. Both layers (walls) of fireshield penetrated.
3. Dished head through puncture. Area cut is 2/3 of circumference of puncture pin.
4. Approx. 2 inch displacement of entire shell (deformed zone).
5. 6 inch diameter puncture.
6. Approx. 10'2 to II inch diameter deformed zone.
7. The shipping skid did not bottom out first.;
8. 26 inch high puncture pin (second pin) was used.
9. The puncture pin fastening to the steel pad was checked before and after the test. The puncture

pin did not move during the test.
10. The pin face was not damaged after the test.
11. Setup: Orientation rotated 45' from that as shown on MDS Nordion Dwg. P629401-009.
12. Setup: Through-holes on puncture pin mounting plate (backup puncture pin) enlarged to

1/6 inches to accommodate bolts.
13. Setup: 40 inches over puncture pin drop height, verified visually with measured bar.
14. Instrumentation: Accelerometer G2 is non-functional (inside top of plug).
15. Additional damage as per photographic records.
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5.5. Test No. 5
Step 52.7 - MOS Nordion Test Plan IN/QA 1368 F-294 (1)
Hypothetical Accident Condition
Puncture Test
(Ref: MDS Nordion Dwg. F629401-010)

Conditions

Drop height = 40 inches from top of 26 inch high puncture pin (67 inches from platc)

Orientation: Bottom drop

Impact target: Bottom of container fixed skid

Temperature: 9.5 0C

Time of drop: 3:48 p.m.

Photographic record:

9802-23308-9 Verification of 40 inch drop height, using measured steel rod

9802-23308-70 to F-294, post-drop
9802-23308-76

Observations:

I. Local defdrmnation, no penetration.

2. Deformation indentation zone similar to pin diameter.

3. Deformation zone 10 inches diameter.

4. 26 inch high puncture pin (second pin) used.

5. The puncture pin fastening to the steel pad was checked before and after the test. The puncture
pin did not move during the test.

6. The pin face was not damaged after the test

7. Setup: 40 inches over puncture pin drop height, verified visually with bar.

8. Additional damage as per photographic records.
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5.6. Test No. 6
Step 5.2.8 - MDS Nordion Test Plan IN/IA 1368 F-294 (1)
Hypothetical Accident Condition
30 Feet Free Drop
(Ref: MDS Nordion Dwg. F629401-011)

Conditions:

Drop height = 30 feet

Orientation: Inverted (top end drop). Puncture pin is removed from drop test pad.

Temperature: 9.4 -C

Time of drop: 4:40 p.m.

Photographic record:

9802-23308-77 F-294, pre-rop

9802-23308-78 to F 294, post-drop ---
9802-23308-84- -

Observations:

I. Crush shield as per photographs
2. Crush shield top retaining bolts still in place. Crush shield retained (jammed) on top of the

container.
3. Part of crush shield top ring missing. -

4. Most severe deformation on half of circumference.
5. Most crush shield fins attached. Some crush shield fins with broken pieces. Some fins flattened.
6. Fireshield intact. Slight outward bowing along top circumference.
7. Setup: Puncture pin removed.
8. Setup: 30 foot drop height verified with plumb line.
9. Additional damage as per photographic records.
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5.7. Test No.7
Step 5.2.9 - MDS Nordion Test Plan IN/OA 1368 F-294 (1)
Hypothetical Accident Condition
Puncture Test
(Ref: MDS Nordion Dwg. F629401-012)

Conditions:

Drop height = 40 inches from top of 26 inch high puncture pin (67 inches fromrplatcc

Orientation: Inverted (top end drop). 26 inch puncture pin is reinstalled on drop Icst pad.

Impact target: Top of crush shield

Temperature: 8.9 'C

Time of drop: 5:00 p.m.

Photographic record:

9802-23308-85 Verification of 40 inch drop height, using measured steel rod

9802-23308-86 to F-294, post-drop
9802-23308-89

Observations:

I. 6 inch diameter main deformation. 16 inch diameter gradual deformation.

2. No penetration. However foot print of the pin on the upper plate of the crush shield.

3. Approx. 2 inches vertical deformation.

4. 26 inch high puncture pin (second pin) was used.

5. The puncture pin fastening to the steel pad was checked before and after the test. The puncture
pin did not move during the test.

6. The puncture pin face was not damaged after the test.

7. Setup: 40% inches over puncture pin height, verified visually with bar.

8. Additional damage as per photographic records.
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5.8. Test No.8
(Additional test not listed in the Test Plan lo assess effect of reinforced area of the outer lireshield
shell)
Hypothetical Accident Condition
Puncture Test
(Similar to Ref: MDS Nordion Dwg. F629401-009)

Conditions:

Drop height = 40 inches from top of 26 inch high puncture pin (67 inches from platc)

Orientation: Side puncture on nameplate (Centre-of-gravity on fireshield).

Temperature: 7.2 eC

Time of drop: 5:28 p.m.

Photographic record:

9802-23308-90 Target area, showing removal of nameplate

9802-23308-91 F-294, pre-drop

9802-23308-92 to F-294, post-drop
9802-23308-94

Observations:

1. Shipping skid cleared the steel pad (impact plate).
2. Packaging remained balanced on pin (pin penetrated fireshield).
3. 1 foot diameter deformation by 1 h2 inch deep.
4. 213 circumference (of 6 inch diameter indent) penetrated.
5. 26 inch high puncture pin (second pin) used.
6. The puncture pin fastening to the steel pad was checked before and after the test. The puncture

pin did not move during the test.
7. The puncture pin top face was not damaged after the drop test.
8. The shipping skid landed on the reinforced concrete pad just outside the steel pad. The shipping

skid did not bottom out first.
9. Setup: 40 inches over puncture pin drop height. verified visually with bar.
10. Setup: Nordion Identification, Radioactive Caution, and Heat Emitter plates were removed from

the impact target zone on the container.
11. Additional damage as per photographic records.
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6. Accelerometer Data

Reference:
A-l6485-TN-1, "Deceleration Measurements During Drop Tests of the F-294 Transport Packaging"

* Deccleration data is summarized on Table I of A-16485-TN-I, page 7.

• Where two values are given for a particular accelerometer block ror a drop test. the maximum
acceleration M. is calculated as:

M = la2+
where a, b are the acceleration values.

* Where three values are given for a particular accelerometer block for a drop test, the maximum
acceleration M. is calculated as:

M = v/a2 +b 2 +C2

where 2, b, c are the acceleration values.

'-I
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This is used to provide the i'ollowing tahbl:

Table 1: Maximum Absolute Decelerations for F-294 Transport Packaging

[g'sI

Legend: LOS = Loss Of Signal (cable cut)

WOTTOM PLATE ,'
2c 6FN '.i NER

Figure I - Locations of Accelerometers
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Notes:

1. The very high G4 value, for Test No. 1, is not valid. G4 is mounted on the hottom of' container
fixed skid, a thin plate supponed around the perimeter of tlie skid. acting as a diaphramil. As
per Figure 6 of A-16485-TN-I, page 9. the maximum lcvel attained by G4 does no( occur
until after the initial impact.

The crush shield does not significantly deform during this test. The rigidity of the F-294
package in this orientation & drop speed is a possible cause for the high deceleration value
observed.

2. Test No. 2 is the first 30 foot drop. GI is very near the impact point for Test No. 2. It is
observed to measure the highest deceleration value. G3 and G4 are located further away from
the impact point. The crush shield fins on the impact target are greatly deformed. helping to
reduce the maximum deceleration value.

3. Test No. 6 is the second 30 foot drop. The maximum value attained by G 1, for Test No.6, is
similar to that maximum attained for the first 30 foot drop, Test No. 2. Again, the crush shield
fins on the impact target are greatly deformed, helping to reduce the maximum deceleration
value. ,
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Appendix 1
Recorded Opening and Closing Torques for F-294 Packaging

1. The torquc wrench used. Snap-On model QC3R250. serial number 08976W(X) 1'2. rangc (0-25(0 It-lb. was
calibrated by AECL using a TWA- l()O0Torquc Analyzer. on February 24. 1998.

(calibration record attached)

2. The TWA-1000 Torque Analyzer, serial number 21900, was calibrated by McCann Equipment on
05/07/1997.

(calibration record attached)

3. Opening and closing torques were recorded. Opening torques are not accurate as there was an
oxidation build-up, causing a "snap action" when opening the bolts.

Measured closing torques are exactly the specified value (preset on the torque wrench), within the
torque wrench tolerance. Torques were confirmed by a second person.

4. Closing torques were measured on February 24, 1998.

5. Closing torque values (specified and measured):

Main closure plug to container inner shell assembly: 100 ft-lb
Crush shield to container top retaining bolts: 200 ft-lb
Crush shield to container side retaining bolts: 50 ft-lb
Cylindrical fireshield to fixed skid: 200 ft-lb

Vent-line caps and drain-line cap were removed to permit accelerometer cables to pass through.

(other fasteners were not disturbed, torque values as-delivered by MDS Nordion)
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Chapter 2

1. INTRODUCTION

The F-294 package can be dropped in any of the six designated free drop test orientations shown in
Figure 2.10.1 I-Fl. The drop orientations are identified as:

Orientation #1.lend drop - top
Orientation #1.2end drop - bottom
Orientation #2 side drop
Orientation #3. 1 corner drop - top
Orientation #3.2corner drop - bottom
Orientation #4.1 oblique drop - side

Out of six combinations of drop test orientations listed above, from the viewpoint of the integrity of
shielding and the containment system, it is concluded that the end drop - top (#1.1), comer drop - top
(#3.1) and oblique drop - side (#4.1) orientations are more critical drop orientations than the end drop -
bottom (#1.2), side drop (#2) and corner - bottom (#3.2) drop orientations. The main justification for
this is:

1. The top, top corner and the side oblique drop orientations affect the containment system
and could potentially result in the loss of the top closure plug or the crush shield.

2. The F-294 components such as the crush shield and the closure plug are bolted and are
therefore weaker than the welded fin connections at the bottom of the F-294.

In order to determine the maximum damaging drop test orientation, two methods are used: 1) quantitative
and 2) qualitative. Three drop test orientations are considered 1) end drop - top, 2) comer drop - top,
and 3) oblique drop - side. Also, the failure criteria, as per section 2, is used to evaluate each drop test
orientation

2. FAILURE CRITERIA

1) Loss of closure plug is unacceptable as the containment system will fail and the shielding integrity
will not be met.;

2) Failure of primary shell or primary shell welds '(other than fin welds) is unacceptable as the
subsequent fire test to follow will expose the lead shielding directly to hot gases or flames.

3) Loss of thermal protection is unacceptable as the radiative heat uptake of the container will be
increased in the fire test and therefore lead melt safety margin will be eroded.

3. END DROP - TOP ORIENTATION

3.1 ORIENTATION

The angle between the line between centre of gravity (COG) and the impact point (or plane) and the
horizontal test pad is 90°. See Figure 2.10.1I-F2. So, the weight of the package, centre of gravity directly
over impact point, is centric. Therefore, upon primary impact, potential energy (PE) due to 30-ft drop is
translated to kinetic energy. In other words, during the primary impact, there is no rotation of the package
and no rotational energy component.
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3.2 ENERGY ABSORPTION

1) The impact is characterized as hard impact. Entire top face of the container is impacted. Meaning
high G's and short deformation (distance between centre of gravity and impact point or plane =
36.25 in.).

2) All 28 fins of the crush shield come into play; The fins impact is characterized as impact on
straight-edge. 66.8 % of PE is absorbed by crush shield fins. The deformation of the fins is
expected to be 2.0 in.

3) There are 36 container fins: 4 lift lug fins (1.25 in. thick). 8, 1/2-inch thick and 24, 3/8-inch thick.
8, 1/2-inch thick and 24, 3/8-inch thick container fins come into play and between them absorb
33.2% of PE. The deformation is expected to be 1.8 in.

4) So, between the crush shield and the container fins, 100% PE is absorbed.
5) The total defnnation is exqecd to be ofthe derof3.8 in. (Le, 2.9 + 1.8 in.). As the lift lug fin is

recessed from the initial impact point (at time = 0) by at least 6 in., the lift lug fins of the container
do not come into play as the impact front is arrested at 3.8 in. from the initial impact point.
Consequently, the peak loads are transferred to the container top conical region via twenty-four
3/8-inch thick and eight 1/2-inch thick fins.

3.3 G-LOADS

Based on Davis Methodology G-load estimates are low (200 g's). Based on comparison to similar packages
G-loads are estimated to be 800 g's. Its expected that the G-loads of the order of 800 g's; however it may
exceed 800 g's as the impact is characterized as hard.

What is the impact of high g-loads on the top zone component integrity? Or what is the G-load capability
of the components? See Table 2.10.1 1-Ti

Table 2.10.11-T1
G-load Capability: End Drop - Top Orientation

Closure Plug Note #1 (see Fig. 2.10.1 1-F3)
Bolts 1,186
Threaded Hole 670

Container
Weld Group 1,194 Note #2 (see Fig. 2.10.1 I-F3)
Top Flange 1,744
Lift Lug Base Zone 344 Note #3 (see Fig. 2.10.1 1-F4)
Cavity End Cap 198 Note #4 (see Fig. 2.10.1 1-F5)

Crush shield Note #5
=______________ Bolts (16) 50

Other Features Trapped
Cylindrical fireshield _ _ _ Note #6

Bolts (8) 551F
Other Features Trapped __________
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3.4 COMMENTS

3.4.1 Note #1

The closure plug has 16 fasteners (UNBRAKO Socket Head Screws). The size of fasteners is 1 in. Dia. -
UNC. In the top end drop, the closure plug bolts are loaded in tension as the closure plug is pulling away
from the rest of the container (see Fig. 2.10.1 1-F3). Calculations for G-loads are presented in Appendix
2.10.14.

3.42 Note# 2

Due to lead slump, the weld group WCCI, WCC2, WCC7, WCC3 and WFI is impacted.

See Fig. 2.10.1 1-F3. Calculations for G-loads are presented in appendix 2.10.14 of SAR. Assuming-the
weld group is loaded collectively. WF1 are the external fin/shell fillet welds. The fins convert the shell from
non-stiffened plain shell to stiffened composite shell. As the lead slumps, the welds are stressed collectively
but not necessarily equally. After lead slump, the deformed shape of the conical shell will approximate
orange peel configuration.

3.4.3 Note #3

There are four lift lugs fins, one in each quadrant of the conical shell. At the base of lift lug fins, the
primary shell is reinforced. Upon impact, the impact front (crush front) advances as a function of time, it
appears that the crush front is arrested 3.8 in. from initialization. As the lift lug fins are at least 6 in. from
the initial plane, the lift lugs will not be impacted. If the four lift lugs are affected in any way, then the
primary shell may suffer shear fracture at approximately 344 g's [Pure shear failure. (Shear area 172 in2 x
70,000 UTS psi x 0.6/weight of 21,000 lb. = 344 g's). The factor 0.6 is for converting UTS to U shear
stress (USS)].

In the current design of F-294, the base of the lift lug has been re-designed (double shell, etc. beefed up)
Consequently, this failure path has very low possibility.

3A.4 Note #4

In the top end drop, the bottom plate of the cavity is loaded with deceleration loads due to the lead weight
distributed (slump) over the plate. Its estimated that, based on 0.5 in. thick Hastelloy plate, the plate is
capable of withstand 198 g's. As the plate bends, the curvature will enable to withstand lots more G's.
As the bottom of cavity is 46.25 in. from the impact point or plane, the G-loads at the bottom of the cavity
will be substantially reduced compared to G-loads at the closure plug bolt area. The end cap is more likely
to bend (become dished rather than fracture). If the lead slumps, the displacement of lead shielding is not a
major concern as the F-294 is over-shielded.

3.4.5 Note #5

There are 16 fasteners (1 inch dia. SAE Gr. 8) joining the crush shield to the container at the top zone. In
the top end drop eight fasteners are loaded in compression, while the remaining eight are loaded in shear.
The G-load capability of the crush shield fasteners is estimated to be 50 g's.

The crush shield is impacted first. As the impact progresses, it is crushed between the rest of the container
and the drop test pad. Consequently, the crush shield is trapped between the top of the container inclusive
of the cylindrical fireshield and the drop test pad.

Also after the top end drop, we may find the crush shield friction welded to the top of the container.
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3.4.6 Note #6

There are eight fasteners (1 inch Dia. SAE Gr. 8) joining the cylindrical fireshield to the container at the
bottom fixed skid zone. Two fasteners at each of the comers (4) of the fixed skid. In the top end drop,
eight fasteners are loaded in tension. The g-load capability has been calculated in Appendix 2.10.14 of
SAR Revision 3.

The crush shield is impacted first. As the impact progresses, the cylindrical fireshield is decelerated.
The cylindrical fireshield is trapped between the deformed crush shield and the fixed skid.

3.5 SUMAMRY

1) Despite the fact that all the potential energy (PE) is estimated to be absorbed between crushshield
fin impact limiters and the container fins, the impact is characterized as hard. Consequently,
high G-loads, low deformation and short duration is to be expected. Therefore the impulsive
(instantaneous force x time) loads will be of significant magnitude.

2) Closure between the container and the plug shall be maintained for up to 1200 g's. 1200 g's is
based on static UTS.

3) Despite the fact that crush shield fasteners have all sheared, the crush shield shall be retained
and trapped between the top of the container and the drop test pad. As the top fireshield is integral
with the crush shield, the top fireshield shall be retained (no loss of thermal protection).

4) The cylindrical fireshield shall be retained and trapped between the fixed skid and the deformed
crush shield (no loss of thermal protection).

5) Due to lead slump, the welds at the top zone of the containers are collectively loaded. One of the
external welds (WCCI or WCC3 or WF1) could fracture. Also, the shell could fracture. In this
failure path scenario, the lead shielding could be exposed directly to fire test to follow (hot gases
and or flame).

6) As the lift lug fin is sufficiently recessed from the final impact front, the base of the lift lug fin is
not impacted.

4. CORNER DROP - TOP ORIENTATION

4.1 ORIENTATION

The container shall be suspended 570 from the horizontal (see Figure 2.10.1I-F6). The top corner zone,
centered around the lift lug fin, is to be impacted. So the weight of the package, centre of gravity (CG)
directly over impact point, is centric. Therefore, upon primary impact, potential energy (PE) due to 30-ft
drop is translated to kinetic energy. In other words, during the primary impact there is no rotation of the
package and no rotational energy component

4.2 MODE OFPRIMARYIMPACT

The order in which the components are impacted when the impact front advances is as follows:

1) Crush shield fins - Peak loads transmitted to top four container/crush shield joint pads (eight
fasteners on top face and remaining eight fasteners on side face). Peak load may shear all or some
of the 16 fasteners. [Note: The reactive force may detach the crush shield. Crush shield tries to
"fly" off. However, during the primary impact the crush shield shall be trapped between the
container driving down and the drop test pad.]

2) The two container fins supporting the joint pad come into play.
3) As the impact front advances, the next component to come into play is the lift lug fin. The peak

loads from the lift lug are transmitted to the base of the lift lug zone. These loads may shear
(fracture) the primary shell.
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4) The next component to come into play are the container fins.
K>2 5) The top corner of the cylindrical fireshield is the next component to come into play.

6) The top closure zone is the last component to come into play.

4.2.1 Energy Absorption During Primary Impact

1) The top comer of the container is impacted. The impact is characterized as medium- hard impact
Meaning medium G's and medium deformation A. See Fig. 2.10.1 1-F7 for G versus A curve.
Distance between centre of gravity and impact point or plane = 41.1 in.

2) Only 10 of total 28 fins of the crush shield come into play; the fin impact is characterized as
impact on curved e. Estimated 36% of PE is absorbed by crush shield fins. The deformation
ofthe fins is expected to be 2.7 in.

3) There are 36 container fins: 4 lift lug fins (125 in. thick). 8 0.5 in. thick and 24 3/8 in. thick.
One lift lug fin of the container is the first container fin to come into play as it is closest to the
advancing impact front. It is estimated to absorb 10.3% of PE. The deformation is expected to
be 1.2 in.

4) So between crush shield and 1 container fim (lift lug fin), it is estimated 46% PE is absorbed.
The remaining 54 % has to be absorbed by the containerffins + container body /closure plug and
cylindrical fireshield assembly.

5) The total deformation is expected to be of the order of > 3.7 in. (i.e. 2.7 + 1. in.) perhaps around
5 in. As the lift lug fin is impacted, the peak loads are transferred to the container top conical
region lift lug base zone via 1 lift lug fin.

4.2.2 G-Loads Based on Primary Impact
K> Based on Davis Methodology, G-load estimates are low (340 g's). Based on comparison to similar

packages G-loads are estimated to be 800 g's. It is expected that the G-loads shall be of the order of
800 g's.

What is the impact of G-loads on the components? Or what is the G-load capability of the components?
See Table 2.10.1 1-T2

4.3 SECONDARYIMPACT

After the primary impact, the F-294 shall be subjected to secondary bounce, followed by secondary impact
as per Figure 2. 10.1 -F8. The secondary bounce shall be up to y feet (where y = up to 4 ft.). As the F-294
does the secondary bounce of y ft., at y ft. elevation, there are two scenarios:

i) If all the fasteners of the crush shield joint have fractured (sheared), the fifly detached
crush shield shall "take -off" (i.e., propelled by reaction forces which have not been fully
dissipated), only to be retrained by the long fins which are located between the container side
fns and the cylindrical fireshield.
ii) If some of the fasteners have fractured, the partially detached crush shield shall be swung
open around a hinge. Once again, the crush shield shall be restrained from opening by long fins or
the "friction welded" top deformed zone.
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Table 2.10.11-T2
G-load Capability: Corner Drop - Top Orientation

TpCrner Drop Cmmnt
-Component Sunt(t

Closure Plug Note #1
Bolts 913
Threaded Hole 642

Container
Weld Group 1,050 Note #2
Top Flange 1,248
Lift Lug Base Zone 86 Note #3
Cavity End Cap 245 Note #4

Crush Shield Note #5
Bolts (16) 50
Other Features Appears Trapped Note #5

Cylindrical Fireshield Note #6
Bolts (8) 500
Other Features Trapped Note #6

_ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ __.

4.4 COMMENTS

4.4.1 Note #1

The closure plug has 16 fasteners (UNBRAKO Socket Head Screws). The size of fasteners is 1 in. Dia. -
UNC. In the top comer drop, the closure plug bolts are loaded in tension & shear as the closure plug is
pulling away from the rest of the container. It is estimated that the closure plug would maintain closure
upto 913 g's.

4.4.2 Note # 2:

Due to lead slump, in the top corner zone, only 1/4 to 1/3 of the full circumference of the container is
impacted. Due to lead slump, the weld group WCCI, WCC2, WCC7, WCC3 and WF1 is impacted.
Calculations for G-loads are presented in Appendix 2. assuming the weld group is loaded collectively.
WFI are the external fin/shell fillet welds. The fins convert the shell from non-stiffened plain shell to
stiffened composite shell. As the lead slumps, the welds are stressed collectively but not necessarily equally.
After lead slump, the deformed shape of the conical shell will approximate orange peel configuration.
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4.4.3 Note #3

There are four lift lugs fins, one in each quadrant of the conical shell. At the base of lift lug fins, the
primary shell is reinforced. Upon impact, the impact front (crush front) advances as a fimction of time,
ONE (of four) lift lug will be impacted. Consequently, the primary shell may suffer shear fracture at
approximately 86 g's [Pure shear failure. (Shear area 43 in2 x 70,000 UTS psi x 0.6/ weight of 21,000 lb.
=86 g's). The factor 0.6 is for converting UTS to U Shear Stress (USS)].

In the current design of the F-294, the base of the lift lug has been re-designed (double shell ,etc. beefed up)
Consequently, this failure path has very low possibility.

4.4.4 Note #4

In the top corner drop, the bottom plate of the cavity is loaded with deceleration loads due to the lead
weight distributed (slump) over the plate. Its estimated that, based on 0.5 in. thick Hastelloy plate, the plate
is capable of withstanding 245 g's. As the plate bends, the curvature will enable it to withstand lots more
G's. As the bottom of cavity is 55 in. from the impact point or plane, the G-loads at the bottom of the
cavity will be substantially reduced compared to G-loads at the closure plug bolt area. The end cap is more
likely to bend (become dished rather than fracture). If the lead slumps, the displacement of lead shielding is
not a major concern as the F-294 is over-shielded.

4.4.5 Note #5

There are 16 fasteners (I inch Dia. SAE Gr. 8) joining the crush shield to the container at the top zone. In
the top end drop eight fasteners are loaded in compression, while the remaining eight are loaded in shear.
The G-load capability as per following calculation:

Step #1: in tension: P1 = 8 x 150,000 psi x 0.551 in2 = 661,200 olb.
Step #2: in shear: P2 = 8 x 150,000 psi x 0.6 x 0.551 in2 = 396,720 lb.
Step #3: allowable P = Pl + P2 = 1,057,920 lb.
Step #4. G = 1,057,920 lbJ2l,000 lb. = 50 g's

During the primary impact, the crush shield is impacted first As the impact progresses, the crush shield is
trapped between the top of the container inclusive of the cylindrical fireshield and the drop test pad. Also,
after the top corner drop, we may find the crush shield is partially "friction welded" to the top of the
container.

4.4.6 Note #6

There are eight fasteners (1 inch. Dia. SAE Gr. 8) joining the cylindrical fireshield to container at the
bottom fixed skid zone. Two fasteners at each of the corners (4) of the fixed skid. In the top corner drop
eight fasteners are loaded in tension. The g-load capability has been calculated:

Step#l:intension: PI -8x 150000psix0.551 in2=661,200lb.
Step #2. a = 661,200 lblveight of fireshield 1,200 IbJI.l

=500 g's
The crush shield is impacted first. As the impact progresses, the cylindrical fireshield is decelerated.
The cylindrical fireshield is trapped between the deformed crush shield and the fixed skid. So there is
no loss of side thermal protection.
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4.5 SUMMARY

1) In the top comer drop attitude, the impact is characterized as medium-hard. Only 46% of the total
PE is estimated to be absorbed between crush shield fin impact limiters and the container fins.
Consequently, medium G-loads, high deformation and long duration is to be expected. Therefore,
the impulsive (instantaneous force x time) loads will be of significant magnitude around the lift lug
fin.

2) Closure between the container and the plug shall be maintained for up to 900 g's. 900 g's is based on
static UTS. Its concluded that closure shall be maintained.

3) During the primary impact, the crush shield shall be retained and trapped between the top of the
container and the drop test pad. As the top fireshield is integral with crush shield, the top fireshield
shall be retained. (No loss of thermal protection). However, the crush shield may be "lost during
the secondary impact, depending upon the magnitude of reaction forces. In this failure path
scenario, the puncture test to follow could further detach the crush shield and cause loss of top
thermal protection.

4) The cylindrical fireshield shall be retained and trapped between the fixed skid and the deformed
crush shield. (no loss of thermal protection.)

5) Due to lead slump, the welds at the top zone of the containers are collectively loaded. One of the
external welds (WCCl or WCC3 or WF1) could fracture. Also the shell could fracture. In this
failure path scenario, the lead shielding could be exposed directly to hot gases and or flame of
the fire test to follow.

6) As the lift lug fin is the second component to be impacted, peak loads are transmitted from the lift
lug fin to the base of the primary shell of the container. It is possible that the primary shell could
fracture locally.

5. OBLIQUE DROP - SIDE ORIENTATION

5.1 ORIENTATION

The container shall be suspended 150 from the horizontal. See Figure 2.10.1 l-F9. The top side corner zone,
centered around the lift lug fin is to be impacted. So the weight of the package acting on the line of centre
of gravity (CG) is not coincidental over impact point i.e., eccentric/oblique drop. Therefore, upon primary
impact, potential energy (PE) due to 30-ft drop is translated to kinetic energy + rotational energy.

5.2 MODE OF PRIMARYIMPA CT

The order in which the components are impacted when the impact front advances is as follows:
1) Crush shield fins: Peak loads are transmitted to top four container/crush shield joint pads

(eight fasteners on top face and remaining eight fasteners on side face). Peak load may shear
all or some of 16 fasteners.
[Note: The reactive force may detach the crush shield. Crush shield tries to 'fly" off. However
during the primary impact, the crush shield shall be trapped between the container driving down
and the drop test pad.]

2) As the impact front advances, the next components to come in play are the lift lug fin and the top
corner of the cylindrical fireshield. The peak loads from the lift lug are transmitted to the base of
the lift lug zone. These loads may shear (fracture) the primary shell.

3) The top and side container fins, the top closure zone, the container shell and the lead shielding are
the last components to come into play.
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5.2.1 Energy Absorption During Primary Impact

1) The top/side corner of the container is impacted. The impact is characterized as medium impact.
Meaning medium G's and high deformation A. See Fig. 2.10.1 I-F7 for G versus A curve. Distance
between centre of gravity and impact point or plane = 41 in.

2) Only six of total 28 fins of the crush shield come into play; the fin impact is characterized as
impact on curved-edge. Estimated 15% of PE is absorbed by crush shield fins. The deformation
of the fins is expected to be 2.4 in. -

3) There are 36 container fins: four lift lug fins (1.25- in. thick). eight, 0.5 in. thick and 24, 3/8 in.
thick.
One lift lug fin of the container is the first container fin to come into play as it is closest to the
advancing impact front. It is estimated to absorb 100/. of PE. The deformation is expected to be
1.2 in.

4) The cylindrical fireshield: for deformation 0.1 in. over 30-inch length, the cylindrical fireshield
shall absorb 4.5% of PE.

5) So between crush shield, one container lift lug fin and the cylindrical fireshield, it is estimated
30% PE is absorbed. The remaining 70%/a has to be absorbed by-the container fins + container
body/closure plug + lead shielding and cylindrical fireshield assembly.

6) Thetotal defmaticnis epectd to be ofthe order of4 in. ("Le., 2.4+1 In) As the lift lug fin is impacted,
the peak loads are transferred to the container top conical region lift lug base zone via one lift lug
finl.

5.2.2 G-loads based on Primary impact

Based on comparison to similar packages, G-loads are estimated to be 1000 g's.

What is the impact of G-loads on the components? Or what is the G-load capability of the components?
See Table 2.10.11-T3.

5.3 SECONDARYIMPACT

1) After the primary impact, the F-294 shall be subjected to secondary bounce, followed by secondary
impact as per Figure 2.10.1 1-FlO. The secondary bounce shall be y feet (where y = up to 2 ft.).
As the F-294 does the secondary bounce of y ft., at y ft. elevation,- there are two scenarios:

i). If all the fasteners of the crush shield joint have firactured (sheared), the fully detached
crush shield shall "take -off' (i.e., propelled by reaction forces which have not been fully
dissipated), only to be retrained by the long fins which are located between the container side
fins and the cylindrical fireshield.

ii). If only some of the fasteners have fractured, the partially detached crush shield shall be
swung open around a hinge. Once again the crush shield shall be restrained from opening by long
fins or the "friction'velded" top deformed zone.
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Table 2.10.11-T3
G-load Capability: Side Oblique Drop Orientation

Component. Sub-Compnent Side Oblique)Drop Comments

G's
Closure Plug Note #1

Bolts 912
Threaded Hole 904

Container
Weld Group 1,580 Note #2
Top Flange 2,200
Lift Lug Base Zone Note #3

86
Cavity End Cap 430 Note #4

Crush Shield Note #5
Bolts (16) 46
Other Features Appears Trapped Note #5

Cylindrical Fireshield Note #6
Bolts (8) 480
Other Features Trapped Note #6

_ _ _ _ _ _ ~~I _ ___ I ___ _ I __

5.4 COMMENTS

5.4.1 Note #1

The closure plug has 16 fasteners (UNBRAKO Socket Head Screws). The size of fasteners is - 1 in. Dia. -
UNC. In the SIDE OBLIQUE drop, the closure plug bolts are loaded in tension and shear as the closure
plug is pulling away from the rest of the container.

It is estimated that the closure plug would maintain closure up to 912 g's.

5.4.2 Note #2

Due to lead slump, in the side oblique zone, 1/3 to 1/2 of the full circumference of the container is
impacted. Due to lead slump, the weld group WCC1, WCC2, WCC3, WCC, WCC5, WCC7, WCLI and
WFI resist this impact. G-loads are calculated assuming the weld group is loaded collectively and only
welds in the bottom half of the container shell are effective. WFI are the external fin/shell fillet welds.
The fins convert the shell from non-stiffened plain shell to stiffened composite shell. As the lead slumps,
the welds are stressed collectively but not necessarily equally. After lead slump, the deformed shape of the
conical shell will approximate orange peel configuration.
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5.4.3 Note #3

There are four lift lugs fins, one in each quadrant of the conical shell. At the base of lift lug fins, the
primary shell is reinforced. Upon impact, the impact front (crush front) advances as a function of time,
ONE (of four) lift lug will be impacted. Consequently the primary shell may suffer shear fracture at
approximately 86 g's [Pure shear failure. (Shear area 43 in2 x 70,000 UTS psi x 0.6/ weight of 21,000 lb.
=86 g's). The factor 0.6 is for converting UTS to U Shear Stress (USS)].

In the current design of F-294, the base of the lift lug has been re-designed (double shell etc. beefed up)
Consequently, this failure path has very low possibility.

5.4.4 Note #4

In the side oblique drop, the bottom plate of the cavity is loaded with deceleration loads due to the lead
slump. Its estimated that, based on 0.5 in. thick Hastelloy plate, the plate is capable of withstanding 430
g's. As the plate bends, the curvature will enable to withstand lots more G's. As the bottom of cavity is
55 in. from the impact point or plane, the G-loads at the bottom of the cavity will be substantially reduced
compared to G-loads at the closure plug bolt area. The end cap is more likely to bend (become dished
rather than fracture). If the lead slumps, the displacement of lead shielding is not a major concern as the
F-294 is over-shielded.

5.4.5 Note #5

There are 16 fasteners (1 in. Dia. SAE Gr. 8) joining the crush shield to the container at the top zone. In the
top end drop eight fasteners are loaded in compression, while the remaining eight are loaded in shear. The
G-load capability is calculated to be 46 g's.

During the primary impact, the crush shield is impacted first. As the impact progresses, the crush shield is
trapped between the top of the container and the drop test pad. Also after the side oblique drop, we may
find the crush shield is partially "friction welded" to the top of the container.

5A.6 Note #6

There are eight fasteners (I in. Dia. SAE Gr. 8) joining the cylindrical fIreshield to container at the bottom
fixed skid zone. Two fasteners at each of the corners (4) of the fixed skid. In the top comer drop eight
fasteners are loaded in tension. The g-load capability is estimated to be 480 g's.

The crush shield is impacted first. As the impact progresses, the cylindrical fireshield is decelerated. The
cylindrical fireshield is trapped between the deformed crush shield and the fixed skid, so there is no loss of
side thermal protection.

5.5 SUMMARY

1) In the side oblique drop attitude, the impact is characterized as medium-hard. Only 30% of the
total PE is estimated to be absorbed between crush shield fin impact limiters, the container fins
and the cylindrical fireshield Lead slump will absorb the balance of the PE. Consequently medium
G-loads, high deformation and long duration is to be expected. Therefore the impulsive
(instantaneous force x time) loads will be of significant magnitude around the lift lug fin.

2) Closure between the container and the plug shall be maintained for up to 912 g's. 912 g's is based on
static UTS. Its concluded that closure shall be maintained.
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3) During the primary impact, the crush shield shall be retained and trapped between the top of the
container and the drop test pad. As the top fireshield is integral with crush shield, the top fireshield
shall be retained (no loss of thermal protection). However the crush shield may be "lost" during the
secondary bounce, depending upon the magnitude of reaction forces. In this failure path scenario,
the puncture test to follow could further detach the crush shield and cause loss of top thermal
protection.

4) The cylindrical fireshield shall be retained and trapped between the fixed skid and the deformed
crush shield (no loss of side thermal protection).

5) Due to lead slump, the welds at the top and side zone of the containers are collectively loaded.
However, the G-load capability of the weld group is relatively high (1,580 g's). The event "One
of the container external welds (WCCl or WCC3 or WFI) could fracture due to poor weld,
asymmetric loading etc. "is a real possibility. Also the shell could fracture. In this failure path
scenario, the lead shielding could be exposed directly to hot gases and or flame of the fire test
to follow.

6) As the lift lug fin is the second component to be impacted, peak loads are transmitted from the lift
lug fin to the base of the primary shell of the container. It is possible that the primary shell could
fracture locally.

6. OVERVIEW OF DAMAGE IN THREE DIFFERENT DROP TEST
ORIENTATIONS

6.1 IN THE END DROP - TOP ORIENTATION

1) Due to shearing of threads of the bolt hole, the closure plug is most likely to be fail and be
displaced in the top end drop orientation compared to other drop test orientations. As only static
UTS was used to compute g-load capability, and as Dynamic UTS/Static UTS = 2, the closure
plug in most likelihood will not come loose and be displaced.

2) Due to lead slump, the primary shell may be overstressed and subject welds to fracture. This is
considered a low probability. The area under the lift lug fin is unlikely to be impacted.

3) Despite the fact that the crush shield fasteners are sheared, the loss of crush shield is unlikely as
the crush shield is expected to be "friction welded" to the container as it crushes. Therefore no
loss of top thermal protection.

4) The cylindrical fireshield is not likely to be lost. No loss of side thermal protection.

6.2 IN THE CORNER DROP TOP ORIENTA TION (570 TO HORIZONTAL)

1) The closure plug is not likely to fail; however it may be displaced leading to radiation streaming.
As the F-294 is over-shielded, this is not major concern.

2) Due to lead slump, 1/3rd or 114 of the primary shell and the welds in the top comer zone are
subjected to stresses. In top corner attitude, as there is smaller area of impact, the stresses are
high (compared to top end drop attitude). However, there are other mitigating circumstances that
suggest that the stresses may not be quite high:
i) G-loads in top comer attitude will be lower that the G-loads in the top drop attitude as the
top comer drop attitude has longer distance (41.1 in.) of CG from the impact point than the top end
drop attitude (36.5 in.).
ii) The lead slump does not directly impact the top comer impact zone as the lead slump is
sheltered by the inner cavity structure.
The impact of the lift lug and subsequent transfer of peak loads to the base of the lift lug is a
different and unique situation. It is most likely that the lift lug may cause sufficient stresses as
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to fracture the primary shell. This is considered the worst case scenario for the top comer drop
orientation.

3) The crush shield fasteners are going to shear and fail; however the crush shield may be "friction
welded" to the container fins. In a secondary bounce, the crush shield may "take off', thus causing
loss of top thermal protection only to be restrained by long fins of the crush shield.

4) The cylindrical fireshield is not likely to be lost. No loss of side thermal protection.

6.3 IN OBLIQUE DROP - SIDE ORIENTATION (f5° TO HORIZONTAL)

1) The closure plug is not expected to be lost but it shall be displaced sufficiently to cause radiation
streaming. This radiation streaming shall be worse than the top corner drop test orientation.

2) Due to lead slump, the primary shell shall be stressed, however as the load is spread over larger
area, the primary shell is unlikely to fracture.

The impact of the lift lug and subsequent transfer of peak loads to the base of the lift lug is a
different and unique situation. It is most likely that the lift lug may cause sufficient stress as to
fracture the primary shell. This is considered the worst case scenario for the side oblique drop
orientation.

3) The crush shield fasteners will definitely shear. Upon secondary bounce the crush shield shall be
caused to eject and separate from the rest of the container. Thus causing loss of thermal protection
in the top zone.

4) Cylindrical fireshield is unlikely to be lost. No loss of the side thermal protection.

7. DISCUSSION

1) Loss of closure plug event is low probability in any drop test orientation. The ranking in which
drop test orientation that this event is most likely is as follows:
Top end drop: Most likely

1.1) Displacement of closure plug event leading to radiation streaming. (The ranking is as follows):
Side oblique drop orientation: most likely

2) Fracture of primary shell container welds event: Overall low probability.
Top end drop: Most likely

2.2) Fracture of lift lug base zone:
Top corner or Side oblique drop orientation: Equally likely

3) Loss of crush shield, Loss of top thermal protection: high probability.
Side oblique drop orientation: Most likely.

4) Loss of cylindrical fireshield, loss of side thermal protection: very low probability.

Side oblique drop orientation: Most likely.

8. CONCLUSIONS

The most damaging drop test orientation is side oblique drop orientation for the following reasons:
1) The loss of crush shield event has a very high probability of taking place in the side oblique drop

orientation compared to top comer drop orientation.

2) The displacement of closure plug event leading to radiation streaming.
3) Fracture of the primary shell under the lift lug base; Equal likelihood in side oblique or top comer

drop orientations.
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Figure 2.10.11-F1
Drop Test Orientations
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EFigru-re 2.1O.11-Z ,
F-294 End Drop - Top Orientation (i.e., Inverted)
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Figure 2.10.11-F3
F-294 Container Welds under Deceleration Load
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Figure 2.10.11-F4
Lift Lug Region of F-294 Test Packaging and F-294 Transport Package
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Figure 2.10.11-F5
F-294 Cavity and Cap under Deceleration Loads
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Figure 2.10.11-F6
F-294 Corner Drop - Top Orientation
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Figure 2.10.11-F7
Deceleration (g's) versus Deformation Characteristic for Various Drop Orientations
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Figure 2.10.11-F8
F-294 Secondary Impact in Top Corner Drop Orientation
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Figure 2.10.11-F9
F-294 in Side Oblique Drop (15° to Horizontal)
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Figure 2.10.11-F10
F-294 Secondary Impact In Side-Oblique Drop Orientation
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